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A bstract 

The short story has acquired a privileged statu in Australia, New Zealand, and 

Canada Critics such as Frank O'Connor, CIare Hanson, W. W. New, and Lydia Wevers 

argue that there is a congruence between the short story genre and the cultures such as 

these in which the short story flourishes. These critics suggest that authors writing f?om a 

partkular cultural position, one that includes the history of seMement, are especially 

attracted to the short story because the capacities of the form offer an appropriate way of 

conceptuking their thematic interests. 

This thesis examines the correspondence between the short story genre and the 

kinds of societies, people, and themes the stories reveal in the work of six settler Society 

writers: Ausralian authors Peter Carey and David Maluuc New Zealand authors 

Katherine Mansfield and Owen Marshall, and Canadian authors AIice Munro and Mavis 

G a l l a  The introductory chapter establishes a theoretical context for the connections to 

be made between the structures and devices of the short stoq form and the postcolonial 

issues explored by individual authors. Each subsequent chapter examines select stories 

by a single author. Close readings of the chosen stories explore how the authors convey 

meanhg through the short storv, and demonstrate the compatibility between the genre's 

form and these authors' perspectives. 

The thesis also pursues the unifying themes that exist across the chapters and that 

link the authors' work. Carey, Malouf, Mansfield, Marshall, Munro, and Gallant d l  

explore the influence the settler pst has upon the present; in this context, they examine 

questions of identity, the defining traits of culture, and the significance of place. In 



taking up these concems, they cultivate the resources of the short story in sirnilar ways, 

though Carey and Gallant are distinctive in their use of allegory and irony respectively. 

Al1 six authors maxhize the potential of the genre to generate ambiguity, uncertainty, 

openness, irresolution, and complexity- 

Keywords: short story, settler society, genre and culture, structure and content, fonnal 

openness, formal irresolution, plurality of meanings, Peter Carey, Mavis Gallant, David 

Malo* Katherine Mansfield, Owen MarshaIl, Alice Munro. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

There is an estabiished tradition of asserthg the centrality of the short story in the 

literary canons of Autdïa,  New &aland., and Canada The Australian writer and d c  

Murray Bail daims that the habit of story-tellhg beginnùig with an oral tradition, "has 

always been strong in Ausidia" (XE): 

Oral stories were a wIlSbnt fkom the first moming of the European 

settlement when words must have made an especially loud noise and 

travelled long distance. There was so much to te& so much emptiness to 

filI.. . . It would be hard to imagine another country built upon so many hard- 

Iuck stories. (xiîi) 

Carmel Bird, as an author and as the editor of a coliection of Australian stories, indicates 

that she has even heard the remark that "there are too many short stories d e n  in Austraiia, 

and that there are too many short story collections" (xüi). She admxts thatbecause she 

"loves short stories," she does not agree with the argument, but her m~llnient nonetheless 

suggests the richness and abundance of short fiction in Ausealia's lit- culture (xüi). 

In the "Introduction" to Some Other Country: New Zealand's Best Short Stories, 

New Zedand critics Bill Manhire and Marion McLeod speak of the "vigorous life the 

short story form has had in New Zealand," and suggest that 'me form itself readily 

accommodates 'the lonely voice', tending . . . to 'filter down experience to the prime 

elements of defeat and alienation'" (viii). In another essay, Manhire again stresses the 

prominence of the genre in New Zealand: "It is a truisrn to Say that the short story has 

flourished in New Zealand. Writers here have given it their full attention" (Six by Six 7). 
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He concedes that "Pdaps most writers of fiction try their hand at the short story when 

they first start out Al1 the same, the popularïty of the fom here does not indicate a nation 

of apprentice writers" (Six by Sic 8). He M e r  asserts îbat, 

The unwuai vitality of the short story in New Zealand . . . must also stem 

f?om the fact that this is the form in which our very best writers have done 

much of their best work. The example of overseas fâme (Mansfield) and 

local doggedness (Sargeson) have been a powerfid combination in shaping 

the imaginative ventures of many later writers, (Six by Six 8) 

Mark Williams similarly observes that there is a "longstanding preference for the 

form in New Zealand writing," with the result that "the short story is a foxm in its own right, 

with parti& strengths arising fkom its compression and its history of disthguished 

practitionm in this country, not a kind of lesser novel" (194). 

Examining Canadian and New Zealand literary practices, W. H. New stresses the 

vitality of the short story in these two couniries. He writes, "Nowhere else within the 

Commonwealth have the major English-language prose vuiters of the society been so 

consistently drawn to write in the genre; nowhere else has the novel figured so 

tangentially (until recently) among the major fictional accornplishments" (24). He 

suggests, fiirthermore, that "[iln these two societies, the shoa story is one of the most central 

. . . cultural adaptations of literary fom" (24). As New implies, Canadian authors have 

made an outstanding contribution to the short story field and, as in Australia and New 

Zealand, this achievement has generated comments about the skill which Canadian authors 

bring to the genre. Robert Kroetsch refers to the "success of the Canadian short story" and 

its "gified practitioners" in his "Foreword" to Simone Vauthier's book on the subject (xii). 
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W. J. Keith's judgement that "some of the most notable fiction in modern Canada is M e n  

in the short-story fom" is another sample of the very positive opinions expressed (170). 

While critics remark that the short story genre enjoys privileged statu in 

Australia, New Zealand, and Canada, they have also been inclined to consider why so 

many authors fiom these settier countnes are drawn to the form, and wheher there is 

anythuig culturally significant in that choice. The Irish short story &ter Frank O'Connor 

emerges as an influentid figure in the context of such spedation- In The Lonely Voice: 

A Snidy of the Short Story , O'Connor says that there is a conespondence between 
- - 

marginalized societies and the short story. Referring to Gogol's "The Overcoat," he 

observes that "[tlhere is no character [in the story] with whom the reader can identiQ 

b e L f . .  .. There is no fomi of society to which any character in it could possibly attach 

himself and regard as normal" (17). O'Connor suggests that Gogol's story exemplifies a 

larger tendency in the modem short story, which is that it lacks a hem. Instead, he 

açserts, the modem shoa story deals with a submerged population group, but one that is 

"not submerged entirely by material consideratiom; it can also be submerged by the 

absence of spintual ones . . ." (18). He claims that "[aJlways in the shoa story there is 

this sense of outlawed figures w a n d e ~ g  about the %ges of society, superimposed 

sornetimes on symbolic figures whom they caricature and echo-Christ, Socrates, Moses" 

(19). As a result, O'Connor writes, 

there is in the short story at its most characteristic somethuig that we do 

not often find in the novel-an intense awareness of human loneliness. 

Indeed, it rnight be truer to Say that while we often read a familiar novel 

again for companionship, we approach the short story in a very different 



O'Connor notes a "peculiar geographical distribution of the novel and the short 

story," a distribution that suggests to him that "Czarist Russia and modern Arnerica seem to 

be able to produce both great novels and great short stories, while England, which might be 

called without eraggeration the homeland of the novel, showed up badly when it came to 

the short s tow (19). Ireland, he &O points out, had ''failed to produce a single novelist," 

but had produced many t d c  short story wrïters (19). This observation suggests that 

O'Connor does not count James Joyce and Flann O'Brien as b h  novelists, but it must be 

pointed out that others surely do. This overstaternent aside, O'Connor traces the ciifference 

between corntries that produce novelists and corntries that produce short story writers to "a 

ciifference in the national attitude toward society" (19-20). His impressions thus encompass 

the idea that the differences between the novel and the short story are not so much formal as 

ideological; "1 am suggesting strongly," he Wntes, "that we can see in [the short story] an 

attitude of mind that is attracted by submerged population groups, whatever these may be at 

any gven thne-tramps, artisis, lonely idealists, dreamers, and spoiled priests" (20-21). He 

indicates, for example, that the success of the American short story can be attributai, 

among several considerationç, to the fact that America is largely populated by sectors of 

marginalized peoples- 

Thus O'Connor implies a connection between the short story genre and the kinds of 

societies and people the stories reveal, as well as a correspondence between form and 

content. In this thesis 1 examine the short story wTiting of Australian authors Peter Carey 

and David Malouf, New Zealanders Katherine Mansfield and Owen Marshall, and Canadian 

writers Alice Munro and Mavis Gallant. Given that the authors al1 write fkom a position 
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grounded in the settler expenence, one might be inclineci to think thai the short story genre 

offers an especially appropriate way of conceptualizing the settler society thernes and issues 

with which they are concerned- This view is central to my thesis. 

Some critics have pointed to the fact that the short story genre shares characteristics 

with margmalked or postcolonial communities. W. H. New, for instance, outlines a 

congruence between the infërior status of the genre in its hierarchicai relation to the novel, 

and the marginalized status of postcolonial communities in relation to irnperial, metroplitan 

centres: 

A colony is not only dependent on another societfs metropolitan centre but 

is presumed by definition to be incapable of developing metropolitan centres 

of its own - . .'novels' are 'books,' 'books' are subsbntial, therefore 'novels' 

miist be a high artistic achievemeent, though once again we know that many 

books are notbing of the W. A 'book,' moreover, is claimed as a 

'complet& unit, an 'autonomous' text-explicitly pointing to the-fàct that the 

shoa story, as physically published, is u s d y  only one element in a larger 

collection of some sort (anthology, magazine, miscellany), and implicitly 

suggesting that it is therefore of lesser substance than a 'booWnovel' and 

incapable itself of expressing the 'wholeness' which mankind desires. (17- 

18) 

While he does not Say so explicitly, the logic and flow of New's paragraph implies that this 

is not just coincidence, but that there is some meaningfùl comection between the short 

story's perceived lack of stature and the perceived lack of autonomy and independence in the 

postcolonial communities where the short story flourishes. 
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Norman Friedman answers the question of whether one c m  confÏdently relate form 

to content in a very di£ferent way. In "Recent Short Story Theones: Problems in 

Definition" he warns that 

the notion that form should be appropriate to content can never really be 

demoIlStrafed in generd. The suitability of fonn to cûntent can oniy be 

demonstrated in individual works, and the fact that certain structures and 

devices embody certain potential powers and limitations cannot be used a 

priori to predict how they can be used in any particular case. (28) 

To critics who generalize about the short story's subjects, themes, and structures, Friedman 

points out that the conclusions are necessarily 

based on the assumption that there is something inherent in short fiction 

other than its shortness; this is wha? 1 have been calling an a priori 

assumption in that it causes us to nile out (or d e  in) examples which 

cornmon sense t e k  us belong (or do not belong). (23) 

As if responding to O'Comor's charge that the short story attracts a certain kind of subject 

matter, Friedman thus argues that the genre is not resûicted, but can accommodate any topic 

of an author's choosing. Indeed, in response to suggestions that the short story, because of 

its shortness, must deal with a bnef exprieme, an episodic experience, or an impressionistic 

one, he counters that he can thin. of no anpincal or Iogical reason "why an action of larger 

magnitude cannot be condensed down to the len-eth of a short story, s o  Long as it seems to 

serve some fornial and artistic purpose" (23). Jorge Luis Borges cornes to mùid as a writer 

whose çtories reflect an encyclopedic scope and an immeasurable depth, regardiess of the 

length of the individual narratives. 
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Friedman condudes his essay by arguing that 

we cannot either logically or empincally specw that the shoa story, because 

of Ïîs shortness, deals with epiphanic sorts of actions, or with huma. 

experience at the bomdary, or with arrivak a d o r  deparhires, or wîth 

romance more than realism. Nor can we specifL that it deals with certain 

sorts of themes or that it embdies a certain kind of life vision. We cannot 

even sp-, as our reader-response critics are attempting to do, that it has a 

certain effect upon the reader because of its shortness, for it does, &er ail, 

share this trait with other fomis as well-the longer lyrk poem, for example, 

and the essay. We must be prepared to recognize the wide v&ety of 

poss~'b*ties that c m  fd under the headîng of short fictional narrative in 

prose, and we must be carefid to distinguish among features which are 

exclusive to the fonn, features which are independent of the fom, and those 

which are accidentai and historidy conditiond (30) 

One of the distinctive featureç of Friedman's essay lies in his very refiisal to lunit or 

restrict the structural and thematic possiiilities that the short story can accommodate. 

Notably, û-aditional short story theorization, such as Edgar Aiian Poe's contention that shoa 

stories must strive for a certain unity or single effect, failed to recognize the genre's ability 

to behave in such an adaptable and versatile way (188). But theorization of the short story 

by critics Like H. E. Bates, and more recent theorization by critics like Susan Lohafer and 

Thomas Gullason which takes current Literary innovations into account, stresses the infinite 

flexibility and variety of the genre and its ability to carry a range of technical and thematic 

possibilities. Bates, for example, like Friedman, reiterates the d y n d m  of the fom, 
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emphasizing its protean nature. He observes that 

the short story can be anything the author decides it shall be; it can be 

anyrbing h m  the death of a home to a young girl's fïrst love &air, fiom the 

static sketch without plot to the swiftiy moving machine of bold action and 

climax, h m  the prose poem, painted rather than written, to the piece of 

straight reportage in which style, colour, and elaboration have no place, fkom 

the piece which catches Like a cobweb the iigfit subile iridescente of 

exnotions that can never be really captured or measured to the solid tale in 

which aU emotion, ai l  action, al l  reaction is measured, %ce4 puttied, glazed, 

and fished, like a weU-built house, with three mats of shining and enduring 

paint. In that infinite flexi'bility, indeed, lies the reason why the short story 

has never been adequately defined. (73-74) 

Gullason, moreover, suggests that much of the negative reaction to the short story is owing 

to the word short: 

Readers are almost conditioned to fïnd in it something of only transitory 

value.. .. Too ofien, a short story Sfill suggests something artificial, involving 

subtle or unsubtle manipulation of a plot (with a definite b e w g ,  middle, 

and end) for a certain effect (or twist, or trick ending), something flat and 

oneaimensional, something without any red density or longevity. (Yïhe 

Short Story: Revision and Renewal" 223) 

In his own close readings of various short stories, Gullason identifies the movements, 

expansions, ricochet effects, density, layerings, and s a p e  that the genre can accommodate. 

He thus dispels the notion that there is something mechanical, standard, and static about the 



formts essentiai nature. And in that &te flexiility 

genaalize about the mternal behaviour of the genre. 

FIannery O'Connor, in an essay on the short 

9 
lies the reason why it is difEcult to 

story, calls attention to the size-the 

dimension, depth, and breadth-o f the experience that the story porirays. She remarh that, 

'TerIiaps the central qudon to be considered in any discussion of the short story is what do 

we mean by short Be- short does not mean king sfight A short s t o ~  should be long in 

depth and should give us an expenaice of meaning" (94). Moreover, she staies that, 

A good short story should not have less meaning than a novei, nor should its 

action be less complete. Nothing essential to the main experience can be Left 

out of a short story. All the action has to be satisfactorily accounted for in 

tenns of motivation, and there has to be a beginning, a middle, and an end, 

though not necessarily in that order. I think many people decide that they 

want to write short stories because they're short, and by shoa they mean 

short in every way. They thuik that a shoa story is an incomplete action in 

which a very iittle is show and a great deal suggested, and they think you 

suggest something by leaving it out (93-94) 

The short story theorist Mary Rohrberger also offers a flexible perspective on the 

matter of how the genre should be approached She suggests that 'What we need to do as 

theorists of the short story is to avoid throwing out theones because we see exceptions or 

because boudaries between categones are fuzzy" (34). She stresses that "every aspect of 

the short story that is described more fully or named diEerently can lead us to increasingly 

more fhitfi l  investigations" (34). Rohrberger's comment indicates that she, Wce other 

critics, is less concemed with tracing generic purity than with exploring the capacities and 
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the workuigs of the genre- 

Perhaps the enduring interest in understanding how a story conveys m&g 

through its fom explains why, despite its problems, the essence of Frank O'Connor's thesis 

resonates so stmngly in the work of cuntemporary Critics of settler society short story 

~ting. Clare Hanson, for example, maices the claim for a congruence between genre and 

culture when she comments that the short story "seems to be the mode preferred by those 

e t e r s  who are not wxiting h m  wifhin a fïxed and stable cultural h e w o r k "  (Short 

Stories 12)- Lydia Wevers agrees that the short story, more than the novel is the genre "in 

which the preoccupations of a colonial and postcolonial literature have worked themselves 

out" (Oxford 203)- These comrnents, like O'Comofs, would seem to imply that there is 

something culturally significant in the settler Society author's choice to write short fiction, or 

thai there is something about the short story that makes it especially suitable to authors 

writing fi-om, or about, a marginaiized position 

In her work on the New Zealand short story, Lydia Wevers deveIops these 

observations fûrther. She proposes that the short story is an appropriate choice for settler 

society writers precisely because the forrn inherently embodies so many of the 

characteristics of the settler culture-especially since "short fiction never constmcts rneaning 

on its own tennç" (Southerly 12 1). For Wevers, 

The New Zealand short story inscribes marginality and centrality 

simultaneously; its shortness, the not-novelness of the story suggests the 

incompletenas of our culture, the rnargidïty of New Zealand writing to the 

great Anglophone traditions.. . . As a generic choice it is an expression both 

of what we do and do not have, and as itself, it can be read as a metaphor. 



(Southerly 120-2 1) 

As Wevers points out, the short story does oEer an alternative to the traditional form of the 

novel; in the simple fact of what it is not, the genre ac~uires status as a non-novel. The 

authors of The Empire Writes Back state that "In settIer colonies the f k t  task seems to be to 
- -  

establish that the texts can be shown to constitute a literature separate fkom that of the 

mehopolitan centre" (133). Since the dominant form of expression in the imperïum has, 

since at les t  the 1 9 ~  century, traditiondy been the novel, the short story has the potential to 

position itself strategically as an altemative genre, one separate £tom that of the imperial 

centre (Ashcroft 133). In this same essay Wevers quotes fiom Edward Said's Culture and 

Imperiaïisn to develop an interesting cornparison tKtween the nineteenth-centrqy Eur0pea.n 

novel as a .  expression of imperialism, and the twentieth-century New Zealand short story as 

an expression of the identity of its settier soc- (Southerly 122). 

In Culture and Imperialism, Said asserts that the novel and imperiaiism 
p p  

are unthinkable without each other. Of all the major literary forms, the novel 

is the most recent, its emergence the most datable, its occurrence the most 

Western, its normative pattern of social authority the most structurai; 

imperialism and the novel fortifid each other to such a degree that it is 

impossible, 1 would argue, to read one without in some way dealing with the 

other. (71) 

With its "highly regulated plot mechanism" and its "entire system of social references," Said 

suggests that the novel can be considered "an incorporative, quasi-encyclopedic culhxral 

form" (71). He promises that, " m e  shall see the fa. fiom accidental convergence between 

the patterns of narrative authority constitutive of the novel on the one hand, and, on the 
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other, a compiex ideologicd configuration underlying the tendency to imperialism" (70)- 

Said does not argue that the novel caused imperialism, but he suggests that British power 

was "elaborated and articulateci in the novel" (73) and, to this end, that the novel 

"contri'buted simiificântly to these feelings, attitudes, and references [about impenalism] and 

became a main element in the consolidated vision . . . of the globe" (74). 

With Said's mmments available as points of reference, Wevers is also careful about 

the nature of the claim she rnakes for the shoa story genre. She does not contend that the 

short story initiated the development of a distùict cultural and litemy identity for New 

Zealand, but siie does ask us to read its textual space "metaphorically as an expression of 

cultural identity" (Southerly 122). Moreover, she asserts that 

If the nineteenth-century European novel reveals structures of attitude and 

reference which delineate a distinctive cultural topography, then the short 

story, as  the preferred generic choice of many of the writers who construct 

New Zealand literature, also reveals attitudes and structures which constitute 

a distinctive topography . . . . . (Southerly 122-23) 

Wevers ciaims that in New Zealand writing it is the short story that best offers 

resistance "to the more usual practice of UrLiting 'Home' for a British readership" as one does 

with novels (Oxford 203). She privilega the short story over other genres in this regard 

because of what she rnakes of the abbreviated length of the story form and, to her mind, its 

concomitant suggestion of incompleteness. She proposes that the brevity "speaks for the 

absence of other, larger certainties, encoding the problematic context of colonial and post- 

colonial literatures" (Oxford 203). And she wonders whether 

the problematic questions of separahon, race, culture, and identity which 
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constrain and shape an emerging national literature can be more 

co~r&iirtabIy articulated in a genre which does not impIy resolution. (Oxford 
- - 

203) 

Bill Ashcroft, Gareth GxBths, and Helen Ti& suggest that seîtler socieq fiterature, 

"defineci within the literature of the mother country, as a 'branch' or 'triiuta& [sic] was 

unsure of itself fkom the begimhg, and the resuit was seIf-consciousness" (137). Thek 

general point supports Wever's identification of the pervasivenss of mcertainty as a 

g e n d  theme in New Zealand writing. 

Wevers Iaments that "there stilI doesn't seem to be much of a hypothesis about why 

the New Zealand writer again and again makes that gexmic choice" [to &te shoa stories] 

(Southerly 118). Wevers refers to the appeal the short story holds for authors writing h m  

within an emerging national literature because it "does not imply resolution" or larger 

ceriaïnties (Oxford 203). But one must acknowledge that while the shortness of the short 

story can signal irresolution, novek, poetry, and drama can also all  accommodate 

irresolution. James Joyce's Dubluiers provides a wonderfiil example of the way the short 

çtory form, with its ability to inScnie ambiguity and indeterminacy, so suitably captures the 

uncertainties and perplexities of people on the hges of Dublin Mie. But if Dubhers 

supports Wever's theory, Ulysses demonstrates that the novel is equally capable of exploring 

the difncult questions smounding a character's and a culturets identity-in a rnost open and 

wuesolved fashion- 

Still, even though novels, poems, and short stories cm produce similar.effects, they 

fùnction differently fiom each other and achieve their effects in distinct ways. Wevers' 

theory is based on the assurnption that short stories are not simply long prose poems and 
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short novels- Mary Gerhart ixldicates that, in genre theory, it is the Anstotelian argument 

that holds that 

different genres mediate distinct meanings, themselves capable of being 

analyzed ~ystematically~ From this position, literary foxms are distinct and 

require an interpretation that is species-specific and that has as its ambition 

an explanation of how the literary work operates. M e a d  of asking, 

"Whence cornes the power of this work?" this . . - [Aristoteliad critic asks, 

"How is the power of this work generated through its particular form and 

meaning?" (55) 

It is with a similar emphasis on the formalist approach thai Northrop Frye, in his "Theory of 

Genres," advises that an author "should be examined in ternis of the conventions he choset1 

(305), a view which lends itself to taking into account the choice of genre, and how the 

genre affects and conveys meaning- 

Wevers adopts a fomalist approach herself in asserting that the New Zealand short 

story reveals "attitudes and structures which coflstitute a distinctive topography" (Southerly 

123). And she and other critics are right to speak of the compatibility between the short 

story form and its content in specific instances. Commenting on the work of New 

Zealanders Katherine Mansfield and Owen Marshall, Bill Manhire, for example, insightfiilly 

indicates that their shared preoccupation with memory, which he labels an anxiety, is well 

suited to the genre in which they &te: 

Such an anxiety is hardty surprising in a land which often thinks itself 

lacking in 'historyt-'a little land with no history' was Mansfield's phrase in 

1909. But worry about memory is also appropnate to the short story form 
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itself, which fin& its mots in rootlessness, in the instabilities of 

experience, w-hich works best with the moment and cannot, like the novel, 

easily accomodate the process of time passùig. (Six by Six 8) 

Theorists like Barbara C. Ewell and Gerald Lynch share with Wevers a desire to 

make a connection between the resources of the short story and representations of a culture. 

In "Southem Women Reconstnict the So* Limit as Aesthetic in the Short Story," EweU 

examines how three Southem Arnerican women wrïters, Kate Chopin, Alice IYalker, and 

Eudora Weltty, have strategically used the short story to confi-ont the story of the old South. 

She contends that 

In this otherness-as a "limited" genre- typ idy  defined in terms of its 

infkrïority and diffefence h m  the novel-the shoa story parallels the 

otherness of women (as well as the South) in offixing valuable spaces for 

criticism. (66) 

Ewell argues thaf for these writers, the decision to write within the short story @me is rich 

with opportunity and potential: 

In the confines of the shoa story, that act of reconstxuction [that the authors 

engage in] is intensified, exaggerated by the delïberate partiality of the form. 

Unable to contain the whole story and unsuited for the novel's totalizing 

clairns of authority, the short story reveals in its limits the partiality of any 

story. Demanding silences and gaps . . . the genre offers its practihoners a 

congrnous way of undemiining the authority and universality on which 

hierarchies depend. Moreover, as a "lesser genre," the form also lends to its 

subversion the disguise of insignificance, its destabilizùlg challenge always 



already contained by its devaluation and difference. (66) 

In concentrating on women writers fÏom the American South, Ewell pursues a 

direction different h m  rny own focus on writers fiom Australia, New Zeaiand, and Canada 

But her insistence on the congruence between the genre and the kinds of issues these writers 

c o d n t  is directly relevant tu Wevers' assessrnent of the genre's potentid not only to 

articulate a particular culhaal or regional perspective, but also to reinforce or encode that 

perspective within the structure of the genre. Ewell does identiQ the short story's capacity 

to reflect a specific aesthetic and ideology, one that is subversive, anti-authontative, 

different, marginalized, devalued, and partial. However, in her failure to ackmwledge that 

the novei, poetry, and drama are e q d y  capable of içsuing the kinds of challenges that she 

sees embodied by the short story form, she insinuates that the short story is uniquely capable 

of ca-g such traits. But, sign.cantlyy Ewell examines one rqresentative story by each 

of Chopin, Walker, and Welty, and, in Iimiting her focus, avoids implying that their wïting 

reveds definkg traits of the short story as a genre. She makes it clear that she wants to 

examine how these three Southem women.have used the short story-with ruptures, silences, 

discontinuities, gaps-in specific instances to challenge the paaiality of all nanative and 

cultural authoritïes, and to reveal how no perspective can be definitive (Ewell 70). 

Gerald Lynch also relates the f o m  of the short story to its substance. Focusing on 

Canadian short story wrihg, he argues that because the short story offers the possibility of 

an alternative to the novel's impression of completion and its promise of cloçure and totality, 

the story cycle is "well suited to the concerns of Canadian writers intent on portraying a 

particular region or community, its history, its characters, its communal concerns" (36). 

Lynch's argument, like Wevers' and Ewell's, hinges on the idea that the form cornplements 



and reinforces the content- He wrïtes, 

Even such early cycles as Scott's' Viger and Leacock's Sunshine Sketches 

portray the stniggies of mal1 cornmunities for coherence and sumival under 

c o n t r q  pressures h m  metropolitanism and modemit., and they do su in a 

form that mirrors the stniggle between cohesion and a h d  of entrapy, or 

between solidarity and fragmentation, between things holding together and 

things  PU^ a p a a  (37) 

As the work of critics Like Lynch and Forrest L. Ingram indicates, story cycles are a 

subgenre within the short stoq, and hction differently than single stories. But 1 think the 

tension between cohesion and fkgmentation that Lynch sees within Iinked stories is present, 

admittedly in a modified way, within individual stories. Because of its brevity, a single 

stoxy may well embody incompleteness and ambiguity on some level, and these elments 

generate tension as the reader atternpts to integrate omissions into a pattem of narrative 

coherence. Lynch does not argue that the short story is uniquely capable of reinforcing this 

tension between wholeness and disunity, presirmably because too m a .  examples suggest 

otherwise: Chinua Achebe's Things Fall Apart and the Yeats poem implied by Achebe's 

title, for instance, exempli@ how both a novel and a poan can structuraUy reinforce a 

thematic tension between order and disorder, between things comhg together and things 

unravelling. Indeed, Lynch does not even invite a comparison between the capacities of 

other genres. Instead, he focuses on select short story authors and examines how they work 

with the short story cycle in specifk instances- 

The stories of Peter Carey, David Mdouf; Katherine Mansfield, Owen Marshall, 

Alice Munro, and Mavis Gallant variously explore questions of identity, the significance of 
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place, and the defining traits of culture. While these themes do not necessarïly find their 

provenance in the settIer expenence, each author has some engagement with a particular 

culture and, in the stories by each author that 1 examine, the culture is clearly defined by its 

ties to a settler background In Faulkner's Absalom, Absalom!, Quentin Compson 

is a character obsessed with the meaning of legacies and with the implications of 

inheritances fiom the pst .  He thinks, "Maybe nothing mer happem once and isJinrrhed 

Mwbe k.ppen is never once but Zike rippZes m@e on wczter Mer the pebble sinh, the 

@les moving on, spreading, the pool uttached by a nmrow umbilica2 water-cord to the 

nest pool which the fùJipool feed, haF fed did feed . . ." (210). This very poetic passage 

expresses the very sense of attachent, comection, influence, and exchange between the 

settler past and the present that permeates the authors' works that 1 examine in this thesis. 

For these authors, the settler experience extends its reach, like ripples fiom one pool of 

water spreading into another, k to  experiences in the present day. Carey, for exarnple, 

interrogates the imperialistic control America exercises over Australia Malouf is equally 

concerneci with Australia's settler legacy, ,as shown in his exploration of conflicts between 

Old World and New World sensibilities. Mansfield focuses on her characters* efforts to 

settle into new environments and into new lives and, in so doing, she gestures to the settler 

experience that is so much a part of New Zealand history. Marshali's focus on cbaracters' 

growth and development often &plies a comection to the maturation of New Zealand's 

cultural identity. And Munro's quest for the meanhg of such terms as a life, an identity, 

home, and cuIture confkont provincial and colonial definitions that allude to the settler 

background fiom which her characters emerge. Gallant tests what it means to be Canadian 

at various times in the twentieth-century, and her explorations stress that not only is 
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individual identity fluid and flexible, but ço too is the nation's. Each author, at some 

point, invites the reader to interpret a textual moment as being distinctly AustraIian, New 

Zealand, or Canadian, in the attitudes, vaIues, anxieties, issues, and ironies exposed. 

Furthermore, each author, at some point, relates a textual moment to the circumstances of 

the c0untry7s eady settlement. 

These six authors' stones tend to expose the falseness of definitive, authontative, 

and hennetic ideologies, and this attitude is reflected in their narrative structures. As varied 

as thek Uriiting Ïs, the authors all display an affinity for inesolution surrounding central 

themes and coziflicts, for an openness in terms of defïning meaning, and for pluraüty in 

representing elements such as narrative voice, point of view, temporal relations, and 

endings. While they use the resources of f ie  short story in different ways, they maximize 

the potential of the genre to generate arnbiguity and unceTtainty on mauy narrative levels, to 

stress mdtiplicity and diversity in their m d g ,  and to resist any single, authoritative story. 

These authors' stones couId be used to ilEustrate the dynamism and flexibili@ critics like 

Bates and Gullason speak of as being poss~ble within the genre. 

Frank Davey argues that traits that -challenge the idea of a " d e d "  and "autotelic" 

story are characteristics of "most writing in the Canadian short story" (i). In "Genre 

Subversion and the Canadian Short Story" he proposes that "the developrnent of the 

Canadian short story . . . occurred almest entirely outside this early twentieth-century 

Anglo-Arnencan critical emphasis on the unified and autotelic story" (10). Because of this 

isolation Davey contends that "[a]n examination of the Canadian short story requires a much 

more p ld i s t i c  and eclectic view of the short story, and a more 'generous' sense of its 

generic language, than that which accompanied the development of the Anglo-Amencm 
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short story" (10). Davey concentrates on the înterweaving of genre codes-parable, 

legend, anecdote, essay, and short fiction-in Canadian short stories and suggests that this 

mix "in many casa obiiges a reader to recognize in the text a distinct resistance to classicai 

gaire theory, reference and transparency" (13-14). Davey's admonition to see Canadian 

Stones as demanding a pluraiïstic and eçlectic understanding of the genre as opposed to a 

unified and autotelic one is relevant to my reading of these six authors' works. Their work 

prompts a recognition of the potent nature of the fomt 

Wevers suggests that the problematic quedons that so often arise within settler 

societies "can be more comfortably articulateci in a genre which does not imply resolution*' 

(Oxford 203). Frank O'Comor, we may recall, observes that for the short story writer, these 

"problematic questions" may relate to a focus on marginaiized peoples, as weii as a 

concentration on the experiences of loneliness, dienation, and defeat. There an indeed 

many isolated figures in the stories of the six authors 1 examine* including Maloufs lec~rrer 

in Australian culture; Mansfield's married lady of society, B q l ;  Marshall's painter, ML 

Van Gogh; Munro's nineteenth-century poet, Almeda Roth; and Gallant's young orphan, 

Linnet Muir. In my reading of the stories, the alienated characters are set apart fiom the 

community because of their differences, their individuality, their eccentricities, but also 

because of the self-awareness and the self-consciousness they display in examining the 

meaning of their own lives, their relations to the culture in which they exist, and to the place 

where they live. In Mansfield's 'At the Bay," Beryl and her sister's family move fiom the 

city to the country. She feels isolated and very lonely as a result of this change, and she 

expresses her unhappy feelings about her plight in ternis that capture the uncertainty of her 

situation. She indicates that, "It is tme when you are by yourself and you think about life, it 
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is always sad All that exciternent and so on has a way of suddenly leaving yoy and it's 

as though, in the silence, somebody called your name, and you heard your name for the £kst 

the'' (244). Her statement emblematizes the kind of connection that so often emerges in all 

six authors' wnting between the assessment of identity and the estimation of the culture and 

place in which a chafacter h d s  him or herself. Beryl's statement also reflects the 

uncertainty and ambiguity that so typically sumound and accompany a character's efforts to 

sort out these relations. 

To be ciear, Carey, Malouf, Mansfield, Marshall, Munro, and Gallant are not 

restricted to the medium of the short story in exploring "problematic questions" surrotrnding 

issues of identity, culture, and place. While theU stories ofien revolve around these themes, 

such themes are not unique to the genre, nor limited to it However, in focushg on the short 

stary wrîting of these six authors¶ I assume thaî when they choose to write in the short story 

mode it is because the genre offers something to them as writers and serves some purpose- 

aesthetic, structural, thematic, strategic, personal, or other. Lynch speaks of the "formal 

appropriateness" of the genre to certain subjects and themes (40). His identification of a 

cornespondence between form and content is directly relevant to my thesis. 1 explore the 

way these authors cultivate the potential of the short story to accommodate their thematic 

interests. The formal capacities of the genre ailow the six practitioners the opportunity to 

subvert the impression of certainty, unity, closure, completion, and totality (Lynch 38-40). 

The authors' chosen forrn is thus appropriate to their explorations of complex issues relating 

to identity, culture, and place because the ways in which they explore these issues, as well as 

the issues themselves, lend themselves to an aesthetic predicated on openness, irresolution, 

and indeterminacy. 
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The stones typically deploy in an ambiguous way some of the traditional aspects 

of the genre: epiphanies pmduce multiple effécts as opposed to a single and unifying one; 

meaning is multiple and shifüng; the Stones overall lend thanselves to a plurality of 

interpretations; and endings Lack e t y  and closure. While the authors all bring innovations 

establishing a correspondence between the kinds of stories they write-complex, open, 

ambiguow-and the kind of people and societies the Stones reveal. As Lynch implies, the 

short star. can net only acco~~~modate the examinaton of identity' culture, and place, but it 

can also reflect the failure of identity' culture, and place to uni@, to cohere, and to provide 

stability (39). 

With the exception of K a t h h e  Mansfield, ail the authors 1 have chosen are 

writers of the late twentieth-century. Peter Carey, with his postmodem sensibility, and 

David Malouf, with his interest in generating psychological depth, strongly contraçt with 

each other. Such contrast is productive because it highlights the flexibility of the genre 

and demonstrates the different ways in which settler-society thernes are figured by 

contemporary h t e r s .  Mansfield's name is synonymous with short story writing in New 

Zealand, and she provides a critical standard with which Owen Marshall's more realistic, 

contemporary writing can be compared. As well, critics highlight the opposition between 

the Mansfield school of impressionistic writing and the Frank Sargeson school of realistic 

writing. By examining Mansfield's work, 1 am able to aclmowledge that important 

literary mode4 and by examining Marshall's work, 1 am fke also to move beyond it. 

Alice Munro experiments with the capacities of the genre to be dense, concentrated, and 

subtle, and, in her handling of it, the short stoiy can be charactenzed as cornplex, rnulti- 
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layered, texhuecl, and dynamic. She highlights the genre's ability to convey 

indeterminacy surrounding core issues and themes, as well as ambiguity surrounding 

single tropes and images. The title for my thesis, ''Open Secrets," cornes frorn a Munro 

short story by that name; the title links a characteristic of her writing, its openness, with 

the same potential characteristic that she enhances within the genre itself. (Munro 

typically writes about the mystery, the secrets, of the ordinary, too; thus, her story title is 

very relevant to her aesthetic). Finally, Mavis GaLiant's stories provide a partial contrast 

to the other five authors' work While she does favour ambiguity and openness in her 

writhg, I argue that her ernphasis on openness lies more clearly in her aim to generate 

uncertainty within her readers. Indeed, she places an enormous stress on asking the 

reader to interpret the tone, the point of vÏew of the narrator, and the key texnial 

moments, in individual stories. She provides only brief background matenal and only 

sketch-like details about her characters, and yet she typicdly places her characters at 

some kind of critical moment. She asks the reader to deteraiine what that critical moment 

represents. Frank O'Connor suggests that there is "no such thuig as essential form" for 

the short story writer: "Because his fr-ame of reference can never be the totality of a 

human Me, he mut be forever selecting the point at which he can approach it . . ." (21). 

Gallant' s distinctive representation of her observations of society and culture only 

heightens the awareness that each author's form is in fact unique and original. 

1 begin each chapter with a generd introduction, followed by a detailed analysis 

of one representative story. The authors write on a wide varïety of themes and issues, but 

I have deliberately chosen to examine stories that reflect their postcolonial interests 

- . L a u s e  I want to investigate how form can help to strengthen the articulation of those 
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themes, and how the form can encode or inscnbe them. In the remainder of each 

chapter, 1 demonstrate how the aesthetic that 1 identify in the one representative story 

works itself out in two or more other stones, stories to which I give shorter treatxnent. 

In Imaboulary Homelands: Essays and Criticisrn 1 98 1 - 199 1, Sahan Rushdie 

comments on the way people in general and wrïters in particular perceive the world. 

''Human beuigs do not see things whole;" he tells us, 'tve are not gods but wounded 

creatures, cracked lenses, capable only of fkctured perceptions. Partial beings in a l l  senses 

of that p b e .  Meaning is a shalq edifice we build out of scraps, dogmas, cbildhood 

injwies, newspapa articles, chance remarks, old films, s m d  victorieç, people haî& people 

loved . . . " (12). He cl& that, fùrthermore, 

Writers are no longer sages, dispensing the wisdom of the centuries. And 

those of us who have been forced by cultural displacement to accept the 

provisional nature of all tmths, al1 certainties, have perhaps had modernism 

forced upon us. We can't lay claim to OIympus, and are thus released to 

describe our worlds in the way in which all of us, whether d t e r s  or not, 

perceive it fiom day to &y. (12-1 3) 

The stories 1 examine in this thesis suggest the authors' awareness of cultural 

displacement, whether it is the result of settlement, immigration, transition, or a shift in 

cultural orientation. Cultural displacement also cornes fiom the undercurent of 

intderance that c m  breed in communities that continually look to larger, more dominant 

centres. As Rushdie implies, the stories themselves can display a sensitiviq to the 

ambiguous and fkactured quality of experience: the characters fiom the works examined 

in this thesis explore their own identities, their own sense of culture, and their own sense 
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of place, and they do so within the open, ambiguous, and complex narrative structures 

of the short story- 



Chapter Two: Peter Carey 

With his six novels to two books of short stories, Peter Carey is beîter recognized as 

a novelist, and especially so as the author of the Booker-prize winning Oscar and Lucinda 

(1988). Indeed the chronobgy of Carey's published works suggests that his preference for 

the short story genre prevailed at the beginning of his Wnting career, fiom around 1974 to 

1980, and the recent publication of his sixth consecutive novel, Jack Maggs (1997), clearly 

shows a sustained colIlILUltment to the novel. Yet for rny purposes the short stories wiil 

provide the Iens through which X assess Carey's aesthetic as they offer a wonderfid example 

of the innovation that can be brought to the short story fom, and of the suitability and 

flexibility of the genre in conveying anxieties inherited firom a settler background. Carey's 

short stories are interesting, imaginative, and challenging, and while the çame may be said 

of the short stories of the other authors considered in this thesis, Carey's work offers a vivid 

contrast in form and style to them in the ways in which he handles and explores postcolonial 

îhemes. 

Carey's short story writing has beex described by Kerryn Goldsworthy as 

exempllying the "new" fiction of the 1970s in Ausrralia, fiction noted for its "break Eom 

realist stories and nationalist preoccupations" of the kind found in the tradition of Henry 

Lawson's bush stories (541; see also Woodwck 1-1 5). According to Goldsworthy, this new 

fiction is also characterized by its heavy inauence fiom contemporary European and 

American writing (including Joyce, Borges, Fauher, Kerouac), especially its tendency to 

incorporate eiements of fantasy and smealisrn, its experimentation with narrative 



chronology and narrative voice, and its display of self-referentiality (541). With other 

practitioners of this style such as Michaeï Wildùig, Frank Moorhouse, and Murray Bail, 

Carey is identified by Goldsworthy as having "an acute and articulated consciousness of 

there being no simple, uncornplicated relationship between language and experience" (541). 

Carey's reliance upon fan- and surreaLism in his writing can be linked to the challenge he 

faces in making the language of narrative adequately co~xu~lunicate the incoherent, the 

strange, and the ummtural elements of his imaginative worlds. He questions society's 

willing acceptance of the ideology that structures images, represaitations, and narratives, 

and he critiques Society's unexamuied rnatexialism and consumeriSm-procïvities which 

just@ the emphasis critics such as Karen Lamb and Anthony J. Hassall have given to what 

might be considered his postmodemist preoccupafions. An approach to his work that 

focuses on his style as a "new" writer is enriched, however, by attending to the postcolonial 

issues in his narratives. 1 would argue that, instead of breaking h m  nationalkt 

preoccupations aitirely, Carey presents postcolonial issues relatïng to cultural identity in a 

complex context, complex because it is informed by both postmodem and postcolonial 

impulses. His stories reflect the @ostcolonial) desire to find compatible terms with which to 

wnceptualize and project a stable Australian cultural identity, as well as a (postmodem) 

critique of the totalinng images and explanations that circulate in the culture. 

Hermine Krasçniaer has identified the potential richness of a reading of Carey's 

work that focuses on the postcolonial as weil as the postmodem; in Aspects of Namation in 

Peter Carey's Novels: Deconstructing Colonialism, Krassnitzer initiates a reading of Carey's 

novels that is informed by both aesthetic movements. Graham Huggan also contributes 



usefiil insight to the debate about how to classi@ Carey's dt ing ,  postmodern or 

postcolonid, as does Bruce Woodcock Woodcock, like Huggan, refuses to see "easily 

decoded narratives" in Carey's work and presents hirn instead as a "hybrid who expioits the 

literary, fomal, and theniatic ambiguities" afforded by fabulism, surrealism, 

postmodernism, and postcolonialism (1 19). My study adds the connecion between the 

generic capacities of the short story and the way in which Carey depicts his social world 

Carey's Collected Stones illustrates the way the short story form, specifically, 

captures and conveys especiaily weii the thematic preoccupations of an author whose 

cultural background includes the centrai fact of British colonization and settlement. The 

short story can contain the episodic, the ambiguous, the uncertain, and the selfconscious; its 

ability to ernbody these traits relates to Carey's fictional reahs w k e  the elements of 

certainty, closure, continuity, are rendered indeteminate, ambiguous, and fi-agmented. 

Form and substance work together to insist on a shift in emphasis, a questioning which 

undermines established order and which, by extension, implicitly challenges the dictates of 

imperid heritage. The radical uncertainty surrounding the meaning of central 

representations in Carey's fictional realms works to create this disruption and this openness. 

In Orientaiïsm, Edward Said rnakes the point that in cultural discourse and in 

exchange within a culture "what is commonly circulated by it is not 'tnith' but 

representations" (2 1)- He writes that 

It hardly needs to be demonstrated again that language itself is a highly 

organized and encoded system, which employs many devices to express, 

indicate, exchange messages and information, represent and so forth. In any 



instance of at least Urïitten language, there is no such thing as  a defivered 

presence, but a re-presence, or a representation. (2 1) 

Said refas to the techniques of representation inherent in written Ianguage. Carey's 

stones draw attention to the techniques of representanon involved not just in narrative, but 

in a variety of forms including cartography, architecture, art, movies, dreams, miming, and 

politics In "A M~~dmiU m the West" a soldier discovers thaî, contrary to military rationale, 

there is no visible difference between the tenitory to the East that he defends and the 

temitory to the West that he invades; in "The Puzzling Nature of Blue," Vincent realizes that 

the colour biue is not seen as part of a neutrd or natural colour spectrum. Xnstead the colour 

is inflected with political meaning, a meaning that changes depending on whether one is 

f i a t e d  with the colonizers or the colonized, And in "The Fat Man in History," Carey 

suggests that even obesity is not a neutral condition but a sign of one's political afEliation- 

TQ be overweight is equated with being one of the "fat Arnericanst' of the revolution and 

immediately suggests being "grotesque, greedy, an enemy of the people" (Collecteci 183). 

In these stones Carey investigates "how we represenf how we construct, ou. view of our 

reality and of ourselves" (Hutcheon, Politics 42). 

While Carey repeatedly examines how a fiituristic, capitalist, cosmopolitan culture 

represents itself, he dso explores specific instances when Australian culiure absorbs and 

reflects conventions fashioned in Amenca, which is something that he does especially 

pohtedly in "Arnerican Drearns." One can't help but speculate as to whether Carey's 

working background in the field of advertising sharpened his perceptiveness about the 

constructed nature of images. At any rate, the focus on what images and narratives signiG 



in temis of cultural attitudes relates to his aesthetic concem. For Carey, this means that his 

wnsciousness of a story as a constructecl artefact corresponds to the recognition that the 

stories and images of Australian culture are alsb cultivated And ofien, he suggests, the 

imported models AustraLian culture adopts to represent itself are inadequate or 

inappropriate. One way of reading Carey's critique of various representational strategies 

would be to consider, as Ashcroft, GrifEths, and Tiffin do, that for a postcoloniai d e r ,  

Mease with the gap between imported language and local world can became a radical 

questioning of the relationship between language and world (137). This is another way of 

stating one of Carey's central interests: the complicated relationship between sign systems 

and experience, qecially in relation to representing the wmplex experïence of 

colonization. 

Carey does not introduce the subject of Australia's colonization with anything so 

literal as the fact of the British Government's 1787 decision to send a f let  to colonize 

Australia and, in so doing, to tramport the unwanted f e h  h m  England But Carey's 

preoccupation with the theme of physical and psychological imprisonment seans connecteci 

to the concept of a continent becoming a jail. Critics have argued that a seme of 

powerlessness and subjection extends throughout Australia's national mythology because of 

its experience as a pend colony (Hassall 116). The characterd situations in Carey's stories 

gesture towards this history as they are oflen trapped, either physically, by w d s  or prisons, 

or psychologically, by elements which are related to aspects of imperialism, such as the 

imposition of cultural attitudes fiom a dorninating centre and the importation of culnval 

representationç. Entraprnent of this kind no longer cornes mainly f?om Bntain as it did in 



the days of Australia's settlement Edward Said makes the point thai imperialisn hgers "in 

a kïnd of general cultural sphere as weli as in specific political, ideological, economic, and 

social practices" (Culture 9), and Carey understands this aftermath of imperialist influence. 

In many of the s b e s  Carey identifies the United States of Amerka as the modem- 

day oppressor in its pursuit of profit and its building of a global empire, and he uses symbols 

of American political, economic, and d a 1  culture-automobiles, drive-in movie theatres, 

the tourism industry, and revolutionary political wiil-to suggest the ways in which America 

exerts dominance over Australian cultural He. When asked by Ray Wilibanks about the 

polarïty between Australia and America whicb he sets up in his work, Carey admits thai, "1 

did have a thing about Australia being on the edge of the American Empire. . . . One can feel 

a great deal of reservations about American political actions in the world, the actions of 

Arnerican companies" (48). In the same interview Carey aiso suggests that the focus on 

entrapment in his short stones may well originate fiom his growing up in a parochial setting: 

"As an adult I've always felt a great deal of potential, but as a child in a comtry town 1 felt 

ûapped, with denied possiilities" (52). 

If' Carey's s t m k  are thernatically engaged with the theme of entrapment, one of 

their stylistic feahires is that they dispense with what Said calls "the confident edifice that 

fictional narrative normally constructs" (Beginnings 137). As a result, they are 

characterized by an opemess, an ambiguity, and an enigmatic quality on the level of 

meaning. The connection between the generic capacities of the short story and the way 

Carey depicts his social world emphasizes how form and context work together, and it is 

this dynamic between the two which is the focus of th is  chapter. The form, which is open, 



ambiguous, exploratoxy, and which hints at the impossibility of containment, is a stylistic 

counterpart to thematic stress on physical confinement and motional imprisonment. The 

s h e s  are highly self-reflexive, raising problems about the representation of d t y  and 

logical sequential stnicturing. The stones are also episodic and hgmented; most of them 

are inteniaily divided by numbered paragraphs. Many of them are only three to six pages in 

length, thereby highlijjhting what Susan Lohafer refers to as "the brevity of the reading 

experience and the consequeme of the imminence of the end in this narrative [short stoxy] 

genre" (Short Stoxy Thmry 110). These characteristics show the process of the story's 

making. Moreover, the narratives are spare in their provision of the traditional components 

of plot; they ofien lack character delineation and development, unity of action, ordered and 

connected structure, exposition, and resolution. Despite the skeletal nature of the stories, 

they do achieve complexity, in part, because form and context reinforce one anothex so 

rneiuiingfiiily. As Carey exposes the artifice and mechanisms involved in his own stoy 

writing, he also explores the structures that prop up Awtralian cultural identity, such as the 

toinism industry, corporate capitalism, and consumerism. 

Peter Carey's Collected Stones (1995) includes ail of the stories fkom The Fat Mm 

in History (1974) and War Crimes (1979), as well as four stones not previously collected. 

My discussion of Carey's work kom this collection proceeds by way of selective, concrete, 

story-by-story analysis. The principle that guided the choice and ordering of the stories 

discussed relates to Helen Tiffin's advice to observe the direction of the "political valency" 

of nanative's devices (x). 1 begin by considering stones that are self-reflexive and inward 

loohg,  ones which comment on the construction of fiction or the act of mimetic 



representation itself. 1 then consida stories that look outward and recognize the social and 

culturai wntext in which art is produced. These stories anticipate my eventual focus on 

works that can be seen to have clear postcolonîai significance, works that draw attention to 

the political, economic, and even imperid factors that infom representations of Australian 

cultural identity. In these later stories Carey more forcefully asserts what is at stake when 

Australïan culture is constituted by foreign values and belien. 

"Happy Story" provides a good point of departure because it seIf-consciously raises 

questions about the capacities of the short story genre and highlights Carey's interest in 

looking at how things-in this instance short stories themselves-are constnicted, This story 

is sketch-Iength at three pages and it is hgmented, with six numbered sections composing 

the whole of the narrative. The text is almost ail dialogue with only a couple of descriptive 

sentences between the many quotaiions. The story features two characters, the anonyrnous 

male character and bis fiiend Marie, and records six separate and bnef convexsations 

between them about flying. In the first conversation, Marie makes accusations to the man 

about his obsession with flying: "'It's an obsession,' she says, àll this tak  about flying and 

birdç. 1 think you're simply unhappy and want to escape"' (66). He replies "I'd be happy XI  

could fly" (66). In the fifth conversation Marie inquires whether the man could build 

somethhg for flying that would accommodate both her and the do& and she is happy when 

he explains that it could be done. In the sixth and final conversation, the man asks Marie, 

" Where do you want to go?" and after some deliberation she answers "WeU . . . Pve always 

wanted to go to Florence." "Al1 nght," he says (68). 

It is an odd and cxyptic story. Reason dictates that if being able to fly will make the 



man happy, and he is about to fly at the end of the story, then he is afso happy. The promise 

of the title "Happy Story" is ttius realized, as the expectation for narrative closure of a 

specifically happy nature is saîïsfied. But the simple htIe and the simpIe story are so 

blatanfly generic, and the numbers to the sections provide such a mechanical dramatization 

of nanative progression tbat they prompt consideration of the stoxy as story, as something 

ficticmai and constnicted. One might ask if this is really a happy story. In its brevity, 

sparsity, and episodic nature, one might consider whether the narrative achieves the 

coherence of a story at ali. It is characteristic of Carey's aesthetic that the story should raise 

q~estions about its own f o m  and its own construction in this way. 

The first question hinges upon how the announcement of a happy endhg as given in 

the title conditions the whole of the text and the experience of reading it. Theorization of 

reader-expectation and reader-response in the short story often attempts to analyze how the 

short story ends (unifiecl and amplete, or ambiguous and open), how the imminence of the 

end in a bief story affects the reading, and how the short story can be processed. Douglas 

Hesse suggests thai M e s  of short stories play a fiindamental role with respect to the reader's 

response. But he suggests that when we encounter an unlabelled text, "we engage a 

complexly r e c e v e  process of hypothesiPng what kind of work it is (or is like) and reading 

in that light until we need to readjust our hypothesis" (88). Although "Happy Story" has a 

title, 1 suggest we still hypothesize about what kind of work it is. Indecd., precisely because 

the title "Happy Stoiy" creates expectatiom for both happiness and closure, we search for 

elements within the story that confïrm those expectations and, conversely, ones that could 

reverse or disappoint them. 



If the expectations raised by the title prompt questions about how we read and 

interpret stories, then the actual style of the namative raises questions about how to define 

what constitutes a short stow in the fbt place. For example, there is a recognizable conflict 

between Marie and the male protagonist, and Carey provides enough information to provoke 

speculation about character and motivation. But he is so exactingly seiective in the details 

he provides that each word acquires the density and symbolic weight of poetry. In bis essay, 

"The Margins of Narrative: The Very Shoa Story, the Prose Poem, and the Lyric1' John 

M a c h  remarks on the bIurxing between nanative modes that OCCW in. shoa storks: 

When do we finally reach the minimum unit of story, that is, a h-standing, 

complete, and saîis@ing prose fiction? Might a story even b m m e  

somethuig else-a poem, for instance? If that is possible, do such 

discriminations ultimately matter? Are we likely to look at a work 

Merently if it is, or is not, a story? (74) 

If we apply Gerlach's questions to "Happy Story" we may not corne up with 

definitive answers. But the self-reflexive nature of the story suggests that questions 

conceming the minimum unit of narration required to compose a story, the demarcations 

between modes of narrative (like the sketch and the short story), and the demarcations 

between genres themselves, are relevant to i t  The formal elements of the story work to 

draw attention to the story's own status as fiction. The way the namative as a whole is 

divided into six sections asks that we consider how the discrete units of narration relate to 

one another. The logic and linearity of the numbered sections are set off against the 

ambiguity and circularity of the dialogue about flying. The tension between the two, which 



is inscribed nght into the structure of the nanative, tends to render other elements in 

story (like the t i t k  the state of happinas, the ending) ambiguous. Far f?om providing a 

definitive example of a happy story, this one prompts us to ask what constitutes a happy 

s'tory, 

If ' xappy Story" looks kward io a gesture of short stow self-reflection, "Report on 

the Shadow Industry" look outward, emphasipng the way in which images and narrau\res 

are cultudly produced That the- is a relaîionship between art and its social contefi is 

hinted at in the title. The modemist ideal of arts autonomy fiom the daily concem~ of 

commercial culture is undermiaed by the reference to a repos a report connotes discome 

of a utilitarim and public nature and thus subverts any idea of this short story as a 

disinterested., isolated art object (McGowan 585). Furtbermore, the classification of a r w n :  

detracts fiom the onginaIity o f  the author's genius and suggats instead a narrative written 

according to fomat It is thus appropriate that the natrative proceeds in a logical, 

progressive order of five numbered with dispassionate language and documen%y- 

like reporthg style. 

Shadows, once natural patches of shade, are described in the story as products o f  the 

culture: they are mdactured and available in supermarkets, "packaged in large, laWh 

boxes which are printed with a b s a t  designs in many coiourç" (138). According to the 

report, people buy shadows with the hope that they wiU give them some pleasure. But as the 

nanator explains, there is no consensus on what the shadows actually mean: 

There are those who Say that the shadows are bad for people, promish an 

impossible happiness that can never be realized and thus deûacting fkooni the 



very reai beauties of nature and life. But there are others who argue that the 

shadows have always been with us in one fomi or another and that the 

packaged shadow is necessary for mental health in an advanced 

technological Society. . . . [Others] . . . hold that the shadows are merely 

mifiors to the sou1 and that the man who stares into a shadow box sees only 

himself . . - . (138) 

The story's preoccupation with the manufacturing, packaging, and ana3ycting of the 

shadows emphasizes both the construction of shadows and the effect it has on society. The 

story itseLE, however, reproduces the society's very obsession with production and 

manufacturing in that it provides three different interpretations of the meaning of the smoke 

coming h m  the shadow factories, three interpretatiom of the meaning of the shadows 

themselves, and an account fiom the narrator about the effect of shadows on three different 

peopIe: his mother, his father, and himself. The narrator says that he bought his mother 

several of the expensive varieties of shadow for Christmas, but that they only made her sad. 

He implies that she suffiers ffom a "feeling of emptiness, that awful despair that cornes 

when one fias failed to grasp the shadow" (139). His father lefi home after receiving a 

shadow box fiom his mother as a s~rpnse present, leaving a note stating, "Words Cannot 

Express What 1 feel Because of The Tnings 1 Saw In The Box Of Shadows You Bought 

Me" (139). Fùially, the narrator describes his own feelings about the shadows: "My own 

feelings about the shadows are ambivalent, to Say the least For here 1 have manufactureci 

one more: elusive, unsatisfactory, hinting at greater beauties and more profound mysteries 

that exist somewhere before the beginning and somewhere after the end" (1 39). 



One might wonder if this passage reflects Carey's artistic intentions. But Antony J 

Hassall suggests that "it is at best r i s e  to identifjr the sentiments of the author with those of 

one of his characters, and not al1 Carey's fiction hints at beauties and mysteries that lie 

outside the confines of the ~~arrative" ((8). However, it is a .  least accurate to suggest that the 

temis of this passage could desmie the story itseifand it certainiy describes the meaning of 

the shadows-ambivalent, elusive, imsatisfactory, men hinting at something else than what 

is on the page. 

As 1 have suggested, the story dwek on packaging and constructing in various 

manifestations. Even at the end, when the narrator uses the verb "manufacture" to account 

for the report he himself writes-"For here 1 have manufactured one more . . ."-he 

explicitly places the narrative within the same context of manufactured goods as the 

shadows. Carey seems to be suggesting that his story is itself just another consumer 

product. But the story does d e s  another Unportant point. The narrator explains that the 

shadows were rnanufâctured in America firsf andlhat the shadow factories then came to his 

country (137). The reality of a global economy makes the exchange of goods between 

Arnenca and Ausirah realistic, but this detail also caries meaning in the context of a 

postcolonial interest: that shadow factories originate in the dominant centre of Amerka and 

spread to corntries on the periphery can be read as a metaphor for the ways in which 

American products and images infiltrate Austdian culture. The story is clear about the 

effects. The narrator reports that, "'the popular belief is that the smoke sometimes contains 

the most powefil shadows of dl, those that are too large and powerfül to be packaged. It is 

a cornmon sight to see old women standing for hem outside the factories, staring into the 



smoke" (137). Old women, dazed and numbed by the smoke, stand as -bols of the 

negative eff- of cultural infiltration of this kind fiom America. 

"Report on the Shadow Industry" projects the potential numbing of Australian 

society if it continues to d o w  American companies to staa manufàcRning and producing 

American pducts, as weU as an American value system, in Australia "Crabs" makes a 

simiIar statement about the threat of an American cultural invasion in Australian society. 

The maIe protagonist takes his girlfkend to the Star Drive-in movie theatre where his main 

objective is to have sex with her in the back of his Dodge. Strange things happen while 

Crabs and Carmen are actually physicaly engageci, however, namely that "Karboys" steal 

the wheels off the vehicle, making it iaipoçsible for them to leave. Cannen and Crabs 

becorne literally imprisoned in the drive-in theatre, subjected to a routine of eating ice-cream 

sundaes at the drive-in's cafeteria, the Ezy-Eatin, and watching movies. 

The world inside the confines of the drive-in inverts the ideaiistic image of 

Amencan culture with its abundance of automobiies, movies, and concession stands, into a 

nightmare realm where people are saturated with and imprisoned by these same things. On 

one level, the bizarre elements of the story-car-jackings, police shootings, ghetto living-are 

actually recognizable components of contemporary society. But the story also operates on a 

more symbolic level with Crabs' standing fur an American, and his penetration of Carmen 

standing as a metaphor for the American invasion of Australian culture. The time h e  of 

the story is literally postcoitus and the play between pst-coitus and postcolonial seems 

relevant; in the postcolonial co~text Carey asks what happens after this kind of cultural 

invasion. This story bleakly implies the inescapability of Arnerican consumer domination- 



"Happy Story," "Report on the Shadow Industry," and "Crabs" offer examples of 

Carey's investigation into the production and representation of narrative structures. Each 

story with its brevity and episodic nature emphasizes its own fictionaliîy, its own provisional 

and constnicted nature. In "Do You Love Me?" there is similar dramatIzation of the story's 

own production as it is divided into numbered sections, fourteen in totai. But the sections 

are also given titles, a device which is unique to this story in the entire collection. There are 

fourteen headings in the ten pages of text, stresshg the bgmented nature of the narrative 

itseE A sample of the section tities includes "Some Theones that Arose at the Time," "A 

Contradiction," "An Unpleasant Scene." The finai section is titled "One Final Scene" and 

while tbis, like aU the tities, is accurate, it is also lacking in particularized meanhg. Indeed, 

the titles are so generic that they subvert the idea of a meanin@ relationship between forrn 

and content Carey's use of titles reiterates the main point of the story, which is that the 

forms and structures we use to represent ourselves and o u .  countxies may only partially 

represent, or faintly indicate, the substance of that reality. 

This story examines the cartographers of the present society and their task of 

precisely mapping out the country. Cartographers contribute to the yearly census and the 

census, as the narrator explains, is a 'CmanSestation of ou .  desire to h o w ,  always, exactly 

where we stand. The census, onguiaiiy a count of the population, has gradualiy extended 

until it has becorne a totai inventory of the contents of the nation, a mammoth task which is 

continuing au the t h e "  (1). 

We are told that the cartographer's role in the census taking is crucial, for the people 

of the nation "crave, more than anything else, to h o w  the extent of the nation, to know, 



e x d y 7  the shape of the coastline, to hear what land may have b e n  lost to the sea, to know 

wbat bas been reclaimed and what is stilI in doubt" (2)- 

Possessing a coherent sense of place can be dBïcult in Australia for practical 

rea~o11~~ given the vastness of the landscape and topography. Bruce Clunies Ross points out 

that Australia is "hardly humanised, let aione urbaniseci, at all. . , . About two-thirds of 

[Amiralia] is stilI designated on maps as of 'no signifïcant use' and the urban centres of 

population foxm ody a discontinuous h g e  amund the coast" (15). The cravings for 

knowledge about the nation thus highlight the desire to establish an identity, to develop an 

indigenous hisbry of the land, and to create representatiom of the culture tbrough one's own 

maps, lists, and festivÏties, such as the yeariy "Festival of the Corn" However7 the desire to 

know exactly the çtahis of the nation converges upon the question of how one actuaUy 

represents the nation. This problern quickly becornes a crisis when the cartographers start 

having difficdty mapping unused and iminhabited laad, since the land itself has begm to 

disappear "iîke the image on an improperly fked photograph" (2). An instrument cailed a 

Fisherscope is able to detect the presence of any object, "no matter how dematerialized or 

insubstantial," and it is in this way that "the Cartographers were still able to map the . . . 

nether regions" (3). 

As part of its irony, the story stresses how vital it is that a nation possess cornpiete 

maps of its territory As the narrator explains, 

To have returned with blanks on the maps would have created such public 

anxiety that no one dard think what it might do to the stability of our 

society. 1 now have reason to believe that certain areas of our country 



disappeared so completely that even the Fischerscope could not detect them 

and the Cartographers, acting under poIitical pressure, used old maps to fake 

in the missing sections. (3) 

The link between blank maps and societal instability and that between compieted 

maps and sociai stability reiterates the critical role cultural images (in the fonn of maps, 

stones, myths, census lists) play in defining the identity of a nation. The passage also 

provides some expianation as to why the society continues to try to create representaiions of 

itse1Ç given that the results are often provisional amd arbi~rary. And the reason points simply 

to the human desire to place oneself securely in the world The increasing incidence of 

"dernaterialization," where people spontaneousiy disappear, is blamed on the work of the 

cartographers and, specifically, on mors or deliberate falsifications they made in 

representing land forms and accounting for people. Dematenalization is a serious 

consequence of making inaccurate representations on a map or census f o m -  But if the 

concept is outrageou, it also clearly assigas a combination of power and falli'bility to the 

represenbtïons of the nation that circulate within society. 

In Territorial Disputes: Maps and Mapping Strategies in Contemporary Canadian 

and Australian Fiction, Graham Huggan observes that, 

The prevalence of the map topos in Canadian and Australian literatures 

clearly owes much to the close relationship in both counûies between 

historical development and geographical discovery. Maps have provided 

Canadian and Australian writers with a means of coming to terms with, and 

of celebrating the (re)discovery of; their respective countries. (xv) 



But as Huggm comeciy points out, maps "inevitably differ h m  the feality they purport to 

represent" He notes, 

The pmvisionaIity of cartographie representation renders maps, and the areas 

or territories they daim to represent, incornpiete, indetemiinate, and 

insecure. Yet it is in that state of insenuity-potentially productive rather 

than merely debiiitating-that the postcoloniai societies/cdtures of Canada 

and Australia may both mnceptualize their past and map out tkir different 

visions of the future. (xvi) 

Zn Carey's story, the ctiaracters' fetishization of maps and census forms points to the 

irrationai reverence given to such modek and representations of society. In uiis regard, the 

story works to discredit the monolithic and totalizing European forms and epistemologies- 

such as the maps and census fonns-that îhe society regards as sacred and exalted. Yet, as 

Huggan suggests, maps, for the very reason that they cm be redrawn and reconstituted, can 

also reflect transformation and regeneration, and this is an especially important feature for 

the settier society which is interesteci in 'mapping' the possibiiities for change and for a re- 

conceptualization of identity. Indeed, Huggan's thinking is a ferninder that Carey's own 

representation of Australia warrants exploration, and one wonders how to interpret Carey's 

depiction of Ausîraiia in this story as a disappearing and insubstantial iandform, as wwell as 

his rehal to represent Austraiia, in other stories. 

It is interesthg to consider that Carey very rarely identifies Australia, or çpecsc 

Austraiïan cities, by name in the stories. Instead, geographical details or an unstated 

assumption suggest the Australian locale. In contrast, for instance, David Malouf locates 



many of his Stones in the specifïc city of Brisbane; his cornfort with placing his fictional 

world so precisely is nicely emblernatized in the title of his autobiography, 12 Edmonstone 

Street, which is the address o f  the house in which he grew up. Alice Munro, as weU, - 
kequently situates her fictional worlds in various precise, fictional towns, recognizabIe as 

being similar to those o f  the Lake Huron environs, in the region of Southwestern Ontario, 

Canada Malouf's and Munro's stories are not limited or parochial in any sense, as both 

Wnters work through the rich tension between the particular and the universal elements, 

between the prouincial and the msmopolitan, that these specific locations suggest. 

In the New Literary History of  Australia, editor Laune Hergenhan VVntes that when 

the "Australian" label is aîtached to fiterature, it %as either been equated with a version of 

national identity that becurnes a determining measure of value . . . or it has been equated 

with a pamcbialism that needs to be kept in check" (xüi-xiv). Carey's decision to avoid 

identZjhng Australia by name in many of the stories might be part of a strategy to avoid 

presenting Australia, Mce Australian literature, in either such expansive or reductive ternis. 

Given that many of his stones are projected into a fuhae thne where the fmtastic, the 

fabulous, and the grotesque equally d e h e  the senin& the lack of specific geugraphical 

detail seam consistent with the other-worldly quality that the fiction svokes. Yet Carey's 

depiciion of Australïa in the stories that 1 consider might also suggest that the country is 

amorphous and nondescript, and that the geographical indetemiinacy stands for other larger 

uncertainties. 

1s it possible that Carey shows Australia to be a vacuum, shapeless and undefined, 

and thus vulnerable to the influence of Arnerican culture, or to disappearing altogether? 



Huggan points out the balance in Carey's writing, the way in which his stories highlight 

"corporate exploitation of consumer desires and longin&" but also show the "willingness of 

consumers îhemselves" to believe in and desire the American products they are offered 

(Oxford 19). Thus while Carey critiques the imperialism associated with an Amerïcan 

influence, he also makes a statement about the M f y  and suscepti'bility of Australian culture 

Asked in an intemiew by Ray Willbanks to characterize Australian culture, Carey 

States that it is one of " m g  something up, making do with what's available, rather than 

creating something new. Ours is a failure of confidence" (53). Interestingly, Robert 

Hughesy in his introduction to The Fatal Shore, asserts that the lasting legacy of Australia's 

convict ongins is an insecurity aboui personal and national identity: "What the convict 

systern bequeaîhed to later Australian generatios," he writes, ' k a s  not the sturdy, skepticd 

independence on which, with gradually waning justification, we pnde ourselves, but an 

intense concern with social and political respectability" (xiii). 

Carey's and Hughes' statements support the idea that the legacy of A W a r s  

colonization and settlement is linked to the iniierïtance of a pervasive culturai uneasiness 

and uncertâùity. A title like "Do You Love Me?" implies an uncertainty, and the very 

structure and technical q d t i e s  of Carey's short stories reiterate ambiguity and irresolution. 

The stories are marked by openness and indeterminacy, central characteristics of the short 

story genre which, as one critic suggests, are also the "tools for managing the ambiguous 

conditions of postcoloniality" (Esty 28)- 1 quote Bill Manhire, a New Zealand writer and 

critic, in the Introduction because he stresses the suitability of the genre in relation to a 



postcolonial conte* asserting that the short story form "nnds its mots in rootlessness, in the 

instabfities of expaience" (8). It is interesthg to consider the ways in which Carey's 

hmd1i.g of postcolonial issues changes from the short story genre to the novel, as with Jack 

Maggs, for instance. What one finds in even a brief cornparison is that the short stones, 

because of their very brevity, emphaticdy stress the episodic, the uncertain, and the 

ambiguous nature of the postcolonial world Carey presents. 

In Jack Maggs, Carey takes Charles Dickens' Great Expectaîions as a lit- 

antecedent, but rewrites Dickens' stow fkom the perspective of the con- Jack Maggs, 

who has illegally reentered England h n  Australia Through the recuperation of this 

previously rnarginalized characfer's point of view, Carey offers a harsh critique of the 

treatment of the criminal class, of the system of transportation to Australia, of the experience 

of Australia's fint convict settiers and of the failings of British Society in general, and of 

imperialisrn specifically. If these points emerge clearly h m  the mrrative, the novel still 

contains ambiguous elements; for example, Jack Maggs hlmself is a hybrid m .  of the 

monstrous and the gentleman, the cnmina.1 and the victim. Moreover, much of the story 

revolves around his desire to seek out the gentleman he created with his wealth fiom 

A W a ,  and this quest takes shape very circuitously. But Jack Maggs has a fully 

developed plot, and by the end of the narrative the major issues are suaiciently expounded 

and resolved as to lead to a tidy resolution, the unity of which is symbolized by a maniage. 

Closure is not something Carey's short stories readily provide. In fact, they have a 

habit of not providing an overarching pattern or significant centre, of frustrahg the desire 

for narrative coherence, and of denying a resolution at the end (Huggan, Oxford 47). 



Manhire fin& that these kinds of clifferences relate to the genre's handling of the temporal, 

and spe~ifïcally to the idea h t  the novel can accommodate tîme passing whereas the short 

story works best with the present moment (8). This is a view shared by Nadine Gordimer, 

who suggests that short stories deal with the present and the immediate, and that, as a result, 

short story feaders have leamed to do without explanaiion of what went before, and what 

happens beyond the point of the story (180). While the work of David MaIouf and Alice 

Munro demonstrates the flexibility of the genre and the fhct that it is not always restricted to 

a single temporal moment, these comments do offer an appropriate description of Carey's 

experimentation with the form. In the fictional worids thai Carey depicts in his short stories, 

the characten crave explmations about the past and futiae, as weil as information about 

their cultural identity. Yet they constantly confront an inability to penetrate beyond their 

immediate, imprisoning reality. hterestingiy, Gordimer's comments suggest how 

appropriate the shoa story genre is to capturing and depicting this kind of experience. And 

it is an experience that Carey codes as having some correspondence to a postcolonial 

culture. 

When Carey's stories deal with explicitly poçtcolonial issues, like the consequaces 

of foreign expansion and exploitation of Australia, he not only sustains his interest in how 

images and representations are constnicted, but he also explores who controls these 

representations. "A Windmill in the West" and "Amencan Dreams" critique some of the 

cultual symbols and representations which A m e r i m  use to define Australian identity and 

which Australians readily accept As I mentioned, Carey questions Australia's wilhgness 

to let irnported models stand as representations of its own culture. However, as these two 



stories show, Carey also questions the systems of representations upon which the Arnerïcans 

rely (Huggan, Oxford 20). No perspective, it seems, is pnvileged. And indeed, this is a 

point that the sîories stress. The stories work against an authoritative aesthetic, and they 

reinfiorce this theme by hiberating the nanative itseE the stories raise questions and they 

explore issues- They do not presume to offer d e d  and coherent ansvers, and they do not 

provide any single, authoritative view. 

In its obsession with windmills, "A Windmill in the West" cames all the abmdity 

that isfound in Cervantes' Don Quixote. The story focuses on an A k c a n  male soldier. 

who is posted on the border between America and Austraiia and who must defend the 

American temitory fiom any foreign invader- He has been instnicted that no one "with the 

exception of US. miïtary personnel canying a speciai pass" should be permitteci to cross 

the h e  at the point which he guards (94). If the soldier's duties seem clear and 

s'tmightfoward, nothing else within the çtory world is îhat simple. For example; the narrator 

indicaîes that the soldier was told "that the area to the west could be considered the United 

States, dthough, in facf it was not; that the area to the east of the line codd be considered to 

be A W i a ,  which it was" (94). This phrase alone contains many of the elements that are 

problematized in the story: how to differentiate between nations, how tu interpret boundary 

zones, how to understand cultural difference, how to read cultural signs and symbols-when 

the identity of nations seems to shift unpredictabiy and arbitrarily. The narrator dwells on 

the fact that the soldier doesn't know how to interpret or contextualize the border Iine: 

No one anywhere has told hirn if the h e  is part of a large circle, or whether 

it is straight; no one has taken the trouble to mention the actual length of the 



h e .  The iine may go straight across Auçtralia, for ail the soldier knows, 

fiom north to south, cutting the country in halE And, even if this were the 

case, he would not know where, would not be able to point out the linels 

location on a map. (94) 

The soldier suffers fkom some of the same anxieties as the characters in 'Do You 

Love Me" who also want to be able to place their country on a map with precision and 

accuracy. As if to take the confllsion about place to an extreme, there is almost no sense of 

place m this story, as the desert m u n d i n g  the so1dier lacks any distinct features: "no 

mountains, no p s ,  nothing but a windmill on the western side of the h e "  (96). With the 

p d h i n g  heat, the scene is dense and c l ~ p h o b i c  and in this suneal situation, the soldier 

becornes preoccupied with m g  to define the difference between east and West: 

Perhaps the area to the geographical east is to be considered as part of the 

United States, and the area to the west as Austraiian, Or perhaps it is as he 

remembered: the West is the United States and the east Australian; perhaps it 

is this and he has simply misunderstood which was east and which was west 

(99) 

Given that the soldier is not certain "about the line, about what the line ciivides, 

encircles, or contains," one might consider that the division itself is arbitrary and 

inconsequential (100). The story is disturbing precisely because the consequences of 

crossing this line are deadly. When a civilian pilot, requiring fuel, lands his plane on the 

"outside" of the line, the soldier summons a fuel truck and gives him help. But when the 

pilot takes off, he nies across the "inside" of the United States boundary, and. because of 



this paaing, the soldier "levels his carbide and shoots" the plane down, ieaving the civilian 

dead (103). The soldier knows th& ''it is his job to prevent this," "this" being any 

trespassing on the inside of the line, but lie also reveals that he doesn't actually h o w  which 

side is the "inside." The narrator suggests that "It is impossible to know which is the 

'inside.' It would have been imp0~~1ible ta ask a captain. They could have court-maftiailed 

hùn for thattl (1 03). 

The story offers an indictment oF&e d t â r y  ethos to follow orders, to avoid asking 

questions, and to respect authority by rmdering that rationale iliogical and absurd- An 

innccent man dies as a result of the sol&&s inability to interpret the situation on his own, to 

take into account the specific c ~ X ~ S ~ ~ V S .  The d e m g  traits of the rnilitary training the 

soldier receives are his unquestioning a d  robotic response to authority, his respect for 

hierarchies, and his ability to work within a closed system and to resist seeking solutions 

kom outside of that systern. The deâth of the civilian acts as a warnuig against the passive 

acceptame of ideas. 

The form of the story also reflects Carey's desire to make active and questioning 

readers of us; its surreal elements are disohenting and this instability forces the reader to be 

alert, active, and thoughtfd. As in so many of his stones, he takes advantage of the 

flexibility that the genre permits. The riarrattor is an ambiguous figure and the narrative 

voice shifts between the narrator's and the soldiefs consciousness. VerbaI motifs recur 

throughout the narrative, creating circdar movement as opposed to luiear progress or 

continuity in the prose. The story itself emphasizes openness as opposed to closure, as 

explanationç for the pilot's action, the meaning of the border between East and West, and 



any sense of an endin& rem& ambiguous. 

Without definhg East and West, Carey makes it plain thar assumptions about East 

and West exist While the soldier carmot tell the territories apart, the story ernphasizes how 

superficial or UflSUStaifliLble assumptions about the difTerences (and similarities) between 

them are. East and West are not such fixed or given designaîions; rather, as the soldier 

literally straddles two nationalities, the story stresses how boundaries, nationalities and 

identity can shift unpredictably. Notably, in this story, the American soldia, a symbol of 

American power and domination, stmggles as much as any character to place hunself in the 

world with assurance. However, the story a h  hints at Carey's tamiliar thesis that the 

boundary between America and Australia is so indistinct because Australia has becorne 

totally Amerianized. 

In "American Dreams" Carey explores the way in which inhabitants of an Australian 

city construct, for their own pleasure, images of an idealized America, an idyIlic place about 

which they dream. He also explores the way American tourists, in tum, create expectations 

about Australian culture and even demand that the Australians reproduce that culture for 

their pleasure. It is a fascinating and cornplex story and it is interesting to note that Carey 

himself chose "Amerrian Dreams" as his favourite short story for the coIlection of 

Austraiian stories Personal Best. In the ''Author's Note" Carey writes that "1 am, o f  course, 

no longer the same person who wrote The Fat Man in History, but th is  story by that other 

person is one that 1 stiU feel cornfortable with" (57). And it is a story that cleariy illuminates 

the way Carey's interest in how things are represented intexsects with his interest in whose 

reaIity is being represented. 



The story begins by describing the self-image of the inhabitants of a small 

Australian town and the Amencan Life they imagine having. The narraior's father is of the 

opinion that people have "treated the town badly in our minds. We have used if this liale 

valley, as nothing more than a stopping place. Somewhere on the way to somewhere else" 

(171). He explains that the townspeople would rather be somewhere else, specifically in a 

place that is more central and metroplitan than the rnargimlhd place where they live: 

For years we have watched the films at the Roxy and drearned, if not of 

Amenca, then at least of our capital city. For our own town, my father says, 

we have nothing but contempt . . . we ali have dreams of the big city, or 

wed& of modem houses, of big motor cars: Amerîcan dreams, my father 

has called them. (1 7 1-72} 

In Philip Larkinvs poem "The Importance of Elsewhere," the speaker implies that "elsewhere 

undennites my existence" even when he is at home in England with his "customs and 

establishments" (34). The characters in Carey's story experience a similar longhg for 

"elsewhere." It is a longing that stems fiom the sense that life on the margins and the 

periphery is infenor to life at the centre. 

While the inhabitants of the valley create fictions about American living, one 

individual, Mr. Gleason, actually goes in another direction and constnicts a realistic model 

of the t o m  itself, He hires Chinese labourers to build a wall around his property on Bald 

Hill, and the townspeople "expressed htra t ion at this inexplicable thing" (174). Years 

later when Mr. Gleason dies, his widow hires Chinese labourers to destroy the wall, 

revealing an exact model of the town, two feet in height The narrator recalls his reaction to 



the discovery: 

I can't remember ever having felt so uplifted and happy. It was p d p s  a 

childish motion but I looked up at my father and saw a smile of such 

wannth spread across his face that 1 knew he feltjust as 1 did. Later he told 

me that he thought Gleason had built the model of ou. town just for this 

moment, to let us see the beauty of our town, to make us proud of ourselves 

and to stop the American dreams we were so prone to. (177) 

Mr. Gleason had not only built the bouses and the shops of the town, he had also 

peopled it: "As we tiptoed into the town we suddenly found ourselves" (178). The narrator 

concedes that the modelhg was cnide and the handiwork was a bit sloppy, but he fmds the 

expressions on the people absolutely perfêct. The model provides a replica, representation 

which validates and afnrms something of the town's collective identity, a .  identity they had 

disavowed up to the point of discuvery. 

The accuracy of the mode1 becornes a problem, however, when the narrator takes off 

the roof h m  the Cavanagh's house and discovers the evidence of an infidelity-"Mrs. 

Cavanagh in bed with young Craigie Evans" (178). The town council orders the model to 

be destroyed, but the minister of touisrn steps in and orders that it be preserved once any 

indiscretions are removed. He calls the model a work of art and promises the townspeople 

that it will become "an invaluable tourïst attraction" (179). The townspeople equate tourïsm 

with the opportunity to become more Amencan And their understanding of Amenca 

revolves around material objects, celluloid images, and new technology: cars, bright city 

lights, expensive nightclubs, Kim Novak, Rock Hudson, cocktails, refiigerators, huge 



television sets, American movies (1 79-80). 

The degree to which the town is affecteci by the i d l i n f l u x  of Amencans is measured in 

the number of toUnst-related industries which develop: townspeople now sel1 film for 

cameras, ice cream and soft drinks; they work as driva and monitor the admissions to Mr. 

Gleasonls rnodel. The proMeration of these jobs all highlight what Karen Lamb calls "the 

culturaUy parasitic aspects of investment and tourisn" (1 8). But perhaps the most potent 

symbol of the American influaice is the way in which the townçpeople end up modelling 

îhemselves after Mr. Gleasonls model in order to satisfL the American touristsl expectations 

of them. It is a "gamell they are getting sick of: 

1 watch m y  father cross the street slowly, his head hung low. He doesn't 

greet the Americans any more. He doesnlt ask them questions about colour 

television or Washington, D. C. H e  beels on the footpath in front of Dyer's 

bike They stand around him. OAai they remember the model incorrectly 

and try to get my father to pose in the wrong way. Onginally he argued with 

them, but now he argues no more. He does what they ask (181) 

In an article on Flam O'Brien's At Swim-Two Birds, Joshua D. Esty comments on a 

dynamic involving Bntain and Ireland similar to the one Carey descnies involvùig the 

Aiistralian and the American ~OLI&S. Esty vvrites that "The deforming effects of the 

colonial encounter meant that certain practices and conventions, rooted perhaps in some 

'authentic1 native culture, become part of a self-conscious repertoire of Irishness" (28). 

Esty suggests that this might be called "'enforced provincialism' to indicate the 

persuasive power of the metropolitan audience's demand for an Irish culture that is qua.int, 



picturesque, different" ((28). 1 would suggest that Carey depicts a similar scemrio wherein 

the Arnericans are enforcing a kind of provincialisn on the Australians, to use Esty's 

language, by demanding to see a representation of Australiân culture that matches their 

expectations of it. As Huggan observes, Carey makes the additional point thaî a national 

culture can be myth, deriving in reality " h m  local adaptaîion of imported forms" (Oxford 
- - -- 

2). The A m a n ~ ,  in response, perform a seIf-conscious repertoire of themselves, 

Lamb responds to this story by suggesting thaî it shows "Australia's eagerness to 

adopt the supdciality of American maîerialism as a barmer of success" (1 8). Her comment 

implies that the problern has its origins in Australian attitudes as much as in American 

inauence, hhmting that there is something in Australîan character that leads to a willingness 

to accommodate Arnerican exploitation In his article, Esty refm to the "deforming effects 

of the colonial encounter'' and it is a phrase which seems relevant in interpretïng Carey's 

depiction of A u t d i a  as wlnaable in this way (28). So many of Carey's stories emphasize 

the degree to which Australian culture is conditioned by a colonial-like experience with the 

United States, and also by the general pressures of mnsumerism and capitalism, to name 

only two major influences- 

With their brevity, their episodic and hgrnented nature, Carey's shoa stories stress 

the ambiguity and uncertainty of the fictional worlds he presents. Such opemess and 

irresolution are weiI suited to the depiction of a culture constantiy in the procas of 

examining itself, anci constantly in the process of cornparing itself to another. La Carey's 

stories, Ausû-aIian identity and culture do not stand alone, but are, in p- constituted and 

shaped by an awareness of American identity and culture. When Carey's characters think of 



AustraIia, they implicitly compare Australian culture to an idealized version of Amerïcan 

life. When they think of America, they are reminded of what is wrong, inadequate, and 

insufficient about life in Australia Such a perspective, he hplies, is part of the settler 

Society condition, 

David Malouf also looks beyond the borders of Austraiia in order to assess 

Australian identity and culture. He looks to Europe, to the international conttext evoked by 

the Old World, to evaluate the relationships between Australia and Europe, between the 

New World and the Old. But Maloufs stories emphasize the tremendous potential for self- 

discovery and sel£-realizafion that corne &om workùig through clifference, dichotomies, and 

oppositions. Moreover, he places a greater stress than Carey does on the possiïility of 

locating the meaning of identity, culture, and place in the expioration process itseif 



Chap ter Three: David Malouf 

Talking about his novella Fly Away Peter (1982) in a radio interview for the BBC, 

David Malouf mments on the persistence of Europe in the Australian consciousness: 

Ifyou live in Europe, you know which part of the world youk Iiving in and 

you dont have to think always that at the other end of the globe, there is 

amther hemisphere. If you live in Australia you live in that hemisphere, but 

you're always aware that there is the other half of the globe; that is, that 

Empe is always part of the ~~IZSCiousness of your being in Australia. 

In another interview, one with Julie Copeland, Malouf reiterates the significance for 

Australians of the "notion of a polarity between some pIace which is centrai and some place 

which is on the edge," suggesting that, 

whether you cal1 it Europe and the new world (and the farthest reach of that 

world would be Australia) that notion of a p o l e  &y only exists for 

those who are at the edge; the people at the centre just think of the centre, 

they dont thuik of there being an edge out there. (35) 

Maloufs comments unmistakably point to the importance of other places in his own 

thinking about Australia and Australian identity. It is intereshg to note that a similar 

sentiment emerges in Carey's work as his stories insist that Amerka is always part of the 

consciousness of being in Australia. 

The title of Maloufs short story collection in itself highlights his interest u1 

Australia's status as an outlying subject. Antipodes (1985) has a clear literal meaning-- 



British antipodes, with A u d a  understood-but one can also extrapolate M e r  f?om so 

allusive a word and see the title as indicaiïng the general themahc principie which organizes 

the narratives; an exploration of places situated diarnetrically opposite to each other- The 

stmies themselves, moreover, expand upon the title's suggestiveness in theïr examination of 

the apparent oppositions which emerge notjust between places, but &O between people and 

values. "Southern Skies" shows the gap beîween youth and maturiv, "Sorrows and Secrets" 

juxtaposes a middle-class boy with a working-class man; "A Change of Scene" depicts the 

difference between an idealized memory and the harshness of reality, between a d e ' s  

perspective and her husbandts. If these relations seem opposed on the suffixe Ievel of the 

stories, however, the subtext complicates them by emphasizing the more supple nature of 

the dichotomies, and, hence, the connections and associations among them. While the 

antipodes remain intact, the youth, for example, cornes to feel an a£fïnïty with the older 

person; the Australian establishes some kind of attachment to a pIace in Europe; or, as in 

"The TraveWs Tale," the sophisticated academic may Ieam about himself from a 

seemingly uneducated wornan. Maloufs interest in antipodal relationships, then, serves as a 

meam of recasting the way in which these antipodes are constructed and perceived. 

In a discussion with Ray Willbanks, Malouf conflrms that his interest in oppositions 

rnight very well define the thrust of his fiction. He comments: 

II think ail the wrïting 1 do has to do with this sort of opposition between two 

complementary or oppositional types, involvement and withdrawal, action 

and contemplation. 1 go back and back to that kind of opposition. In some 

ways I've always found that the most intereshg thing to write about. (147) 



1 make connections between Maloufs aesthetic, especially his thematic focus on 

oppositional types, and the capaçities of the short story genre in particulin, based on a close 

reading of five of the stones h m  Antipodes: "A Trip to the Gnindelsee," "Southem Skies," 

"The Sun in Wmter," "Medium," and "A Traveller's Taie." Maloufs qwstioning of the 

stability and f i t y  of antipodes, and of other models of opposition, seems very suitably 

explored in a genre that p e t s  ambiguity, irresolution, and complexity on both the 

technical and thematic level. In this way, the dominant traits thaî prevail throughout 

Malouf's Stones seem especiaIly well accommodated by the short story genre. The stories 

wnsistently deal with a preoccupation with Europe in the Australian consciousnesç, and, as 

a kind of extension of this interest, with an exploration of the meaning of identity and place. 

Stylistically, the stories a l l  generate multiple meanings and complexity surrounding these 

issues by playing wÏth metaphors and other tropes, with epiphanies, and the resolutions 

within each work, 

Malouf himseif has commnted about the genernc characteristics of poetry and 

novel-length prose, suggesting that "'there are ways in which they are v q  different, in terms 

of rhythm more than anything else, and concentration; but, what a story and what a poem 

can do may not be ali that different. The boundary is not so clear that it can't be crossed" 

(Interview with Barbara Williams 90). 

Malouf's short stories also cross genenc boundaries and can be seen to share many 

of the qualities of both poetry and novel-length prose in the sense that the &es realize the 

potential allusiveness of concentrated language, as in poetry, and yet they are a h  lyrical in 

their expression of a complex state of mind or a process of perception, thought, and feeling. 



This kind of musing and development is suitably expressed in the more reiaxed tempo of 

prose- Writing on the modem Australian short story, Michael Wdding, a short story writer 

himseif; identifies one of the appeals of the short story genre as being its variety of "foxmal 

procedures," and its capacity to cross genexïc boundaries: 

The story is in dialogue with novels, poems, plays, essays; it is not seded off 

fiom other genres. It can contai. the verbal concentration of a poem, the 

documentaq transcription of the case-study, the sensuality of reverie, the 

awfd authenticity of the confessionai, the clarity of the exemplq, and the 

exhilaration of the mspiratiood. (1 12) 

The stylistïc complexïty of Maloufs short stories comsponds to the complexity 

m m d i n g  the fundamental theme of his work: the relations between seemingly 

oppositional places, people, and values are never represented as simple or unquestionable. 

The title of the collection may suggest that there is a single way of reading each story-that 

is, to find in it a cornmon unifjing theme about antipodes-but the focus on oppositions only 

helps to identify the varïety of antipodal relations and the vânety of ways in which antipodd 

relations are stnictured. As in my analysis of Peter Carey's work, 1 aiso explore the 

relationship between the story form and the kind of society and people Malouf reveals based 

on a reading of these stories. 

"A Trip to the Grundelsee" is the ,second story in the collection and be- in Austria 

with a focus on what is descnbed as an "ill-assorted party" of &ends (26). The foursome 

consists of Gordon and Cassie, fnends since their childhood in Australia, Anick, the elegant 

and beautifûl French girl, and Michael, a "soft," "wide-eyed and impressionable" Amencan 



youth (27). Michael's parents are Austrian and he has hired a car to drive to the Gnindelsee 

to visit two middle-aged women who had been fnends of his fâiher in Vienna before the 

war. Anick was invited by Michael to join him because he had fdlen in love with hm, 

Gordon and Cassie were invited along by Anick because "she hadn't wanted to spend a 

whole day aione with Michael," and Cassie agreed to corne because she was secretly in love 

with Gordon (27). 

While driving along the mountain road, Michael explains that the women, Elsa 

Fischer and Sophie, were once in the same Socialist political group as his father- Elsa and 

Sophie vent seven years in concentration camps while Michael's father escaped to America 

just before the Nazis came. "They sound fasciriating, these old women," Anick says. He 

replies, "'Weli . . . theyk sort of special-you lmow what I mean?' He added a more 

specific recommendation: 'TheyVe suffered a lot"' (28). Along with th& SUfféring, Eisa 

and Sophie are also defineci by their courage and defiance in the face of despair, and by their 

age. As soon as the young visitors arrive, the women narrate a "Me piece of history" by 

which the Gnmdelsee lake district defines itself-the elopement, nearly a century before, of 

the post-mastex's daughter and an archduke. A local inn cornmernorates the occurrence with 

a painted sign. The narrator remarks: "Everyîhing had been preswed, of course, and was 

properly kept up. . . . People came f?om al1 over to visit . . . That gay hgment of not-too- 

recent history was what they came to savour and record" (29-30). The phrase "everything 

had been presemed, of course" registers the narrator's assurnption about the women's, and 

the culture's, predisposition to prese~ng ,  commemorating, and honouring the past. 

Lacking age and a deep sense of history, that "dl-assorted party" is described by the 



narrator in very different temis: "They were d l  four yomg and their whole lives were 

before them" (29). Moreover, given the attention each pays to their love interests, their 

concerns are represented as personal and naive in nature. Of the four, Cassie in paaicular 

feels that her youthfiilness and innocence pales in cornparison to the impressive assurance 

thaî Elsa exudes, and she becornes anxious when she realizes that Gordon is taken with her. 

"Cassie was in anguish," mes the narratoc 

She wanted her lifey she wanted it at ail costs. But she despised the means 

she had to use, and had been using to get it-the humiliations, the pretence 

that she had no passion, no ambition of her own, no sense of honour. Most 

of all she was afiaid that if it carne to the point she rnight not be willing to 

d e r .  (30) 

The ambiguity surromding the possessive pronoun-"her life"-confllses the issue of whose 

life sbe wants-JIShe wanted her 1ife"-but whose, her own, or Elsa's? Despite this kick of 

clarity, the question of what kind of life she does have is implicitly articdated Ruminating 

on notions of passion, ambition, and honour, elements which Cassie considers critical to an 

identity, she wishes to ask Eka about Mering in particular: "How do you know if you can 

face it? Do you just go through it and corne out the other side? Does tirne du11 the pain and 

anger of it?" (32). These questions reflect the uncertainty and selfquestioning of a youth 

who has not yet been tested by Life, and they thus suggest the ciifferences, if not the absolute 

opposition, Cassie perceives between herser and Elsa As Gordon takes out all his "liale 

talents" and rnakes them "shine" for Elsa (31), the nan-ator tells us that "Cassie's doud 

refused to shifi" (32). But within a paragaph, the entire focus of the nanative does shifi, as 



we are catapulted forward ten years and moved to A u d i a ,  where Cassie is married to 

another Austrajian, and with three exuberant daughters. The weatber, and her me, have 

clearly changed. 

[SJhe would not recall this particula. gioorn [tbe narrator reports1 or its 

cause, and had lost contact with ail the members of their trip but Anick, who 

had started up a correspondence and then kept it going long after Gordon, the 

original reason, had departecl fkom their fives. (33) 

The few remaining pages of the story describe the nature of her correspondence with Anick, 

and Cassie's recent luncheon wïth Anick wfrile she is in Paris- 

"Who is Anick?" Cassie's little girls ask in chorus as they look at a photograph of 

their mother h m  years back when she was in A M a  It is a question readers might echo: 

we h o w  who she is but might wonder why she is suddedy pnvileged over Gordon, 

Michael, Elsa, and Sophie in the narrative. Gordon, after dl ,  as Cassie's love-interest, was 

the "original reasodf for the story's telling The title of the story, "A Trip to the Gmdelsee" 

suggests, moreover, the centrality of the trip to the stoiy's plot However, the details of that 

excursion quickly recede in Cassie's memory and the sense of the trip's overall importance 

changes as Anick supersedes the others. Beyond the title, the opening paragraphs of the 

story also suggest that the story will be about a lot of things that it doesn't t u .  out to deal 

with-about Gordon and Cassie, about this "il1 assorted" group of fiends, about the 

& m a t h  of the war, about youth even. The story concems a sharply defined event-a trip- 

but at the same tune Malorif makes the story play off that event's attending issues and speak 

to many others. 



In "Thematics and Historical Evidence," Thomas Pavel asserts that a text, "[als a 

structure pu~posefblly designed to captivate our attention . . . tempts us into caring about 

certain things and overlooking others. It ernbeds various mechanisms for appeahg to our 

interest, one of which behg  precisely, themaPic structure" (130). Pavel theorizes the act of 

reading , lmking closely at the battle that ofien OCCUIS between a text that forces the reader 

to notice and accept its priorities, and the reader who subjectively loolcs in a story for whaî 

confimis his or her own thiaking. While Pavel's intaest lies in m g  to understand 

hermeneutic a&, his identification of the way in which a thematic structure can try to mold 

the readefs attention and lead Es or her gaze is usefid in the context of exploring Malouf's 

short stones The opening paragraphs ofien signal or shorthanci themes and organipng 

principles that the reader expects to find embedded withm the narrative. But Malouf almost 

always plays with the expectatiom that these opening paragraphs create by expanding and 

modifjrhg the thematic scope that they suggest As suggested, "A Trip to the CNndeIsee" 

provides an excellent example of the extended scope a story can achieve by being primarily 

focused on one plot event, yet continually gesturing out to other issues, themes, and events 

that relate to it. Fndeed, Maloufs stories achieve complexity and ambiguity by developing 

layers of meaning, by representing a p l d t y  of viewpoints and perspectives, and by 

generating ambiguous meaning surmunding symbols and metaphors. In "A Trip to the 

Gnmdelsee," for example, the shifk in the narrative that take us fkom Austria, with the visit 

to Elsa and Sophie, to Australia and then to Paris, with a focus on Cassie and her reunion 

with Anick, generate much of the story's ambiguity, breadth, and complexity. 

Peter Knox-Shaw wrïtes that îhe "art of layering" has become the most recognizable 



"fingerprint" of Maloufs wrïting (79). "The superimposed layers," he proposes, "enable him 

to hold a nurnber of meanings in suspension: their tendency is to stall narrative by 

withholding resolution" (79). With Knox-Shaw's comment in mind, the different locations 

in the story cm be seen to embody diffêrent textual layers. The f h t  part of the stoxy is set 

in Europe and focuses on a youth-age adthesis, as Cassie measures her own identity against 

Elsa's. She sees herseif as y- inexperienced, uncultured, and ugly, as compared to Elsa, 

who is mature and experienced, cultured in European ways, a d  striblng lookg. These 

initial oppositions are modifiai by the introduction of different ones once the story shifts to - 

Australia and focuses on the relationship between Cassie and Anick In Austria, Cassie and 

Anick had their youth in common, especially in wntrast to the age of Elsa and Sophie. Ten 

yearç Iater when they meet in Paris, the fact of sharing a common age matters l es  since they 

are now different in other, seemingly more important, ways. 

Anick is unmarrie4 "a hard discontenteci girl of thirty7 st i l l  strrkingly good-looking, 

she had that mixture of slovenliness and chic that Cassie, to whom chic would be forever 

foreign, thought of as uniquely French" (33). Cassie is still conscious of her personal 

appearance. But now her own vision of herself grows out of more meaningfiil pursuits: she 

is married with three daughters and enjoys bouncy good health while Anick suffers fkom 

digestive troubles. Cassie féels extraordinarily liberated; Anick, in contrast, is restrained 

and recognizes Cassie's exuberance as a "form of behaviour she couldn't have indulged in 

herself but which pleased her in othersl' (34). Cassie and Anick now seem diametrically 

opposed. The description of their meeting is telling: 'They continuai to face one another 

for a whole hour in the mutual perplexity of their national styles and fiom the vantage point 



of different lives, while Cassie tried to give some nidiaiion of the close web of her life . - . 

" (34). 

Here the narrator suggests that the differences in their characters might actuaily stem 

h m  the difference in national identities-behveai French and Australian perspectives. 

Cas& for her part, projects an insecurity about her level of sophistication and worldliness 

that can be detected m her compulsion to tell Anick that "Sydney's a big place" (35). As she 

ckcriies her life with her family, she senses that the "particulars of domesticity told 

nohing'' to Anick (34); that "They were flat, uninteresbngn (34)- Moreover, she feels that 

her answers to Anicrs questions depid her as coming h m  a "dead ordinary place-'orreebly 

p~ovincial"-as Anick would say, "where she had settled for a quiet, an ordinary fate" (35). 

The sentence shows the method of a p e t  worlang in prose with its aîîention to allusive 

language. Cassie has "sealed for a quiet, an ordinary fate," in, significantly, a settler 

colony, whereas the Parisian Anick is as unsettled as her symbolically shaken and fïzzy 

P&er water. While Anick does not actually say anything mndescending to CasSie, it is 

significant that Cassie assumes that Anick must see her as living on the periphery, Literally 

and rnetaphoridy, while she iives at the centre of things. 

But 1 am happy, [Cassie] wanted to protest. 1 ahos t  Lost my life. And then, 

by the skin of m y  teeth, 1 saved it. 

But there was no way of explainhg this. They had no shared language, most 

of al1 when it came to the smaller words. She began to wonder, as her high 

spirits evaporated, what she and Anick had ever had in cornmon. (35) 

Cassie's protest that she is happy, dong with her admission that she and Anick have 



littie in common, provides a kind of epiphanyY The epiphany, the single illumînatïng 

moment, has become a central principIe in short story composition since Joyce h t  

theorized it in A Portrait of the Amst as a Young M m  The epiphany in Mdoufs work, 

however, is a nexus of forces rather than a single eEect, and very ofien creates disunity as 

opposed to unity- In this story, Maloufs epiphany revezils something confomding in its 

orninwiness-which is Cassie's pleasure in what Anick envisions as an "orreeble place," and 

her pleasure with the conventions of family life, uicludùig family trips to "resorts Anick 

would never have wanted to visit and could never fmd on the map" (35). Malouf has said, 

in an hteview with Barbaxa Williams, that art itselfcan transfom 

ordinary moments into epiphanies. Things which belong to ordinary 

people's lives, and which ùi or- lives are repeatable and hardly noticed, 

c m  become in poetry moments in which the real nature of a thing shines 

through, or the r d  nature of a person . . . . (85) 

'Zhis epiphany does reveal something about Anick's happiness with her ordinary life, 

yet it also dispels an easily identifiable revelation, a singie effêct, and generates complex 

questions about the terms that constitute their respective identities, the ways in which they 

are constnicted as oppsites, and the nature of what they have in w&. What is it, the 

story asks, that Cassie nearly lost her life to? Did she nearly succumb to Gordon, or to 

feeling in£enor to Europeans and to European influences? National characteristics, 

individual choices, cultural circurnstances as well as personal ones all emerge as relevant 

principles by which the characters define thernselves. The stov is open on these technical 

and interpretive levels. 



Cassie and Anick do correspond, but ody  in the literal sense that they write letters 

back and forth to each other. And even so, the narrative suggests that this correspondence is 

largely symbolic and habituai, motivated by and constnicted around the iZZusion of a 

meanin@ connection between each other- Their luncheon in Paris tedfies to the many 

diffêrences-in te= of lifêstyle, culture, f d y  status, personal behaviour-between them. 

Yet they each claim that this is their "oldest and most satisfj6ng correspondence" (35). In 

this way they are not unlike the coming together of the post-master's daughter and the 

archduke, an e q d y  unlikely pâiring, and one which prompts questions as to what quaiities 

bring people together, given their various personal and national differences. 

Cassie's chiidren provide a perspective on this matter- They no longer ask, "Who is 

Anick?" Indeed, the narraior reports that they do not, "not even to have the pieasure of 

hearing the known answer and of closing, with a rhythmic question and response, one of the 

gaps in their world" (35). This is ironic; "A Trip to the Gmdelsee" lacks closure precisely 

because of the openness, the gap, that surrounds that question of Anick's identity and, by 

implication, Cassie's own. Despite the reader's perception of ambiguity and ixresolution in 

this context, the children see none. They know who Anick is: "Anick [is] our mummy's 

best fiend-in Europe" (35). The story then concludes with the line: "Europe was a place 

they would visit one day and see for themselves" (35). 

"Europe is always part of the consciousness of being in Australia," according to 

MalouÇ and Cassie's correspondence with Anick would seem to support Mdouf's c l a h .  

The two women appear to have nothing in common, yet the relationship persists, making 

one wonder if Cassie's letters to Anick provide a necessary connection to Europe, even if it 



is not, at he- a particdarly meanin* one. The Iast sentence of the story implies that 

such a trip is a natural and even a necessary part of their development in understanding who 

they are as Australians, and who they are in relation to Europe. There is a hint of irony in 

the Mement, as well as the promise of a revelation, but just what they wili see in Europe 

remains unknown, as the story ends ambiguously. 

"Southern Skies" is equally foc& on a general opposition between Australia and 

another place, specikally between the Old World and the New World. These antipodes are 

reproduced in the figure of the Professor, a middle-aged man bom in Europe, and the young 

d e  nanatory bom in the Ofd World but having moved immediately to Australia with his 

parents. The Professor, having emigrated to Awûdia and having been able to secure a job 

teachxng mathematics to apprentices, "was proof thai a break-through into the new world 

was not only possible, it was a fact" (7). The narrator explains that although his own parents 

were traùled in medicine and law, they were forced to work as "labourers or factory-hands 

or to keep dingy shops" (7). 

Speaking collectively of the immigrant experience, he comments, T o r  our parents 

there was a deep somow in all this, and the Professor offered hope. We were invited to see 

in him both the embodiment of a noble past and a glimpse of what, with hard work and a 

little luck or grace, we might clah fiom the future" (7). As an ernbodiment of both the past 

and the future, the Professor himself symbolizes one of the dichotomies within the story. 

But, as in "A Trip to the Grundelsee," Malouf M e r  complicates the simple representative 

of the old and new worl4 highlighting the uncertainty s~~~ound ing  the Professor's symbolic 



The Professor's character generates so much complexity p d y  because he is 

perceived 60m different vïewpohts, each reported by the first-person namator- To the 

flSllTafofs parents, the Professor represents the Old World and ail its civility-its ernpbasis on 

intellectual pmsuits, history, culture, and the arts. For the narrafois father in particular, the 

Prof-r's ease with philosophical arguments and his familiarity with Beethoven and 

Mahler are the "sole consolation on the raw and desolate shore where he was marooned" (8). 

But for the young narrator himself, the Professor represents a variety of conflicting roles. 

He is "an intimidahg presence, a heavy reminder of that previous world" (9), "a family 

nuisancen (11) and, more kindy, "something bel had corne to depend on" (12). The 

narrator suggests that, as time passes, the children of immigrants are "released Eom 

restriction," and with this new situation the professor cornes to symbolize something slightly 

different: 

We no longer went to examination weighed down with holy medals, or 

silently invoked, before putting pen to paper, the good offices of the liifânt of 

Prague-whose influences, I decided, did not extend to Brisbane, Queensland 

Only the Professor remained as a last link. (9) 

The question of influence, frorn Europe, Brisbane, his parents, and the Professor, is 

critical to the young boy as it determines how he constructs bis own identity and how he 

works out his own behaviour. He does not want to look or taIk differently fiom his own 

Australian peers, and he therefore makes a deliberate effort to become "indisMguishable 

fiom the roughest of my mates at school . . . with my broad accent, my slang, my feet 

toughened and splayed fiorn going barefoot" (9). As the boy explains, to assimilate with or 



adapt to his Austraiian life in Brisbane involves cutting his ties with the Old World. nie 

Professor's presence in his life is thus a "stumbhg block": 

What [&.e professor] practised now was a formal courtliness, a clicking of 

heels and kissing of plurnp fïngers that was the extreme form of a set of 

manners that our parents clung to because it belonged, dong with much else, 

to the Old Country, and wfiich we young people, for the same reason, found 

it impera.ve to reject (7) 

Cohnted  by the Professor on a number of socid occasions that his parents host, the 

narrator thus stniggles with a contradictory attraction to and antipathy towaxds him. 

From the outset of "Southem Skies" the issues which emerge seem to be 

postcolonial in nature as they revolve around immigrahg to and settling into a new place-a 

very Australian theme. In this regard, the narrator asks how one lives in the society of 

Brisbane while rnaintaining ties to a homeland in Europe, how one can assert independence 

whiie h o n o h g  an ixiherited tradition, and what constituts a coherent identity, given a 

bifurcated past In this mntext the narratois stniggles to find a basis of contact with the 

Professor can be read as a metaphor for his divided feelings about the Old World. Questions 

like these with respect to identity and place are consistently important ones for Maloufs 

characters, characters who, as Australians, must explore the terrain of their new country, as 

well as test their sense of personal identity. But at one point in this story the narrator 

explicitly dismisses the importance of the particular cime and place in which he lives in 

Brisbane, and instead offers another reading of the story he is telling: 

But what 1 am describing, of course, is neither a tirne nor a place but the 



mood of my own bored, expectanf uneventfUI adolescence. 1 was always 

abroad and waiting for çomethùig signifiant to occur, for life somehow to 

declare itself and catch me up. . . - 1  was sick of myself and longed for the 

world to fiee me by making its own ngorous demands and declaring at last 

what 1 must be. (12-13) 

The boy's statements express an uncertainty about who he is and what kind of life he 

wiU lead, but the mcertainty seenis conditioned more by the general fact of youth awaiting 

than by the specific need to corne to temis with an Australian identity in the new 

world The passage, fherefore, invites us to place the narrator not sùnply within a 

posfmlonial contact, but also within an adolescent one. His identity, Malouf implies, is 

more complicaîed than one term can communicate. This emphasis on the multiple facets of 

the boy's identity is similar to the emphasis Malouf places in "A Trip to the Gnindelsee" on 

the variety of principles by which Cassie and Anick define thernselves, principles wbich 

include both national and individual characteristics, cultural circumstances as weii as 

personal ones. 

The nmtor  next visits with the Profeçsor unaccompanied by either of bis parents, a 

sign of his increasing independence and maturity. Inside the Profasor's living room and 

l o o h g  at a picture of hïm in militas, uniform, the narrator considers that "The proud caste 

no longer existed. Neither did the anny nor the country it was meant to defend, except in 

the memory of people like the Professor and my parents and, in a ghostly way, hdf a 

century off in another hemisphere, my own" (1 7). 

What the narrator sees in this instance is the possibility of an aflkity between 



himself and the Professor that reduces the generational gap and the distance of a 

hemisphere. The initial geographical opposition behveen Old and New Worlds that 

stnictures the story now operates like a metaphor, expanding at this point to sign* other 

diffefences: youth and &tyy past and fiturey hope and despair, even loss and 

inheritance. Moreover, these oppositions move a Little closer to one another as the narrator 

concedes that his New World can accommodate the Professor and his past even if in a 

"ghostly way." W e  they are SM relevant, the 'antipodes' now seem less clearly 

delineated and less fked than they did at the begimïng of the story. 

Near the end of the storyy the narrator drops in to visit the Professor once more. 1 is 

a rno0n.W evening and the Professor invites the boy to look through his telescope; he has 

found Jupiter with its four moons. The experience of peering through the lem produces an 

ovenvhelming sensation for the boy, and his description of the event c m  be read as 

simrifi.;ng how he sees his own identity CO- together at that very instant: 

1 felt a power in myself that rnight actually burst out at my ears, and at the 

same time saw myseE h m  out there, as just a figure with his eye to a lem. 1 

had a clear sense of being one more hard M e  point in the imrnensity-but 

part of it, a source of light like al1 those others-and was aware for the fkst 

time of the graïny r d t y  of my own life, and then, a fact of no smalI 

signifiouice, of the certainty of my death; but in some dimension where 

those tenns were too vague to be relevant. (24) 

The description accommodates his recognition of his own power and presence and, 

at the same time, his small place in the immensity of the universe. The hermeneutic mode1 



for conceiving this epiphany seems to be based on a principle of unity-yoking together 

opposites (or antipodes) fkom nature and the cosmos and making them cohere to form a 

whole identity. Martin Leer observes that many of Maloufs novels suggest that a "moment 

of touchingt' is possible in the "ceaseless flux" of life and that these "break-throughs into 

consciousness" (12) are very positive experîences. Leer writes that, "Although language 

and even the body habitually fail to grasp the 'othei-be it a continent or another 

consciousness-we live for exactly those miraculous moments of touching" (12). 

Whrle the young boy experiences an incredible epiphany, the strategies of the story 

prevent the reader fiom taking total cornfort fkom his enlightenment. For whiIe the boy is 

Iooking through the telescope and contemplating bis own place in the worki, the Professor 

stands behind him, fondling him and ultimaîely masturbating him. The epiphany and 

orgasm occur simultaneously. The nanator gives us  his mature interpretation, mingled with 

his feelings at the t h e ,  when the sexual encounter seemed incidental to his awakelvng about 

his own dimension and existence: "Too many larger events were unfolding for me to break 

away and ask, as 1 might have, 'What are you doing?"' (24). Leer does not ailude to this 

literd instance of touching in "Southern Skies"; his interpretation of such moments as being 

totally positive and miraculous corresponds wiîh the namtor's reaction to the Professor's 

advances. The boy explains that "We were on opposite sides of the occasion," but only 

because in this awkward situation, he is unable to articulate his gratitude for what he 

understands as the Professor's gif t :  'But what I had seen-what he had led me to see-my 

bursting into the Life of things-1 would look back on that as the real beginnùig of my 

existence, as the entry into a vocation, and nothing could dirninish the gratitude 1 felt for it" 



(25)- Wïth this testimony the narrator invites us  to see that by literdly crosshg a h d  of 

moral physical, and s e d  bamier, the Professor has facilitated the boy's breakthrough into 

conscious~ess and being. 

However jubilant the nafiator feels about awakening this sense of self and this 

mnnection to the world beyond huliself, his moment of i i i d o n  does cast a shadow on 

the Professor. At the begirniing of the story the Professor is descn'bed as embodying the 

nobility of the OId World with his "formal courtluiess," and his "extreme fom of a set of 

manners" (7). But the incident under 'southem skies' suggests something darker in the 

bfe~sois life that the nanator had not perceived, namely loneliness ancl frustrated desire. 

The Professor May be "proof that a breakfhrough into the new world was not only possible, 

it was a fact" (7), but this incident detracts ~ o m  the absoluteness of his achievernent. 

The subject matter of Malout? s stories is various, but their underIying psychological 

dimension does not radically change. They are al1 probing, questioning, reflective, and 

explorative in nature. "Southem Skies" is stnking for the way in which it takes up, like "A 

Trip to the Gnmdelsee," so many questions about the stability and meaaing of antipodd 

relations, and about the persistence of Europe in Australian consciousness. The story 

displays the same prefaence as "A Trip to the Grundelsee" for leaving m e r s  to these 

questions open and unresolved, as well as modif$4ng the terms of the questions that are 

asked. The narrator tells a story about himself pwing up in Brisbane, but the subtext of 

that disclosure reveals that the Professor's settlement in Australia is of equd interest. 

Indeed, the nature of the epiphany at the end of the story, the ambiguity smounding the 

Professois actions, and the irresolution in the final paragraph, allow room for the readefs 



questioning of what the stoxy is really about; it shifts îts focus h m  the concept of 

irnmigrating to and settling in Australia, to the development and maturation of the narrator, 

to questions about the Professor's personal character. 

While the specifics of plot différ, "The Sun in Wmter" is remarkably similar to 

"Southem Skies" in its establishment of Old WorldNew World, youtWage dichotomies, as 

well as in its employment of a startling plot device to awaken a different way of perceiving 

these antitheses. At the beginning of the story, a young Australian man meets an older 

Belgian woman inside a church in Bruges, Belgïum, and the woman initiates conversation. 

Her reaction to hearing that the young man is fiom Australia intimates îhat she has definite 

preconceptions about the New World- The third person narrator notes that "her 'Ah, the 

New World' was no more than a breath. She made it sound so romantic, so much more of a 

venture than he had ever seen it. . . . No Australian in those days thought of himself as 

coming under so grand a term" (87)- 

The young man, for his part, also reveals that he has bis own expectations about 

Europeans and Europe when he observes that the woman moved "with a certain old world 

grandeur and largessefv (87) and that her city of Bruges was "old and impressively dead" 

(88), "cnimblingIy haunteci and picturesque" (89). While the story sets up these kinds of 

static oppositions (New World adventure, allure, and youth; Otd World grandeur, history, 

and decay) it is like "Southem Skies" in its complication of such k e d  visions of the two 

realms- In this case it is the woman who facilitates this revision. She insists on giving the 

man a tour of Bruges. As she points out places of histoncal significance, she also explains 

that it is equally important to observe the ordinary and the everyday: 



To see what all this really was, she insistai-beyond the relics and the old- 

fashioned horrors and shows-you need a passion for the evvday. . .. And 

for thaf mere l m h g  got you nowhere- 'AU you see then,' she told hirn, 'is 

what catches the eye, the odd thing, the musual. But to see what is 

common, thai is the difficult thing, don't you think? (89) 

The woman's nanation of the town's history is exemplary, because she infuses it 

with her own personal story "in the gaps between centuries," so that the young man 

dt-ely leams two histories, '%a own and the City's- rather mixeci" (88). Her final act is 

emblematic of this mixture of the everyday and the pefsonal: she takes the yomg man to 

peer in the fimt window of a fûneral shop and shows him the cofnn she has picked out to be 

biiried in. It is an odd and curious thhg to do and the young rÿnrator is surprisecl and 

dismayed. But his shock (quite like the shock the young narrator in "Southem Skies" 

experiences with the Professofs advances) quickly passes and translates into appreciation 

for the way different values and customs govem people's lives: "His shock, he saw, was for 

an impropriety she twk quite for granted and for an event that belonged, as she calmly 

surveyed it, to a world of exuberant and even vulgar life" (91). Finiilly, the young man feels 

moved, "for al1 bis raw youth, by an motion he could not have named, not then-for her, but 

also for himself-" (9 1)- 

In showing the young man something as ordinary as the CO& she hopes to be 

buried in, the wornan paradoxically exposes something deeply personal and unique. In this 

way she moves beyond presenting herself as simply a European and instead invites the 

Australian visitor to see her as a person, someone who lives and who will eventually die. 



While the Professoi's sexual advance towards the young narrator in "Southem Skies" is 

more disquieting and problematic, it produces a nmilar effet in prompthg the boy (and the 

reader) to see the Professor as human and flawed instead of as a romanticized and idealized 

~ymbol of Old World courtlines and mmers. These two stories show Malouf exploring 

the antipodes in such a way as to highlight the subtle, nuanced shades of the stark 

oppositions. 

In "A Medium," the conclusion of the story -tes the f d a r  ambiguity and 

grnerates a similar degree of narrative complexity- In this story the nrst-person maIe 

narrator begins by recalling his eIeventh year when he twk violin lessons fiom a Miss Katie 

Mchtyre. But what he actuaUy te& about is the spiritwdist, Miss. E. Sampson, who 

occupied one of the higher floors in his violin teacher's building. As is common in these 

stories, the narrator d e u s  certain oppositions that structure the tale: the separation of music 

"kom the more mundane business that was being carrieci on below (the whizzing of dentist's 

drills, the making of passport photos for people going overseas)" (1 57); the contrast between 

his own sensible teacher and the "quack" Miss Sampson; and the contrasting worids of Miss 

Sampson's tranquil meditative room and the sweltering city outside (159). One occurrence 

during the young narrator's visits to his teacher's office stands out; while ascending the lift, 

he manages to look through into Miss Sarnpson's room and get a glïmpse of her in one of 

her trances. At that instant he also hears the voice she assumes when taken over by another 

presence: "It took the fonn of a child's voice, treble and whining" (1 59). The narrator 

recalls that minutes later he was playing his scales, arpeggios, and pieces for Miss Katie. 

The story then ends with the following passage: 



There is no sto~r, no set of events that leads anywhere or proves anything- 

no middle, no end_ Just a glimpse through a half-open door, voices seen not 

heard, ~"brations sensed through a wall while the traùied ear strain.~, not to 

hem what is passing in the next mm, but to measure the chords-precise, 

fixe4 namwAle as diminished fifthç or Neapolitan sucths, but also at 

moments approaching tears-that are king sûuck out on an iron-fkned 

upright, and the voice that names them your own (160) 

"A Medium1' is really a catalogue of impressions of what the narrator sees, hea.rs, 

and senses, and it is fûll of details of smali incidents that do not motivate or advance the 

plot, but rather linger as moments of insight or iiluminiition. The phrase, "There is no story, 

no set of events that leads anywhere or pmves anything," (159) is an eloquent description of 

Malouts aesthetic in this decidedly non-linear and inconclusive narrative. The same 

description could also be adapted to "Southm Skies" for the way in which Malouf 

complicates a character like the Professor so that he is not fixed or easily pigeonholed He is 

of a nature opposite, in other words, to the chords on the piano in "A Medium." That same 

ambiguity also characterizes Cassie's relationship with Anick and her relationship to Europe 

in "A Trip to the Gnrndelsee" and the male narrator's meeting with the older woman in the 

church in Bruges in "The Sun in Winter." The ambiguity surrounding the stahs of these 

meetings and relationships generates multiple meanings on other levels. "The S m  in 

Winter" is about a young Australian visiting Bruges, for example, but his meeting with the 

older Belgian wornan is a trope for the meeting between Australia and Europe, an 

examination of what constitutes an identity, a questioning of preconceptions about Europe 



and Australia, and an exploration of how far apart, or how close, the antipodes might really 

be. 

The connedon between short story fom and the kind of society and peopIe the 

story reveals is based on the fact that ambiguity, Uresolution, and complexîty exist on both 

technical and thematic levels of the narrative. "A Traveller's Tale" illustraies especiaily weU 

Malouf's sense of the short story fom as flexible, complex, and open, and corresponds to his 

ttieorization of individual identity and Australian identity as being complex and multiple. 

The stoxy's narrator, Adrian Trisk, has a professional stake in AuStralian culture. As Projects 

Officer with the Corncil for the Arts, it is his job to "bring news of our national culture to 

this slow back-water" (131). His national cuiture job involves showing "slides of 

contemporary Australian painting and sometimes a fïlxn . . . or 1 lecture on the life of an 

Australian p e t  Nothing rigorous" (131-32). He c d s  this the "culture business" and 

. 
concedes that there are problems with dissenmatmg information about one b m d  of 

Australian culture when the population of Australia is so hybrid: 

Most difficult of al1 are places like Karingai where the population is 'rnixd- 

-that is, part Austdian, part Italian, part Aboriginal, part Indian. . . . 

Bridgbg the gap is all very well, but there is a lunit to what a man can do 

with the discovery poems of Douglas Stewart and a slide evening with 

William Dobell. (1 32) 

Adrian's words and tone irnply that the comrnunities he visits are parochial, 

provincial, and intellechially unsophistîcated. For example, he seerns to patronize his 

audience in the "backwater" consisting of "the wife of the Methodist minister, a retired 



timbergetter who is rewriting the works of Hemy Lawson and the hapless two-year 

incumbent of the one-teache school" (133). Regardless of its make-up, the group always 

retires for supper and it is on one partïcular occasion that a Mis. Judge approaches Adrian 

and requests to see him the followuig morning, "t'do with that article you writ on AZicia 

Vale" (134). 

Mrs. Judge is desmiecl as "niminutive," "battered looking," "odd," "slatternly," and 

"un&rammaticdl* and when the narrator asks the Ninisteis wife about her status, her 

comment is curtly dismissive: "Oh thaf poor sou& was o u .  Mis. Judge. She's quite a 

character- Lives out near the Indians" (135). The Alicia Vale referred to, on the other han& 

is in Adrian's words "an "exbraordinary woman," "very grand and balefid," with a 

glamorous career as a singer thai took h a  to intemational stages in South a c a ,  Vienna, 

Budapest, Warsaw, Berlin, and London, and earned her constant doting fkom powefil and 

prestigioiis men. While it is a source of amusement to his coiieagues in the arts, Adrian 

admits that Alïcia Vde is one of his obsessions and that he had been tracking her career 

through newspapers, reviews, programmes, and opera-house accounts for the last twenty 

years. His monograph on Alicia Vale is evidcpce of bis passionate interest in this woman's 

life. Part of her a p p d  cornes n o m  her humble origins; Adrian is astonished that "a 

common farmgirl fiom the South Coast had been ûmsformed by her own genius . . . into a 

creature of mythicd power and beauty, a princess" (139). He is thus especially surpxîsed to 

hear Mrs. Judge claim the following morning that she is Alïcia Vale's daughter. According 

to Mrs. Judge, Alicia Vale was in Melbourne in 1906 staying at the Hotel Australia, and 

during that time gave birth to twins-a little boy and herself. 



With Mrs. Judge's admission, the tale that began with a focus on the cultural Iife of 

Australia in the town of Karingai rapidly multiplies into tales about the lives of many 

characters. In this regard, "A Traveller's Tale" encompasses many tales about the search for 

and validation of many identities-the nanator Adrian Tnsk's, Australiak, ALicia Vale's, and 

Mrs. Judge's. The expansion highlights one of the central characteristics of Maloufs short 

stories, their ability to embody the complexity and heterogeneity of Austraiian society by 

presenting multiple themes and perspectives in his narratives. 

To substantiate her daim, Mrs. Judge provides a captivahg account of the t h e  

spent in her famous moîhefs wmpany, including fleeing h m  St. Petersburg to the Polish 

border and losing her twin brother in the swarming mwds during the joumey. Her 

recollections lead into Adnan's divuIgnce of what he knows about Alicia Valets Life, with 

his conclusion that '"Mis. Judge's story, improbable as it might be, was not îrreconcilable 

with the known facts" (145). And because Mis. Judge tells Adrian flatly that she is "tnisting 

with me Life" (146), the stoxy then returns to a focus on Adria-. As Mrs. Judge's 

husband says, "she wants people t'know at last Who she is" (153) and the person to make 

her family ongin known is Adrian. 

While d a t i n g  on the persuasiveness of the evidence, Adrian says that "this is 

Mrs. Judge's story, not mine-or it is the man's m. Judge's husband]. He was after al1 the 

first of her believers" (154). He m e r  undermines his own role by suggesting that 

"compared with his part in aii this my own is trivial. 1 am the messenger, the nanatort' 

(155). Despite these protestations, the story is also his own as he rnust wrestle with the way 

in which to "judge'' Mrs. Judge's "passionate certainty îhat she was something other than 



what she seemed" (155)-and Maloufs play on the name is clearly deiiberate. As someone 

concemeci with his reputation, Adnan nsks ridicule and skepticisrn fiom his colieagues by 

announcing Mrs. Judge's ttproblematical birîh-" But even more importantly, he also assumes 

the risk involved in simply being honest and expressing one's convictions. Integrity is 

something new for him as he has operated in his professionai life according to less 

honourable values, using "cornfortable cliches, small white lies to convince the holders of 

the country's purse-stxings thaî big things are being achieved out there in the wildemess" 

(152). So, as he explains, "m. Judge] puts me to the test-not of belief but of the courage 

to come out at last h m  b e h d  my clown's make-up, m y  simpering and sliding and dancing 

on the spot, to tell her story and give myself awaf' (155). The question of who Mrs. Judge 

is thus produces a desire to h o w  who the rvrator really is, who Alicia Vale is, and what 

constitutes AustraIian culture. 

In an interview with Nikos Papastergiadis, Malouf suggests that the need to place 

oneself in the world is a decidedly Australian urge. He explains that in a country like 

Australia 

explanations and cornforts are taken away. . . . This absence makes [people] 

ask the question: what is man's place in the world? Whereas if you live in a 

little village in England or Ireland or Scotland, where you know the narne of 

every field, where every part of the landscape has events and a story related 

to it, where you h o w  every steeple on the horizon, where the churchyard 

has al1 your forebears in it going back a thousand years, then you can 

comfortingly tell yourself that you absolutely belong in that landscape and 



there is no problem, no metaphysical problem. Take the same people out 

and put them somewhere where al1 of those things are gone, and then, yes, 

they are in a kind of void This opens up the question of what it is we need 

as humans to place omelves in the worid and how difficult it is to achieve 

that. (87) 

As Robert Hughes points out in The Fatal Shore, for the white settlers of Australia 

and the generations that followed them, "the essence of colonization was that they codd 

claim no history of their own" (599). Hughes writes that 

the obsessive cultural enterprise of Australians a huncired years ago was to 

forget [their history] entirely, to sublimate if to drive it d o m  into 

unconsulted recesses. This affécted al1 Australian culture, fiom political 

rhetoric to the perception of space, of landscape itseK (596) 

Written in the 1980s, Maloufs short stories continue to reflect an irresoluteness around 

issues of identity and place, the kind of uncertaintty, as Hughes suggests, that so often 

characterizes a settler society. 

Within the context of the story, Karingai is described as being a place in flux: 

"Nothing is ever finished here, but nothing is done with either. Everything is in process of 

being disrnantled, recomtmcted, recycled, and turneci by the spirit of improvisation into 

something else. A place of transformations" (13 1). The characters too seem to go through 

various metamorphoses in the course of the narrative. Mrs. Judge changes from an 

unsophisticated and uneducated woman to a fascinahg and remarkable wornan; Alicia Vale 

changes f?om being a catalogue of performance dates, costumes, and other possessions to 



the mother of maclcnowledged twïns, and Adria. Trisk is himçelf chmged as he goes fiom 

thinking about Australian culture in very narrow and static terms to thinkuig about it in more 

expaasive and dynamic ways. Indeed the sheer variet- of experiences he is exposed to 

during his visit ta Karingai produces a telling contrast to the monologic approach to 

AustraIian culture that he nonndy takes in his lectures such that, he arlmits, "The routine is 

always the same" (1 3 1). 

My thesis is b d  on the prernise that there is a correspondence between the short 

story form and the kind of society and people the stories reveal. "A Travelleis Tale" is a 

wonderfiilly complx and energetic story, with a dynamism that cornes fkom the multtiplicity 

and eclecticism of charaaers repreçented, as weil as h m  the number of issues that their 

stories aaend to. Mrs. Judge's struggle to account for her biological ongins can, to take only 

one example, be analyzed aîcording to several codes simultaneously to produce a plethora 

of readings-personai, feminist, national, postcolonid While all of the stories revolve 

around antipodes and other dichotomous pairings, they also expand, explore and challenge 

the basis of those relations. William Blake's proclamation in "The Argument" to "The 

Maniage of Heaven and Hell" that "Without Contraries is no progression" (86) is an apt way 

of expressing how productive the interaction between opposites can be. 



Chapter Four: Katherine Mansfield 

The association of Katherine Mansfield with the New Zealand short story is 

immediate. But for many criticsi, her status as a New Zealand &ter is nddled with 

complications that an easy connecbon belies. In Dreiuns of Speech and Violence: The Art 

of the Short Story in Canada and New Zealand, W. H. New indicates that Katherine 

Mansfield is a "problem" in terms of trying to neatly categorize her work or to place it 

withui the context of New Zealand literary history (1 13). New explains, 

m e r i n e  Mansfield] not only produceci a substantial body of hîgh quality 

work, she also produced much of it while Living abroad m England and 

France, was claimed by English criticism and so given honorary English 

literary citizenship. . . . Yet to acknowledge these fkcts about Mansfield's 

career is to risk mistaking the particular fa& for other kinds of general 

principle. Transfomiing Mansfield into an 'English' writer is as misleading 

as  clagning her to be a quintessential New Mander.  . . . (1 13) 

As New's comments demonstrate, the fact of Mansfield's expatriate status fiequentiy 

provokes discussion about whaî End of New Zealand author she represents. Inquiries 

which pursue the question of what is local and what is European in her writing, as well as 

analysis which highlights Mansfield's realist impulse to depict a recognizable New Zealand, 

or which stresses her modemist, metropolitan sensibility, are al1 implicitly engaged with the 

question of how to define the quality of Mansfield's New Zealandness-or her lack thereot 

New, for his part, concludes that there are "aùnost as many Katherine Mansfields as 
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there are critics," and indeed her writing, joumals, and l e m  have given rise to a number of 

criticai approaches: thematic, foxmal, biographical, historical, faninst, syrnboli* 

modemist, and cultural (130). The one thing critics d o r d y  do is warn against 

approaching M d e l d  tw narrowly. In one study, the authors, using Mansfield-inspired 

imagery, concede th& "It is difEcult to find a central organising prhciple for assessing h a  

achievement that does not lead to neglect of some aspect of her w o k  She shines out 

through too many lantem-faces for any single perspective to give an adequate view" 

@mon and Gurr 14). New's approach involves studying Mansfield with the aim of 

maintainhg a balance between "individual artistic cornmitment and an unfolding social 

context" (25). My analysis is infomed by a similar desire to examine Mansfield's literary 

impulses while attending to elemenîs of the larger cultural sphere in which she was writing. 

Her consistent choice to write short fiction suggests that the fom is particularly well suited 

to conveying her thematic interests, especîally the persistent issues that relate to a settler 

background. Mansfield did try on at least three occasions to &te a novel manson and Gurr 

19-20; Kaplan 82-1021, but çhe consistent& came back to the shorî stoxy. This chapter 

explores the connection between the literary and the social in Mansfield's work, between the 

short story form and the nature of characters and social circumstances depicted in four of 

Mansfield's New Zealand stones. 

Mansfield is a wonderfully complicated subject for an exploration of the co~mection 

between the Literary and the social, between the short story forxn and the 19nd of society and 

people the story reveals, considering that her depiction of New Zealand life is itseif often 

contested. As Bridget Orr documents, some critics see in the modem and impressionistic 
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elements of her writing a necessary om-ssion of specinc details about everyday New 

Zealand living (4849). Modernism, with its stress on inward states of consciousness and its 

questioning of a stable surface of realïty, and aspects of realisn, like the depiction of local 

colour, are seen to be incompatible. Lawrence Jones, author of Barbed Wire and m o r s :  
-- - 

Essays on New Zealand Prose, is especiaily interested in examining Mansfield as a 

subjective, impressionistic writer who shows no tendencies towards realism, He sketches 

out a "predominantly ferninine moden (163) in New Zealand wxiting that reaches back to 

and includes Mansfield, HeIen Shaw, and others- Accordhg to Jones, this mode focuses 

"not on what Vincent O'Sullivan calls the 'shared common We' of the New Zealand realistic 

tradition, but rather on the unîqueness of the private worlds of author and/or character" 

(164). Jones labels this fiction the 'other tradition' because it dwells on the realm of ideas or 

on the psyche of the characters and can thus be set in opposition to the central 1iterary 

tradition in New Zealand, that of realism (164). Jones' brand of realism is marked by 

characters h m  ordinary life, caught in specific mauners, speech, and geshires," and is 

epitomised by the writing of Frank Sargeson (16). This approach helps Jones in his project 

to came out two neat, discrete literary traditions in New Zealand: Mansfield's subjective 

short story writing, and Sargeson's realist short story legacy. 

But as Orr points out in her essay, "Reading with the Ta.& of the Pioneer: Katherine 

Mansfield and Settler Criticism," much of the discussion about Mansfield's interior-oriented 

writing "brackets[s] [her] evocation of a complex and confiicted w lonial society" (50). Orr 

contends that this kind of oversight turns "on the assumption that regional realism is the only 
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really adequate way in which New Zealand 'reality' [cm] be represented" (50). In this 

regard, Or-  comments that Jones' interpretation of Mansfield's writing "reinforces the claimi 

of a predominantly masculine regional realism to represent New Zeaiand in history" (5 1). In 

her reading of Mansfield's stories, Orr fin& settler thematics as well as technicd innovation, 

an observation which has the potential to deconstmct the regionahodernist opposition 

which she feels offers a limited approach to Mansfield's work (49). Throughout her essay, 

she admonishes readers to check the assumption that Mansfield's stories represent 

something "radically other to the 'common phenomenal world"' (51). 

Mark Williams contnbutes to the discussion about how to view the 

Sargeson/Mamfield literary traditions in his "Introduction" to Leaving the Highway: Six 

Contemporary New Zealand Novelists. Wrlliams, like OIT, cautions against categoriang 

either author as representing a single realistic or impressionistic aesthetic, suggesting that 

both labels are restrictive and inadequate, He writes, 

the complexity and contradictions in both [Sargeson and MansfieId] are 

more important than any tendencies towards realism or impressionism which 

may be isolated to show the debts owed them by other New Zealand writers. 

To characterise Mansfield as an 'impressïonistic' wrîter, as Sargeson does 

slightingly, is to ignore her concem with the ways in which social experience 

is registered wi.thia the consciousness of the individual. The hard force of 

precise social observation is present everywhere in her work, not only in 

isolated stories like 'The Woman at the Store' or 'Millie,' (21-22) 

Williams implies that Mansfield is subtly documenting social experience. In this 
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way Peter Carey and David Maloufs stories offer a contrast to her style, as certain details in 

theÏr work immediately and clearly establish a context of social observation. Carey's 

depiction of the United States as a monolithic, economic power signals his interest in 

exposing the imperialistic implications of the American, capitalistïc ambition of consumer 

domination. Similarly, David Maloufs thematic and structural emphasis on antipodal 

structures reinforces the point that Australia sees itseLf as an "othex?' in relation to a colonid 

centre. The evaluation of the New World by the standards of the Old World-and the 

reverse-is explicit, 

Williams' confidence that the "hard force of precise social observation is present 

everywhere" (22) in Mansfield's work invites the d e r  to look carefùily for it there as well. 

"Millie" (191 1) and "The Woman at the Store" (1921) offer good beginnings for this 

exploration, since they are considered instântly recognizabie as New Zealand stories. 

Lawrence Jones hunself sees them zs presenting clearly the faults of a fiontier society as 

"raw, anti-aesthetic, materialistic, puritanical" (Culture 193). In the first paragraph of 

"Millie," Mansfield emphasizes the heat and the harshness characteristic of the New Zealand 

terrain: the narrator exclairns, "Oh, my word! it was hot- Enough to firy your hair!" (34)- 

The sun is depicted as oppressively strong, hanging in the "faded blue sLy like a burning 

mirror," causing weat to pour down Millie's face, and makhg her feel fanguid (34). The 

environment, Mansfield hints, has the power to destroy. 

The emphasis given to the extemal elements obliquely signifies Millie's struggle to 

adapt to these living conditions-not just physically, but also psychologically . The blealaiess 

and emptiness of colonial life on the fiontier are registered in Millie's fkactured personality. 
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If the heat appears to melt her face, Mansfield suggests that the fact of loneliness can make 

her sense of self uncertain, and then unravel. As MïIlie stares at herself in a fly-specked 

mirror, she conveys the Impression that she no longer recognizes herself, or her own 

temperament. The narrator indicates that 

She didn't h o w  whaî was the matter with haself thaî aftemoon. She could 

have a good cry-just for nothuig-and then change her blouse and have a 

good cup of tea Yes, she felt like that! (35) 

While the bedroom is the location for this moment of introspection, it also contains 

clues on its waUs as to why Millie feels so depressed and so dislocated, Moving away fiom 

the minor, she then stares at a coloured print on the waii called 'Garden Party at Windsor 

Castle,' depicting a .  idyllic English scene: 

In the foreground emerald lawns planted with immense oak trees, and in 

their gratefül shade a muddle of ladies and gentlemen and parasols and little 

tables. The background was filIed with the towers of W'idsor Cade, flying 

three Union Jacks, and in the middle of the picme the old Queen, like a tea- 

cosy with a head on top of it. (35) 

The contrast between tbls lush, civiked, and refked scene, and Millie's own poor situation, 

is strikuig, emphasiang not only the differences in class standing, and material comfort 

between the two worlds, but also differences in the crucial sense of existing within differïng 

social communities. Staring at the flowery ladies in the picture, Millie indicates that she 

"'wouldn't care for that sort of thing"' (35). But the story emphasizes the implications of the 

fact that Millie has no community, no companionship, and no sense of belonging, as the 
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people gathered in fiont of Windsor Cade  so emphaticaIly do. AIthough Millie may not 

have any meanin@ connection to Windsor Castle personally, the picture of it nonetheless 

emphasizes her dislocation fÏom what is familiar to her, Indeed, the story attests to the 

paucity of socid contact which was a fact of New Zealand setîlers' lives. 

Miles Fairbum, in The Ideal Society and its Endes:  The Foundations of Modem 

New Zealand Society 1850-1900, writes that it was very common for settlers to decorate 
- - - -  

their walls with English papers and with pictures of EngIish scenes, "literally surrounding 

themselves with representations of social Me1' (202-203). Fairburn defends this gesture, 

stating that it was not a "neurotic response to an &en environment, a manifestation of a 

provincial mentality" (203). Rather, he explains, 'lit was a naîural reaction to the dearth of 

associationsw (203). He suggests that, 

colonists rernauied emotionally tied to the Old World because their atomised 

society could not satisQ the human need for gregariousness. They revered 

their imported cultural forms not for their own sake but because these 

represented social interactions that had once been enjoyed at 'Home' and that 

New Zealand took a long time to duplkate, (203) 

The wedding photo of Millie and her husband Sid also bctions in this symbolic 

way. Fairbum suggests that, for settlers, everyday contact with personal mementos like a 

wedding photo "was supposed to stimulate remembrame and offset the new land's inability 

to sustain real forms of association" (202). With Mount Cook in the background, Millie 

looks genteel and refined in the picture of her wedding day, "sitting down in a basket chair, 

in her cream cashmere and satin ribbons, and Sid, standing with one hand on her shoulder, 
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looking at her bouquett' (35). But ifthis picture helps Millie to offset the "land's inability to 

sustain real f o m  of association" (Fairbum 202), it also emphanzes Millie's lack of r d  

fomis of association, including human contact and conversation She reveals that "She had 

almost forgotten her weddùig day, tirne did pass so, and if you hadn't anyone to taik things 

over with, they soon dropped out of your mind" (35). 

Alone on the farm for the day, Millie ends up hiding the young English "Jobnny," 

Hamson, who is on the nin, having shot and killed the man who was teaching him how to 

farm a settIement. Acting on instinct, she tries to feed him and vows to protect him, 

dedaring that "'They won't ketch him. Not if 1 can'elp it Men is dl beasts. 1 dont care 

wotte's done, or wot'e'asn't done'" (38). But when her husband and his cornpanions retum 

and discover the fbgitive on their premises, Millie sudddy joins them in the cry for violent 

revenge: 

. . . at the sight of Hanison in the distance, and the three men hot d e r ,  a 

strange mad joy smothered everything else- She mhed into the road-she 

laughed and shrieked and danced in the dust, jigging the lantein. 'A-ah! 

Arter 'im, Sid! A-a-a-h! Ketch him, Willie. Go it! Go it! Sid! Shwt'irn 

down. Shoot'im!' (39) 

The drama of the story is supplied by the discovery and chase of Harrison, but the real 

focus, as the title intimates, is on Millie. Her radical shift h m  matemal protector to violent 

avenger only reiterates the instability of her own identity. Mansfield prepares the reader, 

however, for her display of a hctured persona: Millie does not identify with the British 

subjects at the garden party at Windsor Castle, yet she still clings to their image; she no 
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longer remembers herself as the delicate bride who was m&ed at Mount Cook, yet she still 

reveres the memory of that time. Mansfield irnplies that Millie is literally and 

metaphorically displaced; her identity is now constituted by her Unmediate enWonmenf an 

environment which is bleak, empq, crude, and unyielding. To emphasize this symbiosis, 

the enviromnds isolation and infertility are nùrrored in Millie's loneliness and her inability 

to have chiidren. Moreover, the violence of Harrison's murderous act is mirrored in the 

force with which Millie calls for his punishment and deatb. 

Like "Mïllie," "The Woman at the Store" offers a portrait of the unsettlùig effects of 

gmgraphical isolation The story is told in the bt-person; Mansfield's decision to write 

k m  a single, male perspective reinforces the solitude and e m p ~ e s s  of colonial life at the 

time. Yet, as in "Millie," Mansfield stresses how the umarned woman in particular is 

reduced by the settler-circumstances in which she is forced to live (Tomalin xxi). Just as 

Millie no longer resembles an earlier picture of herse& the woman too appears transformed 

The narrator describes how she used to be as pretty as a wax doll, but that now h a  yellow 

hair was "ugly": "She was a figure of fun. Looking at her, you felt there was nothing but 

sticks and wires under that pinafore-her b n t  teeth were knocked out, she had red, pulpy 

hands and she wore on her feet a pair of dirty Bluchers" (42). JO's explanation for her 

deteriorated looks focuses on her isolation: "Gone a bit off er dot. . - . Too much alone" (42). 

While the woman does not contradict this assesment, she is more specific in detailing the 

hardships she has endured: four miscarrïages in six years of mamage, a husband who broke 

her spirits as well as spoiled her looks, and being alone for weeks at a time rninding the store 

and her child. "'It's the loneliness,' said the woman . . . 'and bein' shut up 'ere like a broody 
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'en"' (48)- 

The cMd's "extraordinary and repulsively vulgafl drawings ultimaîely reveal that, 

owing to solitude and despair, her mother was driven to shoot her father with a rook rifle 

and then bury him in the ground (48). The womads action is violent and extremey and the 

narrafois discovery of it provides him with an epiphany about how pronounced, how 

desperatey her suffiring had becorne. The men discuss the fact that the woman's lwks have 

been altered and that the coach has stopped coming by her store, but cledy her ability to 

cope psychoiogicaily with her situation also deteriorated. 

'Inere are even more subtle elements wiW the story which reiterate the devaslahg 

effects of an isolated existence like hers- As in Millie's bedroom, the woman's w a h  are 

'"plastered with oId pages of En- periodicals. Queen Jubilee appeared to be the 

most recent numbd' (43). Fairt,um's assessrnent that reading English periodicals and 

newspapers aliowed "a mental escape h m  a socidy arid world into one of cornmmity 

events, celebrations, recreations, and endless opportunities to chai, exchange opinions, and 

ideas," (202) still applies in this context While it is not clear that the woman has read the 

periodicals, just having them plastered on the walls suggests her desire for vicarious 

participation in a comrnunity of readers, and for the vexy stimulation the periodicals 

represent. The "mad excitement" of the woman's child, whose mind is thought to be 

"diseased (48), also hints at the pervasive eEects of isolation. Furthemore, that the woman 

could not breast-feed the child until she was one month old suggests somethrng unoatural 

about the process of giving birth to new life in the devastating environment. 

While the story stresses the lonehess faced by the woman in these circumstances, 
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Fairbum's study provides a context by which a reader may interpret the men's way of 

responding to their own perïpatetic lifestyle. He shows that the bulk of lower-class men 

"expressed and compensateci for their loneliness through excessive dnnkùig" (203). His 

research indicates that alcohol was used to "blot out the psychic pain of social isolation" and 

to help "break down the barriers that separaîed people and prevented intimacy in an 

atomisai society" (203). h "The Woman at the Store" this behaviour is registered through 

JO, rim, and the narratois need for "embrocation," their need for it specLficaUy in aid of 

sofiening the woman up for an evening in one anotheis company. Details of the men's 

activity indicate their own feelings of isolation and solitude. As the narrator implies, their 

wanderings are £üled with silence and emptiness: "There was nothhg to be seen but wave 

d e r  wave of hissock gras, patched with purple orchids and manuka bushes covered with 

thick spider webs" (40). 

Both stories suggest that loneliness and the desperate responses to it displayed by 

these characters (an estranged sense of self, violent behaviour, d n i n k e ~ e S )  are produced 

by the environment in which they live. In "The Woman at the Store," there is one 

description of New Zealand that especially highlights the sense that the country is not just 

difficult and inhospitable, but actually preying and monstrous. The narrator comments that 

"There is no twilight in our New Zealand days, but a curious half-hour when everything 

appears grotesque-it fiightens-as though the savage spirit of the country walked abroad and 

sneered at what it saw" (43). The same story ends with an equally haunhg he, saessing 

once more the insubstantiality of a place when set against a vast and unpopulated landscape: 

"A bend in the road, and the whole place disqpeared" (50)- 
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As works which document deprivation of social contact on the New Zealand 

frontier, these narraiives are intensifid by the capacities of the short story foxm. Frank 

O'Connor asserts that the short story c d e s  an "intense awareness of human loneliness" 

(19). In an essay devoted to m e y i n g  short story criticism, Charles May tries to understand 

why loneliness is so pavasive in the genre, and in his effort to do so he places OtConnor's 

remarks beside those of Nadine Gordimer- 1 quoted h m  Gordimer's essay earlier, in the 

discussion on Peter Carey's work, but her comments on the short story's unparalleled abïlity 

to capture the present moment are equally relevant to Mansfield's "Millie" and "The Woman 

at the Store." She suggests that the short story, more than the novel can convey that qua.lity 

of human life "where contact is more like the flash of fiefies, in and out, now here, now 

there, in darkness" (180). Moreover, she claims that in the short story, the writer has "the art 

of the only thing one can be sure of-the present moment"-"A discrete moment of tmth is 

aimed at-not the moment of truth, because the short story doesn ' tdd in cumulatives" 

(1 80). 

May integrates OtCoMo?s theory with Gordimer's, suggesting that "modem man's 

realization that he ca. depend only on the present moment is precisely what makes him 

lonely, and his sense of loneliness is best manifësted in a fonn that focuses only on the 

present moment" (1 1)- While 1 do not agree that the short story always focuses only on the 

present moment, the fom is ceaainly capable of doing so. But May's comment still 

provides an interesting way in which to understand the suitability of the shoa story genre for 

expressing the Ioneliness and solitude of such figures as Millie and the woman at the store. 

The sense of the transient and isolated quality of these characters' lives resonates with the 
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fleeting and bnef glimpse the short story itself gives of theïr circurnstances. 

"Prelude" (1 91 7) and "At the Bay" (1921) are also sto* set in New Zealand, yet in 

them Mansfield depicts aspects of New Zealand tife less direcly than in the two earlier 

works, In these two later stories Mansfield's style seems more overtly concerned with an 

interior world and l e s  engaged with attempting to evoke a publicly recognisable New 

Zealand (Jones, Barbed 174). C. A. Hankin's insightfid reading of "Prelude" and "At the 

Bay" corredy highlights the psychological ~omplexity~ the intricate patterning, and the 

nuances of association and symbol, in the two stories (12). However, Wiiams' earlier 

proposal that social experience is registered in the collsciousness of Mansfield's characters 

provides a clue as to how one might read the stories in order to detect the thematkation of 

settler culture and other undedying social elements. 

In so doing, 1 do not find a "seIf-conscious private fiction cut off nom the public or 

social world" (On 51). Rather, characters' interior thoughts prove to be provoked by the 

reality of New Zealand culturai values and social beliefs. As WiIlïams affirms, 

Mansfield's sense of the mulute details of which life is cornposed, grasped as 

epiphanic moments of consciousness, is always controlled by her acute 

awareness of life as social being, by her awareness of the immersion of 

humans in the codes and rules and determinants of social existence. (22) 

As the title of "Prelude" suggests, this story is about fiesh beginnings, depicting the 

Bumell family as they move from Wellington, New Zealand's capital, to a home in the 

country. The omniscient narrator describes the move away fiom the city in t e m  suggesting 

that the country landscape represents unfamiliar and marginal space: 'Wow everydiing 
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farniliar was lefi behind. Now the big dray rattied into &own country, along new roads 

with hi@ clay banks on either side, up steep hills, down h t o  bushy valleys, through wide 

shallow rivers. Firrther and fiuther" (90). If this paragraph registers the psychological 

impact of the move, one involving feelings of withdrawal and recession, throughout the 

story there are details that refer to the practical and mundane aspects of it as well: Stanley 

Bumeii cannot locate his slippers in the various packhg boxes; Beryl has to work all day to 

get things "straight" (93); sheets have not been found for the children's beds. 

Within this context of physicd dislocation and change, many of the Bumeils are 

preoccupied with the need to find personal items and to £ind a sense of personal space for 

theniselves- In this way Mansfield suggests that moving and the accompanying transitional 

phase prompt a kind of emotional uprooting that generates uncertainties and anxïeties. The 

story is characterized by an opemess on the level of m d g  that arises out of the ways in 

which various characters question themselves in their new surroundings. For example, 

Linda BumeIl contemplates the constancy of her motions for her husband, and Beryl muses 

on her own falsity and self-deception. As such moments of introspection recur, Mansfield 

implies that settling into a new environment, whether it be a new houe  or a new part of 

New Zealand, involves examining one's identity, one's culture, and one's space. 

If "Prelude" raises questions about the meaning of these terms and relations, it does 

not provide clear answers. And it is this kind of open exploration that is so well expressed 

in a form which can accommodate irresolution and complexity. Mansfield's representation 

of multiple viewpoints, as weIl as her use of ambiguously defined nopes and symbols, 

exemplify her resistance to any monolithic aesthetic with an inherent appeal to a definitive 
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plot, strict linear development and progressive order, and a stress on unity and resolution 

(Bradbury 393). Her writing, in other words, challenges patterns of narrative authority- 

Significantly, multiplicity on the level of theme and meaning reflects upon the diverse 

rnake-up of the Burnell f a d y .  They are depicted as a £ ' ' y  whose members offer various 

conceptions of identity and place, conceptions thaî are determined by such factors as age, 

genda, and class, but aiso upon the codes, des, and values of New Zealand social 

d e n c e .  

By juxtaposing a variety of voices, "Prelude" does not resûict itself to one 

authoritative, central narraiive persona (Head 117). Instead, the story's focus shifts fiom the 

consciousness of one character to the next. Bexyl's musings often trail off with a dash or 

ellipsis, as when she is alone at night in her m m  and imagines that a handsome young man 

inquires about her at the Govenunent House ball (95). In this instance, her meditations 

before bed both connect and collide with the next sentence in the foUowing paragraph, 

which is spoken by Stanley to Linda as they turn in for the night Here, the ellipsis overtly 

signifies the open and ambiguous qualities of the prose as the two subjectivities flow 

seamlessly into one another. 

As the narrative shifts fkom diffërent temporal realms, as weil as in and out of 

different ffamy members' thoughts and conversations, the story alludes to a variety of 

topics, and reflects a diversity of impressions, moods, and sensibilities. On his way home 

fkorn work, Stanley plans how he will pass his Saturday and Sunday afiemoons with his 

family and his male fiends. While Linda and Mrs. Fairfield take an evening stroll through 

the garden, Linda contemplates her own very mixed feelings for Stanley, how for "al1 her 
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love and respect and admiration she hated h i m  (123). The servant &ce reflects on Beryl's 

"low" treatment of her. 

The range of topics indicates the way in which the f d y  can be read as a metaphor 

for a cornplex and eclectic comxnunity, a wmmunity, significantly, in which societal noms 

and values emerge as relevant factors in the formation of each character's point of view. 

Indeed, Mansfield probes the thoughts and feelings of the individual characters, but she also 

h e s  these thoughts with ordinary details that relate to the common world Linda 

Bumell's conflicted feelings for her husband comment on the expectations made of her in 

her mle as a d e  and a mother- Linda's understanding of how gender restrictions limit the 

possiiilities her own life holds is revealed in her statement that "'1 shall go on havhg 

children and Stanley will go on makhg money and the gardens wiu grow bigger and bigger, 

with whole fleets of aloes in them for me to chwse hm"' (123). As a woman, Linda is 

assigned to the role of bearing cbildren and remaining within the domestic sphere, while 

Stanley is expected to work and to provide financially for his family. Even while Linda 

questions the static nature of these gender roles, the story i m p k  that such divisions have 

been sanctioned and approved by her society. 

Although Beryl is v q  different in personality h m  her sister, she too çtniggles to 

corne to temis with the reality of her situation. And again, it is in the details of her 

confession-like thoughts that Mansfield inscribes the attitudes, values, and uncertainties that 

accompany a place in this colonial society. Beryl's "cruel thought"--"ah, if only she had 

rnoney of her own" (95) registers her desire for independence and autonorny. One of the 

reasons Beryl does not have money of her own and that she lives with Linda and Stanley is 
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that she is not married herself. Mansfield hints that Beryl's restlessness, as well as her 

yearnings and desires, are linked to this central fact When Linda asks Beryl whether or not 

she likes the new house, Beryl's response is expressed in ternis prirnariiy social: 

'1 like the house immensely and the garden is beautifiil, but it feels very far 

away f?om everything to me. 1 can't imagine people coming out kom town 

to see us in that dreadfiil jolting bus, and I am sure that there is not anyone 

here to come and cd, Of course it does not matter to you because-' (102) 

Interpreting the ellipsis, the namator suggests that "there was something at the back 

of Beryls mînd, çomething she did not even put into words for herself' (102). Indirect 

referexlces, as well as tropes and dusions, are characteristics of Mansfield's style. 

Moreover, the fùnction of tropes in Mansfield's cnticaI writing is relevant to her use of 

tropes in a fictional work such as this one. Clare Hanson remarks th& in Mansfield's critical 

Wntings, she achieves two major objectives through her use of tropes. First, she leads the 

reader in to an aclmow Iedgement of " relationships and suggestive analogies of whose 

existence we had previously been unawar&" (Critical Essays 214) and secondly, she is able 

to "utilise the wider, less well defined amibutes or associations of a particular image in order 

to suggest indirectly a point of view" (Critical Essays 215). In her short stories, Mansfield 

also works to convey theme, meaning, and abstract states of mind indirectiy through the 

texture of the story, rather than through direct description or overt explanation (Hanson and 

Gurr 50). In "Prelude," for example, it is through indirect means that Mansfield generates 

multiple associations surrounding Beryl's disposition. Because the reader is left to interpret 

and to read through the story's gaps, meaning is more indeterminate. The "something" that 
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Bewl will not even put into words may well concern her status as a dependent, as an 

un-ed wornan, or equally concem her feelings of loneiïness in a place remote fiom 

Wellington 

Bery1's letter to her &end, her " d a h g  Nan," also canies multiple associations, one 

of which relates to her expression of loneliness and isolation Owing to her higher class 

standing and greater material codorts, Beryl's situation is superior to Millie's or the 

woman's h m  the store. However, in her letter to Nan, Beryl reveals that she stnrggles with 

belongïng to the culture and place in which she fin& herseL£ She confesses that she feels 

"burïed" because there are no suitable neighbours with whom she c a .  associate, she is 

certain no one wiIl visit, and the men Stanley invites to corne and play tennis with her are 

unsuitable to her taste. Fairbuni points out that one of the ways seülers coped with 

Ioneliness was through the reading and writing of letters: "The fimction of this," he says, 

"was to d o w  settlers to live vicariously in a wmmunity, to feel as if they were engaging in 

its gossip and ntuals, to act out in their imaginations the relationships that were forbidden to 

them by the new desocialised environment" (201). Mansfield makes it clear that BeryI is 

lonely because she feels isolated in her class and because she longs for male companionship. 

But the fhmhg context of her letter-writing also suggests that she is lonely because these 

cucumstances are exacerbated in a geographically isolated place and a place of sparse 

population-facts of settler existence. 

If Beryl registers sorne of the negative aspects of living outside of Wellington at this 

time, such as beïng denied a sense of community and havùig too few opportunities for 

women and male fiends, Stanley's character highlights the positive side of the move. Some 
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of the bleçsings atîriiuted to settler New Zealand-the prosperity and opportunity of its 

economy, natural abundance, and natural hannony-can be seen to inforni Stanley's whole 

essence. He is consistently associated with appetite and hunger, business and the economy, 

as weli as with aspects of societal progress and growth. While Linda and Beryl reel with the 

changes the move to the new home b ~ g s  to their sensibilities, Stanley focuses on the 

thrihg fact that he purchased the land cheaply. He sees himself weil positioned with this 

investment to benefit h m  friture development of the axa: "'The thing that p h e s  me . . . 

is that I've got the place dirt cheap, Linda 1 was tallàng to little Waiiy Bell today and he 

said he simply could not understand why they had accepted my figure. You see land about 

here is bound to become more and more valuable . . . in about ten years' time'" (95). 

In his essay on "Land and White Settler Colonialkm," Rob Steven codhns that 

land was the key to New Zedand identity since it provided capitalist wealth and thus shaped 

ideologies about race, gender, and class (30). Stanley exhiiits just such a preoccupation 

with investment and development. His total immersion in the capiast  paradigrn is 

revealed in his thinking that he was able to p-hase the lovely weather as part of his bargain 

for the house-"He felt, somehow, that he had bought the lovely day, too-got it chucked in 

dirt cheap with the house and ground" (97). However, if Stanley stands as represaitative of 

a society predicated on a belief in econornic progress and growth, his own insecurities also 

imply how tenuous such progress is. Stanley's personality is divided between his robust, 

energetic businessman persona, and an innocent, sensitive, vulnerable sensibïlity that 

constantly requires support and affinnation fiom his wife. As Linda correctly assesses, "for 

al1 his practical experience he was awfully simple, easily pleased and easily hua" (122). On 
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a symbolic level, Stanley displays the tension between a society with bold and ambitious 

visions for itself, and a lack of confidence and certainty about its identity at the core. 

Like "Prelude," "At the Bay" features the extended mernbers of the Bumell farnily 

and while the story focuçes on the psychological complexity of each character, it aiso offers 

fiuther reflections on what Bdget Orr identifies as a "conflictesi and complex colonial 

Society" (50). "At the Bay" is structured similarly to "Prelude," in twelve numbered 

sections, each focusing on certain characters' activities during the course of one day, and 

each contriiuting a piece to an over-all impression of the flux of living. The story is not told 

directly by one aarrafor, but rather unravels with interjections from the omniscient narrator 

and h m  the voices and thoughts of various characters. This story is more broadly based 

than Trelude," canvassing more wideIy certain values and beliefs that structure the 

characters' lives. The capacious~iess of the story form f a i W y  renders the multiple views 

th& the characters espouse about their sense of belonging to this Crescent Bay society. 

W. H- New coments that despite the pressure of confomiitty within Mansfield's 

fictional society, there persist impulses to independent Me (136). Jonathan Trout, speaking 

to his sister-in-law, Linda Bumell, confesses that to retum to work Monday moming feek 

like a kind of imprisonment: "'To spend di the best years of one's life sitting on a stooi 

fkom nine to five, scratchhg in somebody's ledger! . . . Tell me, what is the difference 

between my life and that of  an ordinary prisoner?" (240). He cannot even explain his 

reluctance to try to change his life, choosing instead to endure a kind of mental paralysis: 

" ' Why? Why indeed? There's the maddenuig, mystenous question, "' he says (240). Linda 

is sympathetic, for while the tedium of work irnprisons his romantic soul, the "dread of 
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havulg children" (227) weakens her own Earlier in the day when she was alone, she 

admitted to herself that, "Yes, îhat baving childrai] was her real gmdge against life8' ((227). 

Jonathan and Linda taise issues that are broadly related to considerations of gender 

and economics as they question the assumptions of their society about the role men and 

women are expected to fulfil. However, the questions they raise are not necessarîly specific 

to a settler culture or to New Zealand. In con- the semant AIice and Mrs. Harry Kember 

do offer perspectives on the di.flïculty of belonging in a colonial society. The class thernes 

which sunound these two characters c m  be read as New Zealand settler preoccupations. In 

"At the Bay," Beryl mocks Aiice's efforts at rehernent and civility as she goes out to have 

tea with a fiend, noting the stains on Alice's white gloves and supposing thaî, inçtead of 

possessing a fernale fiiend, Alice had in realiîy "picked up some hom'ble cornmon lamkin 

and they'd go off into the bush together" (232). More pointedly, Beryl emphasizes Alite's 

mispronunciation of "perishall" (232). Mansfield's use of colloquial speech within this story 

has a kind of political significance in the context of postcoloniai thinking that endorses locd 

idiom as against the standard English of the imperid power. But Beryl's reaction to Alice's 

speech also has another si@cance. In Culture and Identity in New Zealand, Bill Willmott 

notes that upper-class New ZeaIanders fiequently expressed disgust at "colonial twang" or 

wrong or defective English, W ' i o t t  theorizes that 

Part of theu motivation may have been the fact that economic differences 

between working and business classes were less marked in New ZeaIand 

than in the British Isles. . . . With higher wages, workers might aspire to 

styles of Life more akin to the upper-class dite . . . . (4) 
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The response of the elite to this movement, WWotî suggests, "may well have been to 

emphasise as strongly as possible the difference between themselves and those 'ben& 

them"' -and one way of doing this was by mainttainhg their identity with English culture 

more strongiy than the working classes, especially through language (4-5). 

Wioü's  social theory seems quite relevant to this story because Beryl stresses the 

class distinction between herself and Alice, if not for the purpose of strengthening her ties 

with English culture, then clearly for the purpose of preservhg her own sense of superiority 

over Alite and the other domestic servants. But Mansfield aIso shows the possïbility for 

upward mobility for the working classes in the Crescent Bay society, as Willmott states was 

the case in New Zealand at the time. While debils are subtie, Mrs- Stubbs, the 6end Alice 

visits with, appears to own and operate her own store, a fact which can be meaningfully 

linked with WiIlmottt's observation that because of an egalitarian et&, there were greater 

opportunities for the working classes in New Zealand (3) [see Fairburn 451. Moreover, Mrs. 

Stubbs' cry at the end of the t e .  that "'fieedorn's best"' resonates with the class issues- 

upward-mobility, the possibility of ob-g an improved, more cornfortable life-that the 

scene raises (235). Alice's response, however, of feeling awkward and wadng to be back 

in her own "kitching," highlights just how complicated and complex the issues of class and 

belonging are in the settler context. Alice seems ambivalent towards the idea of achieving 

"fieedom," an ambivalence that is mirrored in the ambiguity of the story. What kïnd of 

fkeedom is Mrs. Stubbs suggesting? How can any fieedom be achieved when people like 

Beryl show disdain for the upward mobility of the workuig classes? These questions remain 

open- 
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Class issues, and by extension the codes and niles for social behaviour, are equally 

important in Mansfield's depiction of Mrs. Hany Kember, another member of the Crescent 

Bay cornmuni@ Significantly, she flaunts and ignores the protocol that the women of 

Crescent Bay observe: Mrs. Fairfield disapproves of her as a result (223); Beryl is both 

shocked and fascinated by her. The narrator, who seems to reflect Beryl's consciousness in 

this respect, remarks that the women at the Bay thought she was "very, very, fast" (223): 

Her lack of vanity, her slang, the way she treated men as though she was one 

of th.em, and the fact that she didut care twopence about her house and called 

the servant Gladys 'Glad-eyes', was disgracefirl- (223) 

That Mis. Kember smokes incessantly, fies in the sun, shows a disregard for the 

condition of her underdothes, is fia& about sexuaïty, and has an unconventional marriage, 

are also held agakt her. While Mansfield does not comment explicitly, 1 would suggest 

th& she invites the reader to ask what is at stake in the nature of these criticisms. Such 

judgements clearly indicate that the upper classes hold expectations about conduct that 

include a stress on rehement and civility in mauners, dress, sexuality, and the maintenance 

of the household. But what is most intereshg is the way in which Beryl and the women at 

the Crescent Bay colony, while they proclaim disgust for Mrs. Kember, also feel threatened 

by her bold disregard of their notions of social conduct, Indeed, Mrs- Kember makes Beryl 

feel shy and silly. Beryl's uneasiness suggests a quiet subtext to the story: that Mrs. Kember 

brings a cosrnopolitan world to a provincial one, and that she tests the character not just of 

Beryl, but of a whole Crescent Bay society that reveals itself to be more naive, petty, and 

insecure &an its own self-image of sophistication and refinement would claim for itself. On 
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this level of the story, then, Mansfield suggests what rnight be some of the dynamics and 

detenninants of a New Zealand social existence, a clash between cosmopolitan and 

parochial values being one of them. 

If part of the focus of m y  &ysis of these four New Zedand stories has been to 

explore and uncover what might be considered Mansfie1d's settler themes, another aspect of 

my analysis is ïntended to undersore the suitabfity of the short stov form to Mansfield's 

handling of these themes. Umbmo Eco asserts that an open work denies a conventional 

view of the world and offers instead a world based on ambiguity, "both in the negative s m e  

that directional centers are missing and in a positive sense, because values and dogma are 

constantly being placed in question" (9). "Preludett and "At the Bay" display the kind of 

openness and arnbiguity Eco defines in Mansfield's handling of complexities within the 

Burneli family and the society in which they live, The stones problematize idedogical 

conflicts surrounding class and gender, and yet refuse to resolve the core issues at stake. 

Eco makes a M e r  distinction between a univocal statement and a plural, ambiguous, more 

flexible one constituted by a web of suggestions (95) which also provides a good description 

of Mansfield's writing. Because Mansfield does not privilege any one point of view, and 

because she does not provide one authoritative voice, the storia remah open in terms of the 

diversity of the characters' views and values. The openness of the form corresponds to the 

expansive, questioning nature of the prose. 

In her letter to Nan, Beryl pronounces that the Burnell family is considered "settled" 

into îheir new house. The choice of diction is suggestive given that the notion of being 

"settIed" or %nsettled" is centrai to the thematic and formal concerns of the narrative. The 
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elderly Mrs. Fairfield is notably the most settled character in the Burnell househohi, and she 

provides a contrast with her two unsettled daughters, Linda and Beryl. Owing to her 

comfort with her We and her place as matriarch within the family, Mrs. Fairfield is at ease. 

Mansfield suggests, however, that her daughters confiont a diffêrent social world- As a 

result of the move, Linda and Beryl now live outside Wellington, and while their society 

still operates by the d e s ,  values, and codes that govem more formaliy organized 

communities, their social sphere is also built upon the l e s  stable and predictable foundation 

of Me in whaî is stiU a country district 

Orr remarks that Mansfield's writing continualiy unravels notions of a unifiecl 

identity, whether national or personal (49), and this thematic point is stresseci in the 

technical aspects of the story form. With its technical range, the genre is able to capture the 

irresolute, the uncertain, and the hgmented. 'Prelude" and "At the Bay" end with a focus 

on Beryl's still unsettled state of mind about the move and about her resulting loneliness, a 

state of uncertainty captureci in her conviction that if she "goes on living here . . . anything 

may happen to me" C'At the Bay" 245). Beryl's final musings are as unfixeci in suggesting 

a definitive meaning as the stories themselves are open and ambiguous in suggesting a 

single resolution. For B q 1  and Linda especially, their confidence in their individual 

identities, and their feelings of belonging to their new home, rernain unsettled. Mansfield's 

interpretation of the short story fonn captures and embodies their uncertainty. 



Chapter Five: Owen Marsbail 

Katherine Mansfield and Owen Marshall represent two different tirne fhmes in New 

Zealand's lit- tradition. Mansfield, bom in 1888, wrote and published her short stories 

during the fïrsî quarter of the cenhiry-, Marsha& bom in 1941, publisfied his £ïrst collection 

of short stones, Supper Waltz Wilson, in 1979, and has continued to issue collections of 

stories throughout the 1980s and the 1990s- The statuç of the New Zealand short stov has 

changed in this span o f  the, and, accordingly, so too have the ways in which critics 

approach the work of a contemporary New Zeahd short story writer Iike Marshall. 

New Zeaiand author and critic Vincent O' Sullivan explains that thirty or so years 

ago, "the New Zealand short story was thought to fa& obviously and neatly, into two more 

or less exclusive modes" ci)-"the perceptively ferninine, middle-class7 stylish rnanner of 

Mansfield, or .  . . the workingclass, masculine, no-fiills directneçs of Sargeson" (vii). This 

perspective is reminiscent of Lawrence Jones' categonzation of two definitive modes in 

New Zealand literature, realist and non-realist, as discussed in the previous chapter. 

O'Sullivan çuggests that anyone coming to the fom as it now stands would find 

"prescnptive loading of that earlier kind, or even arguing for an appropriately distinctive 

New Zealand kind of story, as irrelevant, if not bizarre" (ix). He claùns that while "literary 

boundary riders fiom time to time trot out directives on how fiction should proceed, most 

writers don't seem too fazed" (ix). He elaborates: 

The proliferation in the number of storïes written in the last decade or so 

especially, and the corresponding extension of narrative methods, argues an 



ear quite as attuned to international wrihng as it is to closer pressures. Owen 

M a r s m  pre-eminently, shows how much might s t ïU be drawn fiom the 

rnaktream realism of New Zealand fiction, and how richly it rnay be tumed 

to new ends. (ix-x) 

While E a m c e  Jones' own assessrnent of Marshall's work still presupposes a sharp 

division between two 1iterâry modes, he supports O'SullivanIs sense of the flexibility of a 

contemprary realism, especially as seen in Marshall's work Specifically, Jones sees in 

Marshall the "strength of the Sargeson tradition" and also "its adaptabilitf' (Barbed 85). He 

Dealing mody with provincial New Zealand and its more traditional 

aspects, Marshall has been able to use and adapt the Sargeson tradition to his 

present needs, whîie transcending some of its limitations of attitude and 

rnethod and even brkgulg in elanents h m  the 'othef, non-realistic 

tradition. (Barbed 85) 

Conversations with New Zealand Writers, Marshall hirnself makes a daim for the 

complexity and subtle workùigs of his writing. Responding to a question conceming 

literary antecedents, he replies, 

People seem to think that 1 belong in the broad category of Sargesonian 

realism, and 1 suppose to some extent that's correct. 1 think ifs more an 

accident of sex and nationality rather than a direct influence. 1 admire 

Sargeson's work. . . . But 1 don? honestly see very much direct authorial 
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Marshail goes on to assert that, "perhaps people overlook in my work an elernent of 

experiment in construction and even in postmodernist foms and so on, which is quite 

stmngly there" (67). He sees his own work as being constitutive of elements h m  a range 

of literary styles including realist, postmodernist, and, more g e n d y ,  experimental. 

Indeed, what emerges Çom this interview is the sense that the categorization and labelhg of 

a story is much Iess important to him than the successful working of a story, whatever its 

mode- 

Marshall's attraction to the short story genre in particular may be partiy explaïneci by 

his admiration of the work of T. F. Powys and XE. Bates- Dining the same interview with 

Evans he recalls, 

. . - 1  looked to them for two elements that interestecl me- First of dl, a stress 

on the short story form, which I increasingly found was giving me the 

greatest sense of response. as a reader, and, secondly, because they were 

dealing with country issues and nrral people. (65) 

In H.E. Bates especially, Marshall discovered "a wonderfiil ability to evoke countryside, to 

evoke climate, natural description and country people, as well as relationships and mood" 

(65). Moreover, Marshall credits Bates with encouraghg hirn to see that "the devices of 

compression and brevity and imagery that charactense poetry to some extent also 

characterise at least one major branch of short story writing-for the same reason of 

economy-and such poetic elements attract me very much in the short stoxy" (68). Given 

this comment, it is not surpnsing that Marshall's own stories evoke the concreteness and the 



particularity of the New Zealand landscape and its corn- people, and that he establishes 

the setting by m;uùmizing the poetic elements within the prose. 

lit is interesting to consider that a e t e r  like Katherine Mansfield, with a style so 

different to Marshall's, also exploits the resources of the short story form to highlight the 

mood, tone, ternpq'and imagery of her story world inhabited by the BunieIlS. Mansfield 

and Marshall also o c q y  wmmon ground thematically in th& stress upon characters' 

feelings of dienafion, and their endeavours to understand their isolated situations. 

Mansfield's characters Millie, Linda, Beryl, and Stanley struggie for a sense of belonging in 

an envirommt that is rural, socially and, and juçt developing in terms of social 

organization and commerce. Marshafl's characteers alsù conFront a changing social world, 

but, & h g  as he does with a focus on present-day niral communities, it is one in which his 

characters are leaving the fami and moving to the city. Although this transition is associated 

with progress and modernity, his characters nonetheless contend with feelings of 

displacement and a sense of loss, Both writers respond to a country which is not totally 

formed, a country which is st3.i developing and is in many ways unsure of itselc yet in the 

end they each produce very different bodies of work. 

Marshall has indiCatecl that he gets a lot of pleasure f?om reading "the wonderful 

Canadian writer, Alice Munro" (Interview 66) which is interesting considering that his style 

is similar to Munro's in placing an emphasis on examining the details, texture, and rhythms 

of a character's life. Like Munro's stories, Marshall's continually depict characters on the 

cusp of change, whether it is in terms of shifts of attitudes or values, or in terms of a new 

awareness. bath authors' works there is a cornmon theme of dienation. Marshali's 



characters typically possess a degree of self-awareness and self-consciousness that others 

around them do nec their understanding and acumen make them ask questions of their 

environments, and inq- and curiosity render them Wlaîed in communities that stress 

confodty. Munro &O kquently depicts characters who challenge or subvert the 

conventions of their society. They exist on the f i g e s  of their peer groups, slightly set apart 

h m  the centre of sucial acbactivity. Both authors are interested in exarnining the pressures of 

niral life and the h d s  of social issues thai people living in smaller communities confkont. 

They alsa explore their characters in a similar way, by examining the incremental 

movements, the rhythms, of their day-to-day activities. 

Whrle Marshall most often casts his examination of rusal New Zealand life in a 

realist mode, as he himself points out, his writing also displays stylistic variety. 

"Monologue and Absent Friends" challenges generic expectations of the story form, 

working as it does as a monologue that reveak the inner thoughts and impulses of the 

speakds mind; "The Divided World" is structured like a long poem in fiee verse, 

cataloguing a multitude of oppositions within the universe çbetween the superstitious, and 

the unimaginative; between those who love men, and those who love women . . . " (Divided 

121). In Marshall's latest collection of stories, Coming Home in the Dark, works like 

"RecoHections of MKD," 'The Lenny Fudge Bibliography," "Genesis," and "Clivo 

Sudamus in ho" show bis penchant for wicked social satire, fantasy, and, again, unexpected 

uses of the shoa story fom. These are different kinds of stones, and such range suggests 

that Marshall does not have a single solution to the artistic problem of representing a 

particular society. 



In the realist-oriented stones I examine, MarsMi places his characters in the small 

towns of the North and South Islands, and it is this landscape that provides his characters 

with a source of personai history, and a strong sense of themselves as New Zealanders. The 

physical surroundings are saîuraîed with the traces of settlement history and new 

begïmïngs, and the rawness and innocence of the land often objectify the charactm' hopes 

and ide& for a better Mie. In the example of the character Cass Robbins m the story of the 

same name, the splendeur of one acre of g d  land with a view of the sea proves to be 

transformative, prompting Cass to dispense with materialhan and open himseff up to a 

Simpler and more meaningfid Me. In this story and others, cities iïke Weilington, Auckland, 

Dunedin, and Sydney, Australia, are depicted, in contrast, as centres of capitalïsm lacking 

meanin@ affiliations. With this kind of dichotomy, Marshall's stories resernble David 

Maloufs in the ernphasis Maloufplaces on negotiating between Old World and New WorId 

experiences. And like Maloufs stories, Marshall's fiction generates greater complexity than 

what any two oppositional te- iike rurai\urt,an, pastoral\anti-pastoral, might suggest, 

deepening and broadening the tenns of relations to explore multiple and related issues. 

In a single story, Marshall might reveal a number of perspectives in relation to 

provincial and rural New Zealand, such that a particula. way of life appears as neither ideal 

nor underprivileged, For example, if there is a nostalgia for a simpler, traditional way of Life 

in the provinces, such sentiment is often balanced by suggestions of the narrowness of min& 

the parochial attitudes, the lack of oppoaunity, or just the dullness, that cm accompany 

small town existence. Cass Robbins becomes poetic when discussing his old f m  cottage 

between Kakanui and Moeraki, but he ends up leaving his haven of one acre with the view 



of the sea to take a job with greater responsibilities in Dunedin. "Tm quite Ioolcing forward 

to the greater challenge of the city,"' he declares to his red estate agent pivideci 122). Thus 

in "Cass Rabbins'" and elsewhere, Marshall provides a specbnun of viewpoints in relation to 

his characteristic physical geography- 

Marshall's interpretation of how the shoa story can work renders the genre congenial 

to the kind of social world and the kind of people he depicts. As Austin M. Wright 

observes, the shortness of the form confers an intensity upon the level of detail: "In general, 

the shorter the work, the more prominent the details. Words and images, as weU as 

characters and events, stand out more vividiy than they wouid in a Iarger context" (120). 

Wright fiuther suggests that attention to the parts of a story or a poem implies "the mesting 

of notice at every si@cant point" (120). For Marshall, the attention to detail brought 

about by the brevity of the genre helps to depict the New Zealand landscape in realistic 

temis. And again, conciseness alhws the prose to acquire the symbolic weight associated 

with poetry. Thus the landscape may also fiinction as a trope, representing naturai 

abundance and beauty, and even a state of purity and innocence. In the right context, single 

words cm radiate a varïety of meanings. 

Like Mansfield's epiphanic moments, Marshall's epiphanies provide a revelation, but 

they also typically deny the character complete understanding. Dominic Head observes that 

in the modem shoa story, the significant moment in the narrative may be a point where 

different impulses converge and wnflict (1 10). However, Head contends that at this point, 

"there is usually no simple 'solution' to the ambiguities of the characterization, but rather a 

denial of a solution" (1 10). Marshall's characters tend to be confronted by a revelation 



which either differs h m  their expectations, or is beyond their grasp of understanding- As a 

resulc the epiphanies are fiequently followed by a charactefs sense of disiilusionment or 

display of fhstdon.  In "The Day Hemingway D i a "  Mrs. Ransumeents response to the 

rpalizaton that she has a lazy and defiant husband, not enough money, and tenants 

demanding more heaf is ineffectual and even languici: "The situation was beyond her 

response. She was stniggling with a crisis the sipîfïcance of which didn't provide her with 

any greater means to conf?ont i t  Smashing eggs and crying were the only outiets she codd 

think of' (Divided 130). 

Whereas Head might see the ambiguity surniunding Mis- Ransumeen's epiphany as 

the trademark of the modem condition, Marshail's fiction implies that the character's 

confusion, and even her obtuseness in grasping the meaning of what has been revealed to 

her, are the pniduct of the New Zealand environment The story suggests that Mrs. 

Ransumeen's lack of acuity in perceiving the world around ha-Hemingway's death does 

not register with her-has some basis in the provincial and margmalked life she leads. 

Wright suggests that an epiphany that generates arnbiguous me-g produces an "effect of 

incompleteness requiring the reader to look back, d c u l a t e ,  and reconsider, so as to satisQ 

the expectation of wholeness that he has brought to the story" (121). Wright explains that 

the very lack of coherence and clarîty "forces us to seek a irnifying principle subtle enough 

to bring the details into a single compass" (121). In the case of Mrs. Ransumeen, the reader 

may wonder how geography, economics, education, gender, and New Zealand culture itself, 

inform this charactef s immediate behaviour and her general disposition. 

While the reader may seek a unifjring principle, ambiguity nonetheless surrounds 



many of the core issues that Marshall's stories expose. This is p d y  owing to his preference 

for stories that have less to do with plot mechanisms than with conjuring something 

intangible like the mood and rhythm of a place. Marshall con1111ents: ''often whaî Itn 

trying to get across in a story isn't so much an explicit message as a mood, a sense of life. 

Almost a sort of fiagrance of experience raîher than experience itself' (Interview 64). 

Interestingly, this statement could also apply to Mansfield and to Munro. By extension, 

Marshall's endings are also characterized by openness and irresolution, just as Mansfield's 

and Munro's are. To be clear, short stories can accommodate any Eand of ending that the 

author can produce-closed and highly deteRI]ined, open and ambiguous, or some version in 

between. Critics, however, suggest that because of the imminence of the end in the shoa 

story genre, the style of the ending itself takes on prominence and expressive possibilities. 

In Marshall's case, the kinds of ambiguous and open endings he favours can be 

rneanitlgfidly Iinked to the way he allows the focus of the story to expand outwards and take 

on greater dimension than what the initial scope would suggest 

"Effigies of Family Christmas" takes place dining the course of one Christmas day 

in niral New Zealand, as three grown sons gather at îheir parents' ffar to celebrate the 

holiday. David, the favourite son, lives with his wife Deirdre and their child near his 

parents. David has followed in his father's path and become a fmer ,  and, in addition to 

working his own land, he has recently assumed responsibility for the maintenance of his 

parent's fami. Meredith, unmded, lives in Aucklan4 and travels to his parents' home with 

his brother, Alun, dong with Aluns wife, Margaret, and their two children. 

While there is much happùiess on the occasion of the family coming together, the 



third-person narrator registers that there is also tension since the brothers initially feel 

awkward with each other. David, for instance, thlliks his broder Meredith "lives too far 

away, and has forgoteen what things were like. That he absohs new things into the pattern 

of the old" (Divided 57). More specifically, David fin& Meredith guilty of forgetting 

aspects of the farrn's history, like when the open hayshed was built or what improvements 

bave been made, facts which David rernembers perfêctly. But it is Alun who is the focus of 

an especially strong rebuke fiom his mother for accepting a job promotion that will take hun 

even farther away fiom the farnily-to Sydney. His mothefs censure hrçt expresses itself 

durhg b e r  when Alun's wife reveals that he bought her a new car for Christmas. As the 

narrator explains, the mother is "angry for some tirne afterwards" because "She wants no 

ghnpse of a way of life that is not her own (58), and she is "detemiined [Alun] shalI not 

outgrow the old relationships" (58). The rnotheis bitter dismissal of 10% ideas-Alun's job 

in Sydney, a car for his wife, talk of a sauna bath in the houe-is her response to the "threat 

to old values and established patterns" (63). Marshall makes it clear that the mother's pride 

is not just a fom of personal insecurîty, but encompasses a genuinely protective attitude 

towards keeping the closeness of the family, the farm, and New Zealand, intact. At the table 

she spitehilly tells A l q  "You were always difncult to please, . . . Maybe Sydney will 

please you if your own country doesnft" (59). 

After dinner, the mother raises the issue of Alun's job in Sydney once more. She 

telis him, "Your father and 1 hoped that you'd be happy in Auckland . . . 1 thought at least 

you xnight have considered your father. 1 thought your own country would satisfY you" 

(64). In this sentence she again reiterates that father and country, family and nation, are 



inexûicably Wed. She also reveds a dominant theme in Marshall's fiction, the fear thôt a 

life in New Zealand is insuffïcient. Alun expIains that it has not been an easy decision, but 

that the job opportunity is too great to refiise. And indeed throughout the story Alun shows 

tremendous affation for the f m  and its Imdscape, the physical remembrances of bis mots. 

When he and Meredith first arrive and look over their fathers land to the sea, the nanator 

assures the reader that their silence is meanin@: "The brothers feel no need to commeat 

on what they see, for superimposed upon it is their cornmon experience. They have long 

before made any commUIUlcation that matîered with this landscape" (56). 

Alun initially interprets his rnother's anger as being part of a classic mother-son 

dynamic in which the mother "mut punish a son who can succeed without her" (59). 

During the Chn:stmas meal, when the rnother expresses a resentment towards city workers, 

the narrator cues the reader to approach her sympathetically, explainhg that "Mother hasn't 

been educated to expect two sides to every situation; and the lifetime here hasn't suggested 

it" (63). But by the end of the visit, Alun is not inierested in understanding where bis 

mother's viewpoint cornes hm. When it cornes time for his f d y  and Meredith to leave, 

David accompanies them dong the road to the f k t  tumoff. There Alun announces that he 

may have had his 1 s t  Christmas here, not because Australia is so far away, but because he 

has found their mother too difncult to deal with: "'Mumrs getting worse. AU this 

compulsive manipulation of other people. We seem to have lost patience with each other- 

It's difficult for Margaret [my d e ]  too"' (65). David explains that that is why he has 

accompanied his brothers this fat-: "'Not Margaret, but mum, and what she's been trying to 

tell you both ail day, and couldn't. The more difficult it was, the angrier she got"' (65). 



What exactly the mother has been sûugghg with is the news thaî their father is going bhd, 

and will be completely b h d  in only a matter of time. David concIudes: "'There's nothing 

can be done they say; nothing can be done'" (65). 

As an epiphany, the reveiation of the fatheis impending blindness is cornplex in its 

impkations. Blindness provides the name for the fathefs condition, and it provides an 

expianation for their mothefs d o u s  mood But bhdness a h  fünctions as a metaphor for 

the way in wtiich the mother and sons have been l o o h g  at each other's lives. And in texms 

of Alun espe~ially~ the epiphany r e v d  his own myopia in interpreting his mother's concern 

over his move to Australia as the product of a provincial and narrow minclset. In this way 

the epiphany allows the reader to place her bittemess in a Mer context, and thus in a more 

sympathetic light. This revelation shifts the narrative fbm a focus on Alun's fhstration 

witb his mother to a consideration of the validity of her concas ,  and also places new 

emphasis on the father's condition. Instead of uniting all the different threads of the story, 

the epiphany serves to highlight and encompass narrative strains that were previously 

obscured At a point where another story might be striving for resolution and closme, 

Marshall's story opens up and expands outwards, gesturing towards stories which ex&-like 

the father's-but which have yet to be expressed. Thomas A- Gullason considers that 

flexibility in a story is owing to the narrative's ability to work "simultaneously on several 

levels and in several directions" ('What Makes a 'Great' Short Story Great?" 72): 

Marshall's story is d y n d c  in this way, geshiring towards a variety of issues and themes 

which surround the core narrative. 

The characters' responses to this development are instructive to the reader. Meredith 



Unmediately suggests that they should go back down to their parents, but David counsels 

otherwïse: "'Itll only upset them both. Dad won't îalk about it, even to me. Like 

everything else it's left to Mum. And this time she can't do it. For blindness she can't find a 

beguining"' (66). The narrator adds that "David doesn't hnd it easy himself So little is 

words; so much is feelingn (66). Thus on David's advice, Alun and Meredith do not "go 

backW but decide it is more sensitive to mite to theu parents when they get home. 

However, the notion of retuming to the parents, of going back to them with this bow1edge 

of the fatha's blindness, is a real possibility for the reader, ifnot for the sons. The language 

of the scene provides a clue as to how one might go back, figinatively, and accommodate 

this new dimension into the structure of the story. 

The narratois comment that "So Little is words; so much is feeling" explains the 

familys inability to talk about an emotional topic, but it also suggests a critical aspect of 

Marshall's aesthetic and a potential resource of the shofi story form, one where meaning is 

suggested as opposed to asserted. Critics postdate that one of the key characteristics of the 

short story is that the brevity and intensity of the genre can becorne manifest in the tendency 

to leave significant matters to inference. Hilary Siebert, for example, writes about the way 

the discourse of the genre encourages its readers to "move h m  a world in which meanhg is 

spelled out and documented to one in which meaning is felt and i n f i &  (37). Siebert 

argues that, epistemologically, this movement takes the reader "fiom a world which is 

knowable . . . to a world which, though verbally rnediated, is seemingly 'beyond words,' 

perceived, like a poem, through suggestive connections of meankg" (37). 1 do not wish to 

suggest that the father's blindness in ""Effigies of Famïly Christmas" can be discemed 



through infierence, but rather that his importance to the overall meaning of the story is only 

signifieci at the end, and even then is constituted through "suggestive connections of 

meaning" (Siebert 3 7). 

The fkther symbolizes a traditional, rural way of life, but up until the end of the 

story, his character appears as part of the background, overshadowed by his d e  and sons, 

and even by his brother Llewelyn. Details of the faîher's He are sprinkled throughout the 

narraiive, but they lack context and seem vague, For instance, the boys conclude that 

glasses and hats dont suit their father, and the narrator then muses, 

[The father] has p a t e r  idiosyncrasies; with haif a life of another way, and 

not even a letter since his parents died. Uncle Llewelyn can join in tacit 

reminiscence. Nothing is regretted it seems, but something sacrified 

nevertheles for the new me. (61) 

In this same context, the aarrator refers to the constitution of Welshmen and to the fatheis 

"ceItic heart," signifying that the father himself is Welsh. Such de&, combined with the 

Welsh names, the allusion to "haif a life of another way," and to sacrifices made for the 

"new life," indicate that the father, dong with his brother Llewelyn, immigrated to New 

Zealand £?om Wales. Nonnan Friedman's contention that because of its brevity, a short 

story bhds us more closely to each sentence, is entirely relevant in this reading, as 

individual words gesture to larger areas of meanhg (27). Marshall avoids the blunt 

instrument of explicitness, and instead dows  the subtle reference to a "new Life" to connote 

something of the circurnstauces in which the father chose to corne to New Zealand, and to 

suggest that a hope for change, bettement, and prosperity informed his decision. Those two 



words imply that there is a whole other story that might have been told about this man; the 

discussion of bis blindness at the vety end of this one brings both him and what he 

symboiizes into sharp focus, broadening the scope of the narrative by making his 

perspective more conspicuous. With this new prominence, the allusions to the fAer's 

cornmitment to building a "new W' can be meaningfidy connected to his quiet pnde at the 

abundance of f a  that graces the Christmas table, Mother comments, "'Al1 our own, as 

your father says,"' and the narrator ad&, "His father's srnile refises credit for what he has 

achieved, and what he hasn't said" (58). 

The father does not Say much, and he certainly does not openly express his îhoughts 

on Alun's move so far away fiom the f m .  Mead, as meaning accrues to his character, he 

becornes a radiating symbol of a rural way of life that is qretentious and honest, built 

around the solid tenets of family and hard work The father sought opportunity in New 

Zealand to continue a traditional We under better circumstances. But his blindness 

symbolizes that this kind of life is waning and in these circumstances it is not surprising that 

AIun seeks a radidy  different life in Australia The multiple perspectives within the story 

engage each other such that the mother's perspective is countered by Alunis, which, in turn, 

is contextualized by the father's. David's perspective and Uncle Llewelyn's also contribute 

to the dialectic. The title, "Effigies of F a d y  Christmas," nicely hhts at the plurality of 

perspectives and images that the Christmas gathering generates. 

The multiple viewpoints relate to two other significant characteristics of Marshall's 

wnting, irresolution at the end, and a complementary openness surroundhg the narrative's 

core issues. At the conclusion of "Effigies of Family Christmas," Meredith and Alun remah 



poised at the tum-off, paralyzed by the navs David has told them. They are stalled by 

mcerfainty, ucertainty about their fàthefs prognosis, and about their mother's ability to 

wpe with hirn. Their equivocafion about whether to go back to their parents implies that 

they are also unsure about their roles as sons, and what respomiility they should assume 

towards theV parents. The reader can imagine that the question of going versus staying 

reproduces a major dilemma each son faced in the past, in their respective decisions to leave 

the fàmily and the fann and to move to Auckland The relevance of such a debate for the 

mernbers of this family is established earlier in the story when David tek Alun that, 

"Sometimes 1 feel rd like a change myseIf; Living and dying where you were bom isnt so 

wonderfiil a prospect" (61). Alun and Meredith made a different decision, but the story 

nonetheless remains ambivalent about their choice, as the the final line insists on the aching 

permanence of their connection to their roots: "The wind blows in h m  the sea as ever, and 

the seagulls cry o u  lives away on those long New Zealand beaches" (66). 

In the Mmediate sense, the story reveals the happenings of a family Christmas- But 

the narrative gestures towards other themes: capturing a moment in New Zealand's bistory 

which witnesses a transition f?om a nual society to an urban one; depicting how a family 

copes with such a demograpbic shift-, and exploring the f d y ' s  more intimate trials of 

separation, change, and loss. The relations between fathers and sons, mothers and sons, as 

well as between brothers, also emerge as significant elements within the story. In Marshall's 

hands, the story balances a depiclion of a specific, particular occasion, and an evocation of 

larger, general experiences. Guilason argua that characters and themes are reinforced and 

heightened in the shorî story "by the cyclical, spiraling, and advancing structure of the work; 



and by a variety of motifs and images that echo and reecho as musical counterpoint" 

("Revelation and Evolution7* 348). In the same article, Grillason suggests that these genenc 

elements reveal the "art of ricochet" (353), a terrn which points to the fom's ability to 

expand and broaden, and to revderate with rneanings. Marshall's story produces a similar 

effect: it begins as a story of one family Cbri~nnas, yet it is marked by the exposure of 

ciiffixent viewpoints, by shifts in its moral centre* and by these atms the story encompasses 

many other issues related to New Zealand life. It is m e  of the storïes of Malouf, M m ,  

and Marshall especidy that the fonn develops and expands in ways that the initial, 

ostensible subject does not suggest. This approach seems signiscant in the context of their 

depidon of r n a r g h l k d  or provincial communities. Culture does not typically d e h e  

itseif in the places these authors explore. Yet the complexity of the nimative form stresses 

the wmplexity of the chamcters' lives and of the communities in which they live. 

" M i  Van Gogh" is thematically linked to "Effigies of Family Christmas" in its 

exploration of the effects of change in a rural community. Specifically, the story examines 

how the decision to go forward with the expansion of a bridge clashes with the values of one 

of the town's inhabitants, Mr. Van Gogh. The first person narrator, the son of a town parson, 

ùidicates that Mr. Van Gogh is different fiom the other townspeople, and that he is treated 

like an oddity as a result. With his war pension to support himsel.f; M i  Van Gogh lives in 

an unremarkable wooden bungalow beside the bridge. He never lets anyone in his house 

and he rarely socializes with others, except when he cornes to town on Sunday aftemoons to 

"ask if there were any coloured bottles to carry on the work of Mr. Vincent Van Gogh" 

(Divided 46). As his name suggests, he is obsessed by the life and work of the great artisf 



and, if permitted, he muid stand by a back door and talk about the work of Van Gogh until 

the "tears ran down bis face" (46)- Like his namesake, he is an art& himself and while he 

used to paint in oils, the cost of the paint forced him to switch to worlàng with glas: 

Nwne saw any of his art work, but sometimes when he came round on 

Sundays, he'd have a set of M g  glasses made out of wine bottles, or an 

ash tray to sell made out of a vinegar m o n .  My father was surpriseci that 

they were no better than any other do it yourself product. (47) 

Despite the fact that Mr. Van Gogh is clean, clean-shaven, and not particularly odd 

looking, most of the townspeople view him as a loner, a someone to mock When Mr. 

Souness, the narratois neighbour, has relatives visiting h m  Auckland, he encourages Mr. 

Va. Gogh to îak about his passion, "as a local tum to entertain visitors" (46). Mi. Souness 

goads Mr. Van Gogh into a state of agitation by questionhg whether the Dutch artist really 

had taie* the narrator observes that "Mr. Van Gogh never realized tfiat there was no 

interest, only cmelty, behind such questions" (46). For both Mr. Souness and his Auckland 

visitors, Mr. Van Gogh conforms to their expectations of the kind of character one rnight 

6nd in a srnail community-a living example of eccentric, quaint, local colour. 

The narrator and his family recognize that Mr. Van Gogh is special, and that he certain& 

does not deserve the callous and insensitive treatment he often receives: 

My father said that Mr. Van Gogh's only problem was that he'd made a 

conmitment to something which other people couldn't understand. My 

father had a good deal of fellow-feeling for Mr. Van Gogh in some ways. 

Mr. Van Gogh would've been al1 nght if his obsession had been with politics 



or horse-racing. He woddn't have been a crack-pot then, (48) 

Mr. Van Gogh's ardent and evangelicai preaching about the genius of Van Gogh reinforces 

his characterization as a Christ-like prophet or visionary. The diction and imagery used to 

describe hùn support this comectio~ standing before a laughing audience, his arms are 

"outstretched Wce a cross, and tallàng ail the more urgentiy" (46). His work habits are 

descri'bed as fment: "Mr. Van Gogh worked as though the &y of judgement was upon 

him" (47). And when an ambulance attendant fïrst sees Mr. Van Gogh's stained glass art 

work, he is amazed, and utters the prophetic words, "'Clnist Almighty"' (50). The narrator's 

father, as a priesf understands the concept of devoting one's life to a particular belief. 

Comments by townspeople that the parson needs to find somethùlg to do for the six days of 

the week that he has fixe suggest that he, Ike MK Van Gogh, has suffered fkom a lack of 

appreciation k m  others about his own religious calling. The fathex's identification with 

Mr. Van Gogh is thus rdorced by the empathy he feels towards someone whose beliefs- 

whether artistic or religious-are not respecteci by others. 

The young narrator, whether as a r d t  of his fkther's inauence or owing to his own 

sensitivity, reveals strong insight into Mr. Van Gogh. He notes that lis "humilïty was 

complete on anything but art. He was submïssive even to the least deserving. On art though 

he would have argued with Lucifer, for it was his necessity and his power. It was what he 

was" (48). While the narrator appreciates this devotion, he realizes that other people in town 

simply didn't understand (48). Mr. Van Gogh might have gone on being a familiar target of 

the town's mockery were it not for the Comcilts decision to expand the bridge beside bis 

house into two lanes. He was toid that his house had to be dernolished to accommodate the 



development, but he ignored the request to move and steadfidy refked to respond to the 

efforts of the Council or the Ministry of Works to relocate him. 

Mr. Souness, a man who symbolizes the narrowness of mind that exists in the town, 

felt the "'old bugger was holding up the democratic wishes of the town"' and he looked 

forward to some "final confkontationfl to resolve the matter (49). The Council pleaded with 

the nmtor's father to try to "explain the business" to Mr. Van Gogh; the parson said he 

- - would speak with hun, but Uiat he wasn't sure "he could juçtiS it" (49). As it tums out, ML 

Van Gogh is unable to protest much longa, he becomes ill, presumably fkom a hart attack, 

and is admitted to the intensive care unit at the hospital. 

The narrator and his fatha. are the nrst people called to his aid and they h d  him 

lying on his back in the hallway of his house. While they attend to him and cal1 an 

ambulance, neither can ignore the spectacle that the inside of his home reveals: 

Except for the floor, ali the surfaces of the passage and lounge were the glass 

inlays of a Van Gogh vision. . . . The glass interior of Mr. Van Gogh's home 

was an interplay of Light and colour that flamed in green, and yellow, and 

Pmsian blue, in the evening sun across the river bank Some of the great 

paintings were there: Red Vineyard, Little Pear Tree, View of Arles with 

Irises, each reproduced with tïreless, faitNiIl hues one way or another. (49- 

50) 

The narrator concedes that this stuMing and beautifid vision "bore no more relation 

to the dross of glasses and ash trays that Mr. Van Gogh brought round on Sundays, than the 

husk of the cluysalis to the nsen butterfly" (50). Yet in the end the entire house is 



demolished; Mr. Van Gogh, sick and infimi, is incapable of stopping it, there are not any 

h d s  to preserve i& and there isn't much interest in keeping someth.i.ng only made of giass 

anyway-a town ruffian has already smashed a lot of the pictues- The desire for the wider 

bridge is far stronger than any thoughts concerning Mi. Van Gogh's home. Standing with 

his father to witness the dernolition, the nanator notes that "The buse collapsed iike an old 

elephant in the drought, sumunded by so many enemiest' (51). He comments to bis father, 

"'All the time Mr. Van Gogh spent . . . Ail that colout, ail that glass'" (51). 

The fht line of the story t e k  the reader that "When he went into hospital our 

newspapers said ihat Mr. Van Gogh's name was Frank Reprieve Wilcox, and that was the 

firçt time I'd ever heard the name. But I knew him well enough" (46). The narraor and his 

family, of al1 the people in the town, h e w  M k  Van Gogh the best, and best understood his 

passion for art. Yet even they are shocked to find îhat his artistic expression took suçh an 

awesome and spectacular fom. The narrafox's mother had suspected that Mr. Van Gogh did 

not let anyone in his house because it was fïlthy: she said she could "imagine the squalor of 

it behind the blanket. An oid man Living alone Iike that she said" (49). While the father and 

son better appreciated Mr. Van Gogh's artistic inclinations, neither one of them thought he 

was esp&ially talented or creative. The narrator and his father leam a great deal more about 

this man when his artwork is revealed- 

But the story suggests that the narrator l e m  even more about the townspeople with 

whom he lives as a result of observing their treatment of Mr. Van Gogh and his house. ML 

Van Gogh does choose to live a solitary life. But Marshall implies that his ostracism and 

alienation are also irnposed by small-town attitudes where familiatity and con for mi^ are 



celebrated, and difference and individuality are condemned In particular, Mi. Van Gogh's 

fellow townspeople seem too narrow-mïnded and too illiberal to appreciate an artist and his 

art The narrator makes it clear that when Mr. Van Gogh taks about "the religous 

symbolism of Van Gogh's painting at Arles, his genius in colour symbolisrn," (46) he does 

not cunnect with his listeners. Bridges repair gaps, but in this story the debate surrounding 

how the bridge will &kt its closest inhabitant creates a chasm that does not close by the 

end of the story. Questions emerge about the level of tolerance and acceptance in this 

provincial town, as weU as the stress on conformity and convention, that remain 

unanswered One can surmise that the townspeople can so readily demolish Mr. Van 

Gogh's home and his art because they see both as pure spectacle. 

Although Peter Carey's "American Dreams" is in many ways a very different story 

than this one, it too exposes a small town artist who goes unappreciated, and wàose art gets 

perverted, Both stories offer a portrait of provincial life, and it is telling that in both 

drawings, artists, art, and local culture go undervalud Marshail's townspeople are so eager 

for a .  expanded bridge, and Carey's so keen to lure American tourists, that neither group 

values what is indigenous. In both ~ t o n e ~  there is the implication that these communities are 

susceptible to prefmïng what is foreign, Amerïcan, and modem to what is local, and 

especiaily susceptible to denigratuig Iocal art as a result of that value systern. In 'Mr. Van 

Gogh," there is the further complication that the local adst  reproduces a Dutch artist as part 

of his aesthetic. Marshall invites the reader to consider whether Mr. Van Gogh's adaptation, 

translation, and reproduction of another aaist's work affects the originality of his k a l  

designs- 



"Valley Day" is focussed on examinhg an even more subtle change in vaiues and 

attitudes in one part of rural New Zealand- The S~OV captures the Sunday activities of a 

minister and his son, Brian, as they drive through the 'valley' so that the minister c m  

pmvide services to two comUILities that are not large enough to warrant the appointment of 

permanent clergy. Marshall offers a vivid portrait of the rituals and traditions that are 

obsenred by the parishioners of the region on this &y. Znterestingiy, his depiction of the 

customs and practices observai by the valley people, especialiy in relation to the reception 

and treatment of a visiting minister, takes up material and themes familiar in Munro's work, 

in a story W e  "A Real LiW h m  her collection Open Secrets- In such a story, Munro, like 

Marsha& explores the large and complex question of what cunstitutes a life by examining 

the details of the local experience. 

The minister and his son travel to the little church in Hepburn and carry on fiom 

there to hold a service in tbe Sutherlands' house. The third person narrator explains that 

Hepbum "was a district rather than a settlement" (Divided 214): "The cemetery was the 

Iargest piece of civic real estate, and the greatest gathering of population that could be 

rnustered in one place" (214). Along with its small scale, the lingering presence of the past 

is felt acutely in this region, especially within the church: 

Even such a srnall church maintaineci its hgrance of old coats and old 

prayers, or repeated vamish and supplication, and insects as tenants with a 

life-cycle of their own. The air was heavy with patterns of the past: shapes 

almost visible, sounds bnmming audible. An accumulateci human presence . 

. - .  (214) 



The day itself is steeped in ritual, including the presm't,ed order of service, prayers, sermon, 

and hymn singing; the custom of the minister standing at the doorway to greet and talk with 

the ad* as they exit the church; and the tradition of one of the families having the minister 

and his son for lunch afterwards- Even the tak during this meai is predictable in its focus on 

local &airs. hvited to the Jenkins' home, the minister inquires about which familes came 

to k m  the land hrst, which was the fbst Empean f h i l y  to corne to the valley, and who 

has recently moved away, or passed o n  M e n  the minister and his son depart the luncheon 

and resume their traveis, the Mer remains caught up in reminiscences, wistfully telling his 

son, "'1 was born in countxy like fhis"' (219). He comments: "'It's awkward country to 

farm. . . . It Iooks better than it is. . . . They tried to make it all dajr country, but it didn't 

work'" (2 19). 

While the church l i t d y  contains the odours and shapes of the past, the 

churchgoers also seem to dweil on, and in, an earlier time. The careful observing of certain 

social ntuals and traditions, as well as the discussion about the initial settlers, the war, and 

those who have died suggest that their present is constituted by actively preserving the past 

In this context, Marshall offers Brian as a counterpoint to this retrospective mode- As an 

adolescent, Brian represents a younger generation and a different perspective. In the story 

his consciousness mediates between how the descendants of the settlers see their lives, 

dwelling on past hopes, and how he perceives them, focussing on the present. 

While his father conducts the service, Brian waits outside the church, and he feels a 

sense of pnvilege at being alone and isolated from those inside: 

He felt a tremor almost of wonder, but not wonder, a sense of significance 



and presence thai m e s  to the young, and yet is neither questioned by them 

nor aven any name. AU the people of that place seemed shut in there 

singing, and he alone outside in the valley. (215) 

During the service Brian makes a pile out of pine needles and stands on it, "as king of his 

pine n d e  heap" (216). Later in the &y, his feelings of invinci'bility and self-SUfficiency 

are reflected in his plan to live in a pine tree on the Jenkms' property: "There would be a hut 

in his pine, and a rope ladder which couid be drawn up so that bars and bulls would be 

powerfess below. Tinned food and bottles to çollect the rab" (219). 

The narrator notes that amongst the f d e s  gathered for the service at the 

Sutherlands' house, there is a "social ease amongst them, arisen h m  a closeness of 

lifèsty1e, proximity, and religion" (2 19). From yomg B r i e  perspective, the news that one 

of the fatzzilieçt cousins is Catholic thus stirs him with interest: "There was a mystery and 

power in catholicism he thought; a dimension beyond the homespun non-conformism that 

he knew fiom the inside. Surely there was some additional and superstitious resource with 

which to enrich life" (220). But Brian is dso interested to overhear that the cousin is 

"'Absolutely riddled with cancer"' (220). When Brian meets the cousin outside the 

Sutherlands' home while the service is taking place, the man's appearance is grim. He is 

wearing carpet slippers, a green woolien jersey-"despite the heat" (220)-and "he was 

almost bal4 with just a rim of coarse, r d  hair, like the pine needles the boy had heaped up 

in the moming" (220). The man starts to cry spontaneously and his unchecked 

emotionalism suggests to Brian that "He didn't seem interested in maintaining an adult 

dignity any more" (221). Listening to some of the prayers being recited inside the house, 



the cousin t e k  Bnan that "These thlngs are at the end of my He . . . and the beginning of 

yours. 1 wonder if they seem any Werent for that" (221). 

The cousin's statement is unciear. what does he refer to when he speaks of 'things' 

at the end of his Me? 1s he r e f e g  to his sense of religious difference, to the appreciaîion 

of the religious prayers and supplications, or to the customs of his family, serving cake and 

watercress sandwiches after the service? Despite the uncertainty surrounding his specïfic 

meaning, his musing acknowledges his closeness to de& Bnan has been fasciaated and 

emboldened by the more luxid stories told to him during the day; how Mr. Lascelle lost an 

arm in the war, how Mrs. Paîchett was charge. and killed by a bull, how a gravestone near 

the church reads "Callecl Home." But the cousin's cancer and intimation of mortality shake 

Brian's sense of youthful seifhocxi and thwart his confidence in his invicMity. Notably, 

Bnan's pine needles that he had heaped up in the moming, initially a symbol of his youthful 

power, become a syrnbol of the man's decline as they are used as a simile to- describe the 

man's niminished rim of coarse, red hair. The stows rush of hauning images a. the end, 

ciilmùiating with the "grand, poppy-red bull cantering with its head down from the top of 

the valley towards them all" (222), clearly originate h m  Brïan's conçciousness and indicate 

the nighûnarish qualitty he has projected onto the valley. 

Brian's father refers to their tour of the valley as "The Big Kick," as if it is a day of 

fun, carefkee adventure- But part of what Brian experiences during the day is an intimation 

of death, a hint of the senler's disappointment, and a sense of the region's paralysis and quiet 

dedine. Like so many of Marshall's stories, this one generates layers of meanhg through 

indirect meanç. Indeed, the casual allusions to the initial settlers, the subtle reference to the 



failures met in dairy f d g ,  and the recumng intimations of death, create dissonance with 

the idyllic pastoral scene and ask the reader to look beyond the ease of the social gatherings 

at the church and at the SutherIands7 home to explore a source for such darkness. As one of 

the worshippers leaves the Hepburn church, he asks the minister about the poem he read 

durhg the semon. The minister replies that he wrote if and the man seems pieased: "'1s 

that so. 1 thought it a fine poem of our own country. Pd iike some day to have a copy of it"' 

(217). The man's statement conveys the sense thî he takes pride in having a poem reflet 

something of his own experhce- But his satisfaction can be conîmsted with Brian's 

devastation at realiPng that the same valley that inspires p0eû-y and contairis pine needles, 

tractors, and pleasant church services also contains cancer, amputees, and tombstones. 

While Brian's recognition of these elements constituts part of his maturation, the reader's 

recognition of fheçe elements similarly prevents any naive idealizaîion of the settler 

expenence, or of rurai life. 

"Valley Day" does not have a tidy ending. Bnan's catalogue of fightening images 

are alI drawn h m  the past and stress bis mediation between the way he lives now and îhe 

way the valley people lived then. But the ending does not suggest any clear meanhg 

surrounding tbe settlement experience in the vailey, or Bnans experience of the valley on 

this day, and this is part of the subtlety and complexity of Marshall's writing. The endings 

of al1 of the Marshall stories 1 have discussed are enigmatic in their refusal to proclaim 

explicit themes of meanings. Moreover, the endings sound a note of ambiguity and 

uncertainty that reiterates the openness of the entire narratives. 

"A Part of Life" is the title of a story in Marshall's Coming Home in the Dark. 



While the story is wmpIex and fascinating, the titie aione k interesting because it suggests 

some of the salient features of Marshall's writing. As ''Effigies of Family Christmas," 'W. 

Van Gogh," and ''Valley Day" demonstrate, Marshall explores the people and the issues that 

take mot in provincial New Zealand, but capîuring or cataloguuig the en* of ruraI 

experïençe is not the way he engages in that task. Instead he focuses on detailing certain 

aspects of character, select moments in a character's existence, and chosen scenes b m  a 

character's evolving day. His selectivity insists on the incompletenes of his representations 

of New Zealand We7 and this very partiality highlights the existence of a plurality of lives, a 

pIurality of interests, that constitute 'part of' New Zealand identity and culture. Marshall's 

stones offer a glimpse into 'a part of' the dynamics and concems of He in New Zealand. 

Yet with their stress on openness, ambiguity, irresolution, and uncertainty, the stones hint 

that there are other stories that may be told about these people and places, and thai may be 

told about this culture. 



Chapter Six. Alice Munro 

Alice Munro's cornmitment to working within the short story genre is steadfast: 

b her first book Dance of  the Happy Shades in 1968 to the recent publication of The - 

Love of a Good Woman (1998), she has published nine coilections of short s t o h  Lives of 

Girls and Women (1971) is the only book Munro published as an episodic novel, and since 

that time she has offered the view that "the most attractive kind of writing of all is just the 

SingIe story. It satisfies me the way nothing else does" (Interview with Geoff Hancock 190). 

Y& despite her predisposition towards the genre, she aiso reveals that for years she bried to 

convince herseif that she had a novel in her working material: 'T would take these ideas 1 

had and bloat them up and 1 wouId start writing them and they would go all-they wodd 

just fa- . . . So it took me a long time to reconcile myseif to being a short-story wrïter" 

(Interview with Geoff Hancock 190). 

Such initial reluctance to embrace the genre is evident in her response to readers 

who ask her why she prefers to write short stories over novels. In the CIntroduction" to her 

Selected Stones Munro expl- that 

1 did not 'choose' to write short stones. 1 hoped to wite novels- When you 

are responsible for ninning a house and taking care of small children, 

particularly in the days before disposable diapers or ubiquitous automatic 

washing machines, it's hard to arrange for large chunks of tirne. . . . You're 

better to stick with sornething you can keep in mind and hope to do in a few 

weeks, or a couple of months at most . . . 1 took to writing in fiantic spurts, 



juggling my life amund d l  1 could get a story done, then catchg up on 

0 t h  responsibilities. So I got in the habit of writing short stories. (x) 

Munro adds that, '?n later years my short stories haven't been so short They've grown 

longer, and in a way more disjointed and demanding and peculiar. I didn't choose for that to 

happen, either. The only choice 1 make is to write about what interests me in a way that 

interests me" (Selected x). 

One of the thîngs that clearly fàsckîes Munro is the geographical texritory of small- 

tom southwestern Ontario. Indeed she confesses that "The reason 1 write so ofien about the 

country to the east of Lake Huron is just that 1 love if' (Selected x). Munro grew up in 

Wingham, Ontario, and lived in Chton, Ontario most of the last two decades; the Iandscape 

she depicts, with her many references to the lake, the farms, the flat fields, the swamps, and 

the unpredictable weather system, is thus familiar territory (Selected xi). WhiIe towns filce 

Jubilee, H m t t y ,  Carsbirs, and Walley figure prominently in Munro's stories as fictional 

places recognizab1y set in these parts, she does set stories in other locations. But as Coral 

AM HoweUS observes, even though Munro's stories trave1 "outside" to Toronto and 

Vaocouver, and more recently take excursions to Australia, Scotland, and Albania, '?MX 

work is situated within a long tradition of Canadian mail-town fiction where anywhere else 

is outside and alien . . ." (2). 

In Munro's stories, characters are constantly trying to find a place for themselves, to 

figure out how they fit into their environments, and how to assimilate themselves to foreign 

ones. In their stniggles towards self-definition, they frequently negotiate between 

oppositional realms, between here and there, inside and outside, and between the familiar 



and the foreign. In 'The Beggar Maid," Rose becornes ever more conscious of her working- 

class background and lower social status when she Ieaves Hanratty to attend University and 

subsequently meets the wealthy and rehed Patrick '"We corne h m  two different 

worlds,"' Rose says to him (Who 75); her exposure to hmi and to his 'krorld" has the effect 

of destroying the 'haturainess, the taken-for-granted background, of home" (Who 67). And 

in 'The Jack Randa Hotel," Ga3 traveis all the way to Brisbane, Australia in pursuit of her 

former partner, Will, and his new love interest, Sandy, to discover ~e "real scene that was 

hidden h m  her" back home in Wailey, Ontano (Open 168). In these stories, as in so many 

others, the characters struggle to connect disparate realms, to uncover worlds once hidden 

h m  them, and to assimilate diffêrent strahs of th& own identities. 

Thinking back to the work of the Australian author David Maloufl readers may 

recall that one of his major preoccupations lies in exploring the relationship between 

oppositional realms, and specifically between the Old World and the New World, between 

the colonial past and the postcolonîal present, His young characters sense that the settlanent 

of Australia, generations ago, affects aod dehes  the values, beliefk, and views that give 

form to their present situations. While Malouf's handling of these kinds of themes and 

issues places greater stress on the settler-society context fiom which they emerge, both 

authors explore the possibility of bringing UI1ity and connection to dichotornous elements. 

While settings and locations can trrmscend the literal, Munro's realïstic detailing of a 

particular countryside means that she must respond to being labelled a regional writer, a tiîle 

she interprets as having a perjorative connotation. In an interview with Geoff Hancock, she 

makes the point that "1 don't think the setting matters at all. A lot of people think I'm a 



regional writer. And 1 use the region where 1 grew up a lot But 1 don? have any ideas of 

writing to show the khd of things that happen in a certain place. These things happen and 

the place is part of it But in a way it's incidental" (200). 

She offers anotha kmd of defence of her mataid when she cormters the suggestion 

that her focus on this region imposes certain limitations on her fiction, such as resîricting the 

depth of its meaning: '%en 1 write about something happening in this setting, I don't think 

that I'm choosing to be confinecl. Quite the opposite. I don't think I'm writing just about 

this life. 1 hope to be writmg about and through it" (Selected xi). 

M y  approach to Munro's short stories takes root h m  her own statement tbat she 

only tries to write about what interesfs her and to do so in a way that interests her. Her 

ref-ce to content and fonn leads me to examine a thematîc area that recurs in her work, 

and to explore the way she *tes about and handles this material. One of Munro's 

preoccupations lies in examinhg the lives of characters who live in small towns. 1 am 

interesteci in certain of those dons wherein M m  investigates the meaning of a 

character's ISey and asks attending questions such as how one constructs a Me, how one 

defines a life, and how one evaluates a life. The stoxy "A Real LiW fkom the collection 

Open Secrets provides an example of the way Munro handles such issues, offering a direct 

exploration of the ternis that constitute an identity. 

Munro plays with different points of view as the story urges a reconsideration of the 

standards by which a life is judged and then, subtly, a reconsideration of the assumptions 

and rationale that inforrn those standards. Munro's interpretation of the capacities of the 

shoa stov genre allows her to expand and curnplicate the scope of the life she examines, 





A sense of hktory generally pmades Munro's Wnting; retrospection, reflection, review, 

and a rewriting of the past figure in her stories as central acts. But readers may encounter an 

hkto~cal perspective more directly as stories fiequently contain specifk references to the 

settler background that conditions the characters' present lives. Such a background is 

especially relevant to the rural mmmimities of southwestern Ontario that Munro likes to 

depict since the area was popdaied early by English, Irish, and Scomsh settIers who were 

willirig to clear and f m  the I d  In 'Triend of My Youth," for example, the pertinence of 

settlement history is reiterated by the narrator's discussion of the Cameronians, a strict 

religious group with its origins in seventeenth-century Scotland, and one which has 

descendant mernbers residing in southwestern Ontario at the time in which the story is set. 

In this context, Munro sketches the outhe of a cultural profile of some of the settlers who 

came to the region to make a life for themselves, equipped with oniy their faith, self- 

reliance, pride, and hard work as their tools. Such a reference also adds another layer of 

meaning to the story. Munro has her characters question what their Iives mean. At the same 

time, the reader is encouraged to thllik, often in a way that is unclear or damiliar to the 

characters thermelves, of social cultural, and historical explanations for the characters' 

situations, values, and beliefs- While Munro does not overtly assert a cornparison between 

the Carneronians and the characters in the present, the reader may nonetheless see a strong 

degree of 4'co~ection'y between individual and group identities, between the present and the 

settler past- 

Within MunroYs body of work, "Chaddeleys and Flemings," 4'Meneseteung," and "A 

Wilderness Station" in particular demonstrate a sustained and direct focus on ancestral and 



settler-society thematics. HoweUs identifies these three stories as ones which raise "wider 

issues of how to h t e  about Canadian pioneer history . -1' (35) and she likewise categorizes 

these stones within a sub-genre of 'Pioneer narratives" (124). I see that in these three 

Stones Munro examines the representation of the settler Me and she also examines the way 

personal, familial, and local identity can be b d t  upon the history (and fictions) of the past 

Her exploraton of the temis that constitute an identity or of the meaning of a reaI life take 

on a d q  resonance within this context as the quest to define the seif and to define a life 

converge upon the stmggie to compose an account of one's anc- and limage. Once 

again, the Stones suggest a connection betw- the individual and the ancestral identity- 

And the Stones ako suggest a correspondence between the dislocation that was part of the 

e d y  se#lement of a region and the châracters' more modem uncertainties about their place 

in the tom in which they live as dictated by gender, social, class, marital, and economic 

considerations. As in Katherine Mansfield's stories, the idea of settling into a place extends 

beyond the standard meaning of becomhg dwellers to encompass the more speculative and 

philosophical idea of finding composure or clarity ui estabfishing one's Me. 

Critically, Munro's stories also suggest a mmespondence between content and form. 

As in "A Real Life," these stone~ challenge the mode1 of a single, authoritative, master 

narrative (one epitomised by the standard of officiai tiistory) and offer M e a d  different ways 

of constructing a stow with circuitousness, gaps, ruptures, ellipses, and indeterminacy 

inscribed into the narrative (Howells 141). I make connections between the capacities of the 

short story genre and Munro's handhg of these themes and lives based on a reading of 

these stona, as well as a reading of one of Munro's more recent ones, ''The Love of a Good 



Womau" The relationship between the short story genre and the kind of society and people 

Munro's work reveals is a h  explored; it is a relationship based on the recognition that 

ambiguity, uncertainty7 pl- and eclecticism are elements that exist on both the 

technical and thematic level. 

My more general theory about Munro's experimentations with the short story and 

about ber work is that she prefers openness, ambiguity, and irresolution suxrounding core 

issues, the inclusion of multiple viewpoints and shiftuig paspectives, and the 

accollzmodation of v-g shades of consciousness in the characters' and the namator's 

abilities to perceive the motivations and biases behind expresseci opinions and perforrned 

actions. Munro's stories also invite a plurality of interpretalions in relation to a single plot 

evenf about a single character, and even surroundhg isolated tropes and figurative 

language. W e  Munro's sîyle is unique, 1 have written about other authors in similar terms. 

In m y  reading and analysis of the work of Carey, Malouf, Mansfield, Marshall, and Gallant, 

1 note thai they, like Munro, generate opmess and p l d t y  on both the technical and 

thematic levels of their narratives, and that they prefer irresolution and ambiguity over 

closure and certitude. Moreover, in each case 1 argue that there is a correspondence between 

these technical aspects of their writing and the themes and issues they engage with, and 1 

suggest that the openness is weU fitted for the purpose of e x p l o ~ g  the difficult issues they 

relate to a settler-society context While they share common ground, each author offers a 

specific variation on this cornmon theme and M m  is no exception. 

"A Real Life" is the second story in Munro's Open Secrets, her eighth book, and 

focuses on the life of Dome Beck. Dome is unmamed and lived with her brother Albert 



d l  his recent death; she now lives alone in the same farmhouse they once shared, The 

third person narrator describes Dome as "a big, fïxm woman with heavy legs, chestnut- 

bmwn hair, a broad basMd face, and dark fieclcles like dots of velvet," but includes the 

suggestive detail that "A man in the area bad named a home after her" (Open 54). Dome is 

indeed different than the other women in the coxnmunity: she "had a remarkable strength 

for lugging fûmiture about" (53); she doesn't pay much attention to housecleaning or to her 

own dress and presentation; and she enjoys the unconventional pastllne of shooting 

gromdhogs and rabbis, and trapping muskrats. Domie's niend is astonished that Dome 

actually thrives on this activity: ' W c e n t  knew that Dome did these things bia she had 

thought she did them to get a littfe money. To hear her talk now, it would seem that she was 

truly fond of that me. The blackflies out already, the cold water over her boot tops, the 

ürowned rats" (66). Together these traits make Dome an eccmû-ic within the community: 

she is thought of as "a novelty" (64), "a Canadian wild woman" (64)- 

To Millicent and Muriel, Dome's closest fiiends, the most signii6icant fact of Donrie's 

life is that she is without a husband- Despite the suggestion that Millicent was ody 

persuaded to marry h a  own husband Porter because he promised her "a bathroom within a 

year, plus a dikg-room suite and a chesterfield and chairs" (53), Millicent advocates the 

inviolability of marriage: "'a wife is a wife. It's ali weil and good to have fiiends, but a 

marriage is a mamage,"' she says (59). And for Muriel, although single, "[gletting manied 

was something she talked about openly, jokingly, and plaintively" (57). Thus when Dome 

announces that she is forsaking a proposal of marriage she had unexpectedly received fkom 

a Mr. Speirs, the wealthy gentleman fiom overseas visiting the town's Anglican priest, 



Millicent insists thai she follow through with the ceremony. Dome tries to articulate her 

misgivings, sayhg simply, "'1 can't leme ... I canY leave here'" (74). But Millicent 

coimsels, "'Mamage takes you out o f  yourself and gives you a real Mie,''' (75) to which 

Dome responds, "'1 have a iife"' (75). 

Munro's qyestioning of the d tura i  and social conventions (like mamage) that 

Millicent and Muriel believe in, of the way in which Dome's identity is constructed, and of 

the value givni to Donie's Mie, c~IlStitute a line of inquiry that murs in her work In 

'Torgivenes in Families" f k n  Somethmg I've Been Me-g to Tell You, fox example, 

M m  questions the notion that an identtity can be found, as if it were lost or misplaced, or 

that a "real" life can be cbïrned, as if Iife were more mpnningfhl and more pnifound than the 

sum of daily living. The character, Vd, contemplates her dying mother's existence, and she 

thinks that all the little mmdane rihials like going to work every &y7 grocery shopping, 

going to the h'brary, dnnking coffee "don't seem that much like life, when you're doing 

th- hy ' r e  just what you do, how you fill up your days, and you think al1 the time 

something is going to crack open, and you'll find yourseIf; then you'll find yourself in life. . 

. . Then you're dyhg . . . and what yc~u've had is all there is . . ." (Somethuig 99). Among 

many questions, this story asks whaî components make up a Life, and how life can be iûlly 

conceived, realized, experienced, and Lived. 

'The Peace of Utrecht" fÎam Dance of the Happy Shades similarly offers 

speculation as to whether life can arbitrarily begin with an epiphany, or with some other 

momentous occasion. Two sisters, Maddy and Helen, struggle to escape their home-life, 

which is a difficult task given thas their mother had been il1 with the degenerative 



Parkinson's disease and requUed constant care up until her recent death. Maddy went away 

to college fint 'You give me four years, I'ii give you four years, she said" @ance 195)- 

But Helen got married and moved 2500 niiles away; consequently, when Maddy came back 

h m  college, she was obliged to assume full fesponsibilities at home, conducting a "ten- 

year's vigil" with their "Gothic Mothei' (195). A few months after their mother's fimerai, 

Helen finally makes the joumey home to Jubilee to visit Maddy- Hel= feels guilty for 

baving gone away in the fmst pIace, and for having two children to show for it ' % M e  

Maddy is alone and has nothing but [the] discmuraging house" (195). To assuage her own 

misgivings, Helen urges Maddy in tunn not to feel guilty for finally cornmitting their mother 

to a hospital for the last two months of her life. Maddy c~nfêsses, "'1 couldn't go o n  . . 1 

wanted m y  iife" (21 0). To which HeIen responds, "'Take your Me, Maddy. Take it,"' and 

she counsels her to go away fiom Jubilee (210). "'Yes 1 will,' Maddy sa id  'Yes 1 wilL .. . 

But why can't 1% Helen? Why can't I?"' (210). 

Maddy's plaintive question echoes the language circulating throughout "A Real 

LXe" in its clear articdation of the desire to find a life-and in her case to break fiee of her 

imprisoning role as her mother's pemianent caretaker and to release her own subjectivity. 

But it also contains the possibility that Maddy, "der  a l l  this tirne," may be unable to make 

this move (195). Even Helen, once home, is destabilised as her carefblly constructed adult 

identity stmim under the weight of assuming the roles of sister, daughter, and niece once 

more (Howells 20). In this story, as in many others, M m  explores the problems female 

charactefi confi-ont in defining a life for themselves beyond the dictates of gender, family 

obligations, and social expectations. Maddy experiences a paralysis which in its symbolism 



is not rmlike her mother's physical condition and not unlike Dorrie's psychoIogicaI one, one 

which prevents her fiom seeing herself outside of her house, oueside Jubilee, and outside of 

the life dehed for her by these structures. M w o  asks the reader to consider why Maddy 

cannot conceive of taking hold of a different kind of iife for herseK But she also asks the 

reader to note what kind of mode1 of a "reai'' Life is heId up to Maddy by herselt: by her 

sister, and by the townspeople of Jubilee as being more liberated, more complete, more 

satisfjing, and more attainable than the one she already leads. 

Munro's open modes of inquUy surrounding what it means to have a M e  are well 

suited to a genre that perrnits imsolution and uncerfainty- Frank Davey's insistence that 

Canadian stories demand a pluralistic and ec1ectic understanding of the short story genre as 

opposed to a unifiecl and autotelic one is thus directiy relevant to an intexpretation of 

Munro's aesthetic. For example, the title and key phrase of the story 1 wish to focus on 

here-"A Real Li*-remains ambiguous and so too does an answer to the related question 

about what signifies "a real life." The ambiguity is h e d  by the opposition between 

Mificent's conviction that "'Maniage takes you out of yourself and gives you a r d  life,"' 

and Dome's belief h t  she has a "me" without being married (Open 75). Muriel's rash 

marrïage to a Christian minister with whom she appears to have nothing in w m o n  is 

another path for the reader to contemplate, providing an example of "a real life" constituted 

by marriage, but more ernphatically by compromise. 

Much of the complexïty of the story is owing to the number of viewpoints expressed 

as the nanator continually shifts fiom Dorrie's, to Millicerit's, to Muriel's perspective. There 

is &O an absence of any one authontative judgement as to whose life or what kuid of life is 



indeed most "real". Dome's, Mificent's, and Muriel's iives are a11 ciif5erent 6om one 

another, constiiuted by different choices and conditioned by different values, and Munro 

resists claiming that any one of the three should stand as the ideal. Munro pluralizes "life" 

to lives to recognize more than one ulthate principle by which the characters define 

themselves. This plurality corresponds to the multiple effixts achieved through the tmpes. 

Throughout the story explicit meanings for "real," "life," "here," and "therel' are denied to 

the reader and as a result the narrative gestures through the power of these metaphors to 

issues of representation, ferninian, and postcolonialism. For example, the fact that Dome is 

a wornan is as relevant to the meaning of her "life" as the fact that she lives in a provincial, 

countnned town. Moreover, h a  characterization as a marginalized . . 
figure is as much owing 

to her unwillingness to abide by patriarchal dictates, like the obligation to keep a tidy house 

and the steadfst desire to get marriecl, as it is to her disregard for the customs of small town 

society. The story is open on these technical and interpretative levels, and this openness not 

ody  provides a nice resonance with the title given to the entire collection, Open Secrets, but 

dso comects a quality of Munro's aesthetic to a characteristic of the genre. 

Dorrie's view of her own situation is plainly articulated in her assertion that she has 

"a He" (75). In conversation with Mr. Speirs she mentions that she once thought of leaving 

her home to go trapping up north: "1 thought I could live in a cabin and trap al1 winter. But 

1 had my brother, 1 couldn't leave m y  brother. And 1 know it here" (67). Her reluctance to 

go away in this instance is filled with implications about her sensitivity to her brother, her 

cornpetence at taking care of him and herself, and the pleasure she takes in what is familiar: 

the spring water courses, the system of creeks she follows, the townspeople, the seasons, the 



customs- Later, when Dorrie explains to =cent that she doesn't want to lave ' k e n  to 

go marry Mr. Speirs and live on his property m Australia, Millicent understands "herew to be 

an empty s imer .  

m c e n t ]  believed what she had said, telling Dome that this was how she 

could have a Me. And what did Dome mean by 'here'? If she meant that 

she wodd be homesick, let her be! Homesickness was never anything you 

couldn't get over. Millicent was not going to pay any attention to 'here.' 

Nobody had my business living a life out 'here' if they had been offered 

what Donie had- (76) 

But Milficent's opinion is contextualXzed by the glimpses we get into her own life. 

We are told that she and P o e  "had not had much of a wedding - they had just gone to the 

rectory, deciding to put the money saved into fürniture'' (71). While practical, this lack of 

celebration characterizes her aîîitude to other aspects of married life- For example, she sees 

both attending the church of Porta's denomination and having any sexuai contact with 

Porter at his discretion as the duties and obligations of a wife. These views correspond to 

her unquestioning acceptance of the convention of mamiage in the f h t  place. Her dilemma 

is not whether she will many, but d e t e m g  which of her three boyfiïends would make a 

passable husband. Mrllicent's sense that Dome and Albert lived a "poor, somewhat feçkless 

life" (52) is thus conditioned by her own notion of what constitutes a real life, one ùivolving 

mamiage and children, and the cultivation of social acceptance and sorne degree of social 

prestige as well. 

If Millicent is aware of other people's opinions of Dome as "not quite a jokeff (69), 



or "a littie d g e d "  (54, and of Dome's pending maniage as "a keakish event, mildly 

sci111dalous~ possibly a hoax" (69-70), she is also acutely aware that she herself has been 

relegated to the meagre status of a farmefs wife in the social hierarchy of the town. The 

mamator explains: 

Muxiel Snow had not been Mîilicent's first choice for best fiend. In the 

earIy days of her mariage she had set her sights high. Mrs. Lawyer Nesbitt. 

Mrs. Dr. Finnegan Mrs. Doud They let her take on a donkeys Ioad of 

work in the Women's Aiciriliary at the church, but they never asked ber to 

their tea parties. She was never inside their houes, iniless it was to a 

meeting. Porter was a fariner. No matter how many famis he owned, a 

fa~ller. She should have known. (56-57) 

Millicent is subjugaîed to a rnarghdkd position. In this light, her pity for Dome's M e  can 

be seen as part of an effort to jus- her own social position to herself. Milliceds notion of 

"here" is thus tied up with class-consciousness and social protocol, and with an acceptance 

of patriarchal and provincial values, and is inforneci by her own disappointments in manied 

Me, and ber own insecurities. Ajay Heble reflects that Munro's stones oRen "demonstrate 

the impossibility of objective or 'innocent' representation: al1 representation, as Munro 

shows us, is motivated, conditioned by paaicular subject-positions, and determined by 

various flows and desire" (1 8 1). This kind of complexity emerges in MiIlicent's urging of 

Dorrie to seize upon Mr. Speirç' marriage proposal. Her advice reflects h a  own desire to 

abandon the fate in which she is mired for a eeedorn that her fancifiil vision of their future 

together captures: "him and Dorrie mounted high, mounted on elephants, panoplied, borne 



cumbrously forward, adventuring. A vision" (78). 

After Millicent convinces Dome to go ahead with the wedding, Munro indicates that 

this decision was "At greater cost to herseE Millicent was thinking-greater cost than she 

had understood" (77). The sentence does not clearly iden* which "she", Dome or 

MiIlicent, endures "a greater cost" that was not "unders td*  (77) and the arnbiguity of the 

personal pronoun epitomizes the openness of the question as to what constitutes "a real Me." 

Who has lost something in Dome's marriqge and moving away to Austdia, Dome or 

Mificent? The ending of the story ody Eustrates any atternpt to assess whether Dorrie's 

notion of Iife "here," or MiIlicent's vision of life "there," is any more "real." We leam that 

Dome substitutes her love of southwestern Ontario soi1 for that of Queensland, occupying 

great property and growing sugarcane, pineapples, cotton, peanuts, and tobacco (78). The 

description of her life fits the profile of a fiontier woman and pioneer-"She rode horses, in 

spite of her size, and had leamed to fly an airplane. She took up some travels of her own in 

that part of the worId. She had shot crocodiles- Sbe died in the fifties, in New Zealand, 

climbing up to look at a volcano" (78)-which in the context of a story about "real" iives 

prompts consideration of whether her life sounds like a cliche, or totally original. 

Millicent takes credit fiom everybody for gettïng Dome rnarried: "She felt that she 

was the creator of a iife-more effectively, in Dome's case, than in the case of her own 

children She had created happiness, or something close. She forgot the way she had wept, 

not knowing why" (78). The qualifications that she created "something ciose" to happiness 

and that she "had wept" get expressed more clearly as feelings of real anxiety Millicent has 

about whether she was nght to have developed a "stratagem" to push Dome away (78). 



Remernbering Dorrie's custom of gathering the walnuts up off the ground and comting them 

each fd,  MiIlicent, in the story's final paragraph, considen "how Dome mut have 

expected to keep it up until she died" (80): "A life of customs, of seasons. The walnuts 

drop, the muskrats swim in the creek Dome must have believed that she was meant to Eve 

so, in her reasonable eccentricity, her manageable 10neliness~ . . . But 1 would not ailow that, 

tlEnks MiIlicent'' (80). The narrator echoes the sentiment, but credits Millicent with greater 

authority, Statnig "She would not d o w  it, and surely she was right" (80). The narrator's 

conviction is still only tentaiive, however, as the word "surely" signals a disconcerting shift 

in tone fbm certainty to probable belieE 

Ambiguity mains the only definite staais in the narrative. Even Muriei's decision 

to forsake the "signaturett features of her identity (57)-her dressY her hair style, her makeup, 

her perfûme, her music, her smoking, drinking, and swearing-in order to marry a Christian 

minister must be considerd in light of her own admission that "A lot of m y  former life tums 

my stomach just to think about itt' (79). Wearing any unflattering colour of clothing and 

without any colouring in her graying hair, the Uflfashioned Muriel prompts another 

consideration of the meaning of real-as in genuine, uniiffected, untouched-, nahnal-in "a 

real He." 

The short story form, with its capacity for ambiguous meankg in its tropes, for 

irresolution and uncertainty surrounding its core issues, and for its ability to represent 

multiple and eclectic points of view, seems particularly weli suited to the issues of this story. 

These aspects of narrative form also relate to the kind of fictional world Munro reveals, one 

in which characters are M y  rooted in a particular reality, yet in which other characters' 



views continually expand and challenge the basis of ?hat existence. The resulting 

impression is one of pluralisrn and eclecticism, to echo Davey's terms, where there is no 

single, unquestionable representation of "a real life," but rather a depiction of lives which are 

constituted by a varïety of individual circumsfaflces. The manner in which Munro describes 

Dorrie's marrieci life with Wùke Speirs in Austdïa highlights this correspondence between 

the openness of the fonn and the conte= 

Whereas the narrative dweb on the details of Dorrie's unmarrïed Me, a sscant 

paragraph describes her lifê in A d a  and even then the prose is fashioned like a list, 

enumerating the activities Donie engages in. On the one hand it rings trw to Donie's 

character that she would enjoy such physical recreation as shoothg crocodiles, climbing 

volcanoes, and managing various crops. On the other han& the description is brief, 

impersonal, and less specifïc to Dome than to a stereotype of what anyone adventuresome 

might do while in rural Queensland. The lack of concrete detail, the lack of any personal 

testimony h m  Dome, and the genérality of the description, all reflet the gap now present 

between Dorriets life and Millicent's. Millicent is separateci h m  Dome not only because of 

the physical distance between Ontario and Queensland, but also because of the limitations a 

reader may sense in h a  ability to know a place and a life that is so foreign to her own, where 

the conventions for living do not revolve around a well set Bavarian crearn or having the 

Anglican priest for dinner (60-6 1). Millicent c a .  no longer judge Dorrie bas& on her own 

standards and that means that her description of Dome's life can only be, by necessity, the 

vague and impersonal report that it is. 

The dynamism of the story cornes fkom its behg primarily rooted in the customs and 



values of the world inhabiteci by Millicent, and yet continually gesturing out to other locales, 

to other domains, to other Lives. Milficent has definite opinions about the place of a 

husband, children, entertaining, religion, and even s a  and alcoho1 in her Me. But the 

nanative achieves greater complexity and ambiguity than Millicent's views alone contain 

because it moves h m  the centre of Millicent's world out, and fiom the centre of other 

spheres back towards MiIlicent's world Porter tells a silly story about an Irishman who 

eventually immigrates to Canada; Dome mentions the hardships endured by the settlers on 

the Oregon Trail; and M e e l  îaks about ali  the unhiim,ily rnarried men in the community. 

As fleeîing as the references may be, they connote lives that are unfamiliar and diverse, and 

this scope in the representalïon of a Life serves to problematize any opinion that is posited as 

central, absolute, and "real." 

M i  Speirs fiinctions in this regard as well. His written correspondence with Dome 

and their manied lXe together in Australia exist outside the realms of MiBicent's knowledge 

and that exterïority only highlights the fact thaî Milficent's perspective is shaped by the 

conditions of h m  life, and the fact that there are other realities shaped by different d e s  and 

conventions elsewhere. In different ways both Dome and Muriel transform thernselves, and 

the changes made to their lives share the cornmon element of sheer unexpectedness. But if 

Millicent is su~prised by the tum of events, the reader is thoughtfiil, for Munro asks us to 

consider what assumptions Millicent, Dorrie, and Muriel all have about the way "a real life" 

can be made. 

In Reverberations: Explorations in the Canadian Short Story, Simone Vauthier 

assertç that "The strength of many Canadian vvriters lies in their speaking out of more than 



one locale and one s e r  an observation that Munro's aesthetic supports entirely (5). There 

is an awareness throughout the story that there are other perspectives besides those directly 

expressed by the characfers and the narrator, and that there are as many lives out "there" as 

there are right "here." Beyond the strength of Canadan d t e r s ,  David Malouf and Owen 

Marshall similarly deveiop camplenty and multiplicity withia their narratives by including 

a plurality of voices, exp1oring various identities, and hig3iiighting the existence of other 

perspectives and different realities, ali within single stories. Like Munro, they place theu 

characters in settings that are vexy çpecifically circumscribed and then expand and challenge 

the scope of their characters viewpoints, and worids. But M m ,  pertiaps to an even greater 

de- than Malouf and Marshall, amplifies the breadth of representation of her characters' 

lives by ailuding to what lies outside the hown  and ordinary r e h  EIer stoneç ask what 

exists at the corners, on the margins, underneath the &ace appearance, and in the 

background and recesses, of chaxacters' lives. 

In "Open Secrets," the character Maureen considerç that she sometimes catches a 

glimpse of something other than 'tyhat she thuiks of as her normal life": 

She might catch herself sitting on stone steps eathg chemes and watching a 

man coming up the steps carrying a parcel. She has never seen those steps or 

that man, but for an instant they seem to be part of another Life that she is 

leading, a Iife just as long and complicated and strange and du11 as this one. 

And she isn't surprise.. It's just a fluke, a speedily corrected error, that she 

knows about both Iives at the same time. (Open 158) 

Munro invites her readers to grasp those moments, like Maureen does, such that we rnight 



perceive another life, contiguous yet different to the one immediately before us on the page, 

or that we might see a clearly defined life take on different contours and shapes, or 

unexpected possibihties. It is in this same spirit that Munro asks that we might see how the 

Iives of ancestors, or of earlier settlers, relate to the lives of characters in the present 

In "Cbaddeley's and Flemings: C0mctiony7 h m  The Moons of Jupiter, the 

emphasis on connections to one's settler-ancestors ailows Vauthier's comment that a 

Canadian story speaks out of "more than one locale and one seif" to take on another, more 

specific, connotation (5). The names Chaddeley and Fleming refer to the first person 

narrator, Janet's, materna1 Iineage from England and to her paternal heage fkorn Scotland, 

respectively. Thus the title immediately establishes that the story evolves h m  at l e s t  two 

importance spheres of influence, and fkom at Ieast two important locations h m  the settler 

pas. As in this case, a story cm appeal to a name, a detail, an incident, a character, or an 

anecdote that invokes the social, cultural, or histoncal circumsfances of early Canadian 

settlement. And such an invocation enlarges the circderence and the depth of the 

narrative such that it speaks out of multiple locations and with multiple voices. 

The narrator acknowledges that she carries something of her family relations around 

in her (Moons 35). While this admission directly relates to the way she conceives of her 

self, it also relates to her storytelling methods in that the autobiographical story she relates 

also contains a story about her mother and father, her matemal and paternal aunts, her 

husband, Richard, and her ancestral relations in England In this conte* personal identity is 

built on the architecture of family history and local history, which in turn are built upon the 

foundation of settlernent history (Howells 68). In Janet's case, the story she tells is 



conditioned by other people's tales. In the related story, "Chaddeleys and FIemlligs: The 

Stone in the Field," Janet's father tells her how his grandfather's own two sons and his 

mother-in-law had died h m  cholera shortiy after the family immigrated to the Huron Tract 

area in Ontario. The graadfather and his wife had to bus, their loved ones in shrouds made 

out of lace cuaains brought h m  the old country because, poor and struggiing as they were 

to survive, they had nothing else suitable to use. Janet reflects thaf "My M e r  looked shy, 

as if he had given me a present, and said bnisquely, 'Well, that's the Iànd of a detail I 

thought rnight be interesting to you"' fMwm 32). 

This m e  is interesting to the reader as well because it provides a graphic example 

of how Janet's storytehg methods work. She açcepts the gif t  of this Lasight h m  her 

father' and her narrative, like a pahpsest, includes not only this detail, buî many sïmïlar 

ones that have been passed dong in the form of official history, anecdote, snippets of 

conversation, and even gossip. The story she tells therefore contains a whole host of 

characters, reflects multiple voices and perspectives, encompassa many layers of meaning, 

canvases present and past temporal realms, and challenges, expands, and/or recasts visions 

of her own past, as weil as different versions of family and settlement bistory. 

The story begins as Janet recalls a summer visit paid by her four Chaddeley aunts, 

her mother's cousins, to Janet's f d l y  farm in Dalgleish, Ontario. Her mernories of the 

visit exist alongside her thoughts in the present and she is therefore able to chronicle her 

shi& in perspective over t h e  so that, as Howells ùidicates, "'events are always being 

repositioned and re-evaluated" (69). Travelling all the way fiom Philadelphia, Des Moines, 

Winnipeg, and Edmonton respectively, the cousins are a formidable presence. Janet 



descnies them as "maiden ladies," women "gùrded Ënto shapes whose £ïrm curves and 

proud slopes had nothing to do with sex, everything to do with rights and power" (Moons 

1). And to Janet, they did seem to have not only rights and powers, but a worldiness and an 

air of experience that exceeded the possibrlities of her life in Dalgleisb She approves of 

thek smoking, noting that 'They made it a respectable IuxiirY)' even though in Dalgleish 

smoking was "a sign of possible ioose morals" (3). She  &O assigns a sense of grandeur to 

the way they dress, indicating that they wore "getups7'-silk jersey dresses, face powder, dty 

rouge, eau de cologne, and real or imitation tortoise-shell combs in their hair (2). The 

cousins inject the exotic into the household simply by using the Amencan word 

'pocketbook,' brewing American coffee, and bringing a five-pound box of chocolates. Their 

status as outsiders, as people living beyond the litnits of Dalgleish, is crucial to Janet's 

perception of them. She States that "In the larger w0.~1d, things had happened to them. 

Accidents, proposais, encomters with lunatics and enenaies" (5). She explains M e r :  

Connection That was what it was ail about. The cousins were a show in 

thernselves, but they also provided a connection. A connection with the real, 

and prodigal, and dangerous, world They knew how to get on in it, they had 

made it take notice. They could command a classroom, a matemity ward, 

the public; they h e w  how to deal with taxi drivers and train conductors. (7) 

The cousins denve much of their confidence kmm their background and specifically 

fkom their understanding of their grandfather's status before he immigrateci to Canada The 

cousins and Janet's mother know that one Joseph Ellington Chaddeley left England as a 

young man, and while they do not agree on the reasons for his immigration to Fork Mills, 



Ontario, they c h g  to the belief that 'tvhatever the details . - . there had been a great 

comedown, a dim catastrophe, and that beyond them, behind hem, in England, lay lands 

and houses and ease and honor" (8). Thus Janet suggests that "The other connection [the 

cousins] provided, and my mother provided as well, was to England and historf (7). 

England itself is held out by Janet's mother to be "di b h  and rural, ceremonious, 

civilized, eternaUy desirable" (10). And the comection in England to the grandfather is 

likewise romanticized, thought to be a noble and respectable one. Because of the 

grandfatha's esteemed status, the narrator's mother and h a  cousins delight in telling 

stories about him, Apparently, the grandfathex shamelessiy quit work as a postal clerk in 

Fork Mills as soon as his children could support him, and he lost aU his teeth. Despite these 

details about his life, the Chaddeley women impress upon young Janet that he was 

handsome and that he had the "air of a gentleman, widely rad, and full of rhetoric and 

self-esteem" (8). They do acknowiedge that he was also an "old snob", a 'pretentious old 

coot", a "leech on his children", and that he readily unleashed insults and scatbing 

judgements against people whom he felt were of a lower class than himself(9). But as Janet 

notes, " t e h g  these stories, laughing, they were billowing with pride themçelves, they were 

crowing. They were proud of having such a grandfather. . . . They admired his invective . . . 

and his prideful behavior, which was lost on his neighbors, the democratic citizens of 

Canada" (9)- 

Janet claims not to understand the pleasure her mother and her cousins feel fiom 

being comected to someone so vain who clairned to be superior and who emphasized 

distinctions between people. She adrnits to being more strongly infiuenced by her 



egalitanan, Scottish faîher: "T took the same t a c r  she observes (10). She aiso states that it 

was ultimately 'hot of much importancey' b ha7 years later, to receive a letter fiom a 

member of the Chaddeley f d y  in England who was seeking information to complete a 

family tree and in the process provided Janet with new information about the patnarch of the 

family (10). According to a manhge register, Joseph EIlington Chaddeley had been a 

butcher's apprentice, and he had married a s a n t  by the name of Hellen Rose Amour, in 

1859- 

The new infoxmation about the grandfther's background hïghlights the Chaddeley 

cousinsy endeavoirr to construct a M y  history and family pedigree out of skelletal facts, 

and, moreover, out of much desire. Janet's mother and the cousins conjecture and 

dtimately create their own stones about the life of Joseph Chaddeley Hi England- In so 

doing they not only replace official history with their own, but they also create a meaningfûl 

connection for themselves to a M e  more priviieged, civilized, and noble than what they 

posses in North America Their desire for drama and their willingness to believe an 

assortment of theories about their grandfather's life-his privileged education at Oxford, the 

family estates in Canterbury, his connection to the Chohondeley line, his prosperity and 

gentry statu, his fatal gambling habit-tell more about their own lives than about his. They 

construct a fancifil and protective annour for themselves against reality, a response which 

may be familial given that Amour was their grandmother's maiden name. 

Janet's story clarifies the romanticized and idealized vision her mother and the 

cousins had of their grandfather. But Janet's story dso dramatizes her evolving 

understanding of the limitations and restrictions of her own perspective of the cousins, her 



mother, and her childhood in DaIgleish. Janet's reaction to the revelation about her great- 

grandfather's past is instructive: '"At one time 1 wodd have been shocked to discover this, 

and wodd hardly have believed it At another, later, time, when 1 was dedicated to tearing 

away al1 fdse notions, all illusions, 1 would have been triumphant. Ely the time the 

revelation came 1 did not care, one way or the other" (10). Her ambivalence, her very ability 

to let opposite feelings coexist inside herself, is emblematic of her rnovement towards 

accephg the different strains of her inheritânce, and also towardç accepting the v ~ o u s  

ekments that give fomi to her own identity. But she reveals that as much as she learned 

something about herself h u g h  this revelation, earlier she had had 'her eyes opened to 

some other things, by the visit of Cousin Iris" (10). While the first section of 

"Connections" relates the aunts' visit to Dalgleish, the second section of the story features a 

visit that Cousin Iriç, alone and retired h m  her job as a nurse, pays to Janet and her then 

husband Richard at the& home in Vancouver- Cousin Winnified has died, Janet's mother 

has become ill, and Janet herself'has matured and changed. Perhaps most significantly, 

Janet's yeaming for a connection to the cousins, to England, and to f d y  histoxy has 

dissipated. 

The homonymie play between "eyes," "Iris," and 'T' stresses the importance of how 

Janet perceives thuigs during this visit, and specifically how she conceives of herself (her i- 

dentity) in relation to Cousin Iris and Iris' embodiment of the Chaddeleys' famiiy heage. 

The meaning of connection expands and takes on new connotations in this section of the 

nanative. In fact, instead of speaking of connections or of the way she relates to her family, 

Janet now speaks in a deprecatory maMer of her "background," a word she adopts fiom her 



husband, Richard: "Your background. A drop in lis voice, a warning" (12)- Richard's 

choice of diction signals his desire that Janet's upbringing in Dalgleish become obscure and 

recessed, that she put it quite literally behind ha- Janet explains: "He wanted me 

amputateci fkom that past which seemed to him such shabby baggage; he was on the Iookout 

for signs that the amputation was not complete; and of course it wasn't" (13). 

Janet reveals that Richard is a successfiil lawyer who cornes fiom a wealtby and 

refined fiudy. Together they own a home that reflects the vestiges of his propriety and her 

newly acquired, restrained good taste, complete with a rock garden and omamental shrubs 

as part of the landscaping and "elegant and duil" firniishuigs inside (14- 15). W e  Richard 

considers it 'tulgar" to discuss business and its attending successes within this domestic 

space (14), he is not subtle about showing his disdain towards his d e ' s  having gram up 

under different-as in d and poorer-circumstances: Janet reveals that "Richard dways 

said the name o f  my naîive town as if it were a clot of something unpleasant, which he had 

to get out of his mouth" (il); that he was "stem about rural accents, having had so much 

trouble with mine7* (12)- 

As Janet is narrating this story fiom a more mature perspective, she clearly signals 

that she no longer feels vulnerable to Richard's judgements. But she indicates that at the 

time of Cousin Iris' visit, she wanted Richard's approval: "I used to think that if 1 c d d  

produce one rich and weIl-behaved and important relative, Richard's attitude to me wodd 

change . . . 1 was not sure at al1 how Iris would serve, as a substitue" (12). When she is 

polishhg the dessert forks and ironing the table napkinç in preparation for Cousin Iris's 

visit, she wants to say to Richard "y=, and we had table napkins, even though the toilet was 



in the basement and there was no nuining water until after the wai' (12). She then checks 

herself and asks, "But çurely none of this mattered to me, none of this nonsense about 

dessert forks? Was 1, am 1, the sort of person who thinks thai to possess such objects is to 

have a civilized attitude to life? No, not at aU; not exact15 yes and no. Yes and no" (12). 

As the poet Molly Peacock notes, a question initiates a kind of quest The mot is 

fiom the Latin quaerere, to ask, to seek (100). And in the above passage, Janet openly asks 

a question conceming her own identity: 'Was I, am I, the sort of person who th& . . .?" 

(12) c m  be reformulated to ask what sort of person am I, and, more succinctlyY who am I? 

Janet's ammer to the question conceming her identity is not straightforward, but involves a 

quest into her past upon which the whole story about connections is predicated. Howeils 

observes that Munro's narrative rnethods "have always encouraged a plurality of meânings 

as alternative worlds are positionai 'alongside' each other in the sarne geographical and 

fictional space . . ." (70). In this story, the focus on settler history adds another dimension to 

the story as Janet's questions concerning herself are ovedaid by the questions concerning 

her ancestry, of which her gr&-grandfather's legacy is a crucial part. The aunts had said of 

their grandfather, "Just pnde 2nd vanity. That's the sum total of him" (9). But the cousins 

construct his iife out of a projection of their own priorities in what makes a Me meaningful 

pridefid, dramatic, and humorous, even- He is the s u .  total of what they rnake of hirn rather 

t'an what he really is. Sanet's bIatant equivocation surrounding the question of what kind of 

person she i s c Y e s  and no"-emblematizes the ambiguity, the ambivalence, and the 

uncertainty that surround her understanding of her own character. The stoq implies that she 

needs to figure out her comection to al1 these figures who circulate within her life story--her 



great-grandfather, her a m ,  her parents-as part of ber larger stniggle to determine who she 

is. 

Janet longed for the vkit with Amt Iris to go well. She wanted "Cousin Xris to shine 

forth as a relative nobody need be ashameci o c  and 1 wanted Richard and his money and our 

house to lift me forever, in Cousin kis' eyes, out of the category of poor relation" (12). But 

she worrîes whether Cousin Iris ' kas  too eager? Did she assume some proprietaxy famiIy 

claim 1 no longer believed was justifïed?" (12). When Cousin Iris refuses a drink of sherry 

and proclaims instead that she would like a gin and tonic, "just like you folks," it is a sign 

that she desires to be thought of not as an old relation, but as an equal to Janet's new status 

(14). Janet also notices that Iris' "tone when she spoke of Dalgleish and my parents was 

condescending. 1 don't think she wanted to remind me of home, and put me in my place; 1 

think she wanted to establish herself; to let me know that she belonged here, more than 

there" (1 5). 

Readers will remember that the words "heret' and '?here" operate as central tropes in 

"A Real Life," and as in that story, Munro employs the words in "Co~mection" in a similarly 

allusive manner. The story does not provide any single, definitive referent for these terms. 

Mead they work as more ambiguous metaphors pointing towarcis the relevant location of 

family history, pedigree, class, rnoney, and perspective in defining one's self. Janet claims 

that her mother was aiways looking back to Fork Mills where she went to high school with 

the cousins, or even M e r  back to England, where her family connections lie. Her 

mother's indulgence in retrospection implies that she wants to distance herself fiom "here"- 

Dalgleish, poverty, a lower social standing, a severance fkom her roots, and the sharne and 



embanassment of her circumstances. In a similar way, Janet reaiizes that she has to 

evaluate her life "here" with Richard against her Iife ''there," which includes her 

'background" in Dalgleish with her f d y ,  the poverty, and the cousins. 

With maturity cornes perspective and Janet sees Cousin Iris in a more realistic light 

during this later visit. Janet observes that Iris' "lipstick, her bright teased haiq her iridescent 

dress and oversized brooch, her voice and conversation, were aU part of a policy which was 

not a bad one: she was in favor of movement, noise, change, flashiness, hilarity, and 

courage. Fun" (16). Thus Janet no longer sees Iris as the worldly, sophisticated, and grand 

maiden lady she once idolized. Richard s c r u t i .  Cousin Iris as weli during the visit, and 

after she departs, he declares, '"What a paîhetic old tart"' (17), and he proceeds to criticize 

the pretentious things Iris had said, as well as point out the grammatical mistakes she made 

in her speaking. As a completely spontaneous response, Janet throws a pyrex pie-plate at 

his head; the plate misses, but a piece of lemon meringue pie catches the side of his face. In 

this dramatic act, one that sigdicantly echoes the burlesque ciowning of the cousins and 

Janet's mother, Janet Ïrnplicitly passes judgement on Richard, Iris, and her co~ec t ion  to her 

family. As she says, she was amazed 'Uat something people invariably thought fùnny in 

those instances shodd be so shocking a verdict in real life" (18). And it is a verdict. Janet 

tells the reader that she made a leman meringue pie for Cousin Iris' visit because that is 

what her mother made when the co-usins were coming. Richard, who wants Janet to be 

amputated fiom her past, now has a rnessy symbol of that connection stuck to lis face. 

In "The' Albanian Virgin" (Open Secrets), the narrator observes that "Sometimes our 

comection is frayed, it is in danger, it seerns Iost" (127). Then the narrator poses a question: 



'Wouldn't we rather have a destiny to submit to, then, something that claims us, anything, 

instead of such flimsy choices, arbitrary days" (127). Janet's connection to her family was 

not only fkayed, it was unravelling. But even though Janet's response to Richard can be 

interpreted as a defence of her connection to Cousin Iris and to her background, she àoes not 

fiilly submit to a family destiny. hdeed, the scene is much more ambiguous and open in 

suggesting what kind of choice Janet has made. In throwing a pie at Richard she subverts 

her safe, conventional, restrictive role as Richard's wife and she steps into, instead, a 

different, yet l e s  clearly defuied space. Magdalene Redekop suggests that with "distance 

h m  the conscious cliché [of the pie in your face scene], we also gain a distance fiom the 

nostalgie yeaniing for uni@ and co~ection that penneates the story" (16243)- Putting 

aside the cornfort and familiarity of Janet's clownish antics, the scene is disruptive because, 

Iike the shattered glas  pie plate, it signais breakage and disintegration in a story that is all 

about connections and lineage. The story not only chalIenges the logic of a symbolic order 

that prescrrbes the union of man and a womae-it is implied that Janet and Richard 

eventuazly divorce-but it also challenges the logic of a narrative that is characterized by 

continui ty, completeness, and closure @edekop 163). 

At the end of the story, Janet adopts the present tense when she recalls the sound of 

her aunts singing 'Row, row, row your boat" as they would when they were going off to 

sleep during their summer visit to the f m .  She thinks that "Life is transforme& by these 

voices, by these presences. . . . The mixture of voices and words is so complicated and 

varied it seems that such confûsion, such jolly rivalry, will go on forever . . ." (1 8). The 
/ 

narrator's reference to the "transfoxmed" 'hwcture" of voices, 'taried" and "complicated," 



provides fitting language with which to describe Munro's depiction of the shifting, mixe& 

various, and compbcated meanings that comections c m  take on. Connections, the story 

implies, can be definitive, unimng, and coherent, But they can also become provisional, 

discontuluous, and rneaningless- 

In the cornpanion story to c'C~nnection," "Chaddeleys and Fleming: The Stone in 

the Field," Janet discusses her paternal aunts and focuses on her disbelief that she is related 

to these austere, serious, barren women. Their behaviour confonns to their strict Scottish 

background such that 'Work would be what med their lives, not conversation; work would 

be what gave their days shape. . . . It would lx sometbing that could, that must, go on 

forever" (Moons 27). In this story the namtor cornes to acknowledge that she cannot force 

connections between herself and these relations, nor can she impose neat conclusions on her 

s toq  of their lives. 'The Stone in the Field" thus ends witb a resolutely open passage: 

Now 1 no longer believe that people's secrets are dehed  and c0111i11unicable~ 

or their feelings full-blown and easy to recognize.. .. Now, 1 can only Say, 

my father's sisters scrubbed the floor with lye, they stooked the oats and 

miIked the cows by hand .... That was their We. My mother's cousins 

behaved in another way; they dressed up and took pichires of each other, 

they sallied forth. However they behaved they are all dead. (35) 

The narrator's statement, "That was thek life," carries the weight of a final, 

authoritative pronouncement about the aunts' existence- Yet it defies this sense because the 

use of the ambiguous pronoun referent, "that," is too vague to denote meaningfhlly what the 

business of milking cows and scmbbing floors actually signifies. Unlike Millicent who sees 



life as being bundled up in the idea of marriage and in the imperative of having "a real He," 

this narrator prefers to measure life by its quiet rhythms and rnovements, its day-to-day 

activities. This story highlights a central point Munro makes throughout her wrïting, which 

is that life is not a plot; rather, life unfolds and happens too incrementally to fit into a 

predictable arc. 

Throughout the story Munro raises questions about how Janet can evaluate a life- 

Gmdfather Chaddeley's, Cousin Iris', Janet's rnother, even her own-as well as how Janet 

can assess various connnections-to Dalgleish, to England, to her relations, to her husband. 

However, as in "A R d  Life," openness, ambiguity, and complexîty surround these salient 

issues of the story. The temporal fluctuations between the settter past, the recent pas4 and 

the prsent; the inclusion of diverse viewpoints thrqughout the story-, and the production of 

ambiguous and open meaning all reiterate the complexities involved in determining a real 

life. And the short story itseif emerges as a f o m  that can contain such a range-of elements, 

that can give form and shape to such dynamic forces. As a genre, it ably captures the 

disjointed, the fkgmented, the complicated, and the pluralistic qualities of Janet's 

"'connections." 

The fmt person narrator in "Meneseteung" fiom Friend of my Youth makes 

connections of another sort. Acting as a kind of literary histoncist and speakïng in the 

present tense, she recolmts her efforts to trace the life of a nineteenth-cenhuy Canadian 

poetess by the name of Almeda Joynt Roth. Her investigations uncover various sources that 

provide biographical information about Almeda, and that also reveal the cultural 

assurnptions regarding ferninine behaviour, women's rola  as daughters, wives, and 



mothers, as well as the role of women as artists circulating during the late eighteen-hundreds 

in southwestern Ontario. This story maps out familia. Munro territory in that the author 

maintain(; her focus on questioning the cultural and social conventions that Almeda's society 

believes in. This is a society that places enormous importance on the sanctity of marriage, 

of the place of religion and the church in one's life, of  duty to family, of civic-muidedness, 

and of sociai propriety. The story suggests that this is also a society that is so new and so 

-le that its sense of  itself, and its sense of its own culture, depends upon its male and 

fernale citizens confomiing to the conventions expected of them: men are to work in an 

enterprising field, take an interest in the blossoming society, and to provide for their 

families; women are to be "partnered and fiifid" and assume a dutifid role within the home 

(Friend 59). With details abounding about Me in the nineteenth-century, the story's core, as 

1 read it, nevertheIess revolves around a questioning of what constïtuts a real Me, and what 

establishes the basis of personal identity in a society that expresses firm dictates on the 

subjecî 

"Meneseteung" begins with the narrator listing the known facts about and the 

material evidence of Almeda's life. There is "Offerings," the book of poetq Almeda 

published in 1873; there is a photograph of the poet on the front cover of the book, taken in 

1865; and there are her poems. The narrator describes and keely interprets these bits of 

evidence in tum. From the photograph, for example, she surmises that while Almeda is not 

a pretiy girl, she is the sort of woman who may age well, who "probably won? get fat" (50)- 

Noticing the poet's dress, the narrator comments, "It's the untrimmed, shapeless hat, 

something like a soft beret, that rnakes me see artistic intentions, or at least a shy and 



stubborn eccenbricity, in this young woman" (51). The narrator also quotes h m  the preface 

Almeda wrîtes to her collection of poems, in which the poet explains that T o m  rny earliest 

years 1 have delighted in verse and 1 have occupied myself If . . with many floundering 

efforts at its composition. - . . So 1 offer instead [of crochetwork or embroidery], as the 

product of my leisure hours, these rude posies, these ballads, couplets, refiectionsy7 (52)- 

And of the poerns themseIves, the narrator notes that they mostly adopt the form of 

quatrains or couplets, foilow a simple rhyme scheme of abab or abcb, and deal with 

traditional Canadian wildemess themes: '%irds and wildflowers and snowstonns" (52). 

The narrator also gains access to Almeda's M e  and to the life of her fellow 

inhabitants of this C'ra~, new place" (54) through the medium of the Vidette, the region's 

local newspaper. From its clippings and photographs of the tirrae she observes that the t o m  

was "aii bare, exposed, provisional-looking" (54). Aside h m  providing news, the Vidette 

also assumes the role of social observer and critic, commmting on people's behaviour, 

judging their actions, passing on bits of gossip, and offerhg up speculation: 'This is the 

Vidette, fidl of shy jokes, innuendo, plain accusation that no newspaper would get away 

with today" (57). The Vidette talcs it upon itseif to wonder about Almeda, in particular, 

and the prospects of her manying her next-door neighbour, Jarvis Poulter. As a Civil 

Magistmte, a chuchman, and an employer with his own salt wells, a brickyard, and a 

hekîln,  laivis is a man of enterprise and solid standing within the community; because he 

is a widower, he is also thought to be a suitable match for the unmarried Almeda Thus the 

Vidette records thaf "Arnong the couples stroIling home fiom church on a recent, sunny 

Sabbath morning we noted a certain salty gentleman and literary lady, not perhaps in their 



$%-SC youth but by no means blighted by the fiosrs of age. Mq we starnise?" (58). The 

narrator commenl that "This kind of thing pops up in the Vidette ali the time" (58). 

Not ody does the Vidette surmise about Almeda's marriage sbtus, but the whole 

t o m  engages in speculation as to whether Almeda will becorne engaged to Jafvis. The 

narrator's voice fiequently shifts in tone and perspective to reflect the attitudes, 

expectations, and views of the Victonan culture of the t h e ;  under this guise, the namitor 

assures the reader that a marriage of this sort would be both higbly desirable and vafuable in 

a new and developing society. For the society clearly believes that marriage "forces [a man] 

to Iive with more omament as well as sentiment, and it protects him, &O, k m  the 

extremities of his own naturehm fiigid parsimony or luxuriant sloth, from squalor, and 

h m  excessive sleeping or reading, dnnking, srnoking, or m g ' '  (57). And mamïage, 

for a woman like Almeda, is thought to be the cure to ail her woes, including putting an end 

to inquiries as to why she was '>assed over in her earlier, more marriageable yearsy' (59). 

Thus "Everyone takes it for granted that Almeda Roth is thinking of IaMs Podter as a 

husband and would Say yes if he asked her" (59). They take it for gmnted because they 

cannot fathom she would think otherwise. Just as the woodpiles, sheds, barns, and privies 

are an inseparable part of the nuaI landscape, marriage and children are, without question, 

an inviolable part of a woman's life. 

Although unmeed, h e d a  is still respectable and her s tatu within the 

community is garnered and secured through the bit of money and the house that her father 

left her, and through her participation in ferninine and domestic activities. Her penchant for 

readuig and poetry raises eyebrows, although "it seemed more of a drawback, a barrier, an 



obsession in the young girl than in the middle-aged woman, who needed something, after 

dl, to fill her time (59). But any negativity associated with her artïstic endeavours is offset 

by her civic mindedness in attending church regularly, helping clean the church, assisting 

Eends when they wdlpaper their houses, baking a cake for the Sunday school picnic, and 

making grape jelly to give as "Christmas presents, or offirings to the sick" (62). 

Almeda for her part seems quite content with her Me. She does not sleep as well as 

she would like to, and her fingers are "tm clumsy for crochetworKt and ernbroidery is 

"beyond mer] skül" (5 1-52), but these are the only signs of &essness or agitation in her. 

She does not even contradict the speculation that the Vidette works up about her marrying 

Jârvis Poulter she tfiinks of it often and would Say yes if he asked her to. But Almeda's 

outlook on her life, her poetry, and her place in this society c b g e  following a specific 

incident, Early one morning, Almeda fin& the body of a woman lying near her backyard 

fence, on an area of her prqxrty that borders on the disreputable part of town around Pearl 

street, The woman is exposeck one of her breasts is showing, as is a bare haunch and leg. 

Recalling the somds of people screaming and moaning h m  the back alley that she heard 

during the night, AImeda thinks the woman has been murdered. The narrator indicates that 

Almeda feels guilty, even responsible, for this woman's death, as she could have summoned 

help the previous evening when she heard her distressecl screams. She takes action now. 

She summons Jarvis Poulter to the scene for assistance, and he ascertains that the woman is 

not dead, but oniy dnink and asleep. 

The woman is covered in blood, vomit, and urine. And Almeda's physical response 

to her places such a similar emphasis on bodily fluids as to suggest some kind of symbiosis 



between the two of them. At the scene, Aimeda tastes bile at the back of her own m a t ,  and 

she feels nauseated. Moreover, the moment Almeda takes l a v e  of Jarvis Poulter and the 

woman, she rushes to her privy to relieve herself: It is at that moment that she realizes she is 

about to menstmate. The nanator laîer indicates that she is indeed Weeding, her flow has 

started" (70-71) prompthg a consideration of a comection between the woman's blood 

fiom her injuries and Almeda's bleeding h m  natuml causes. Shaken by the morning's 

events, Almeda goes inside her home to compose herseIf, In time, the brief incident with the 

woman prompts Almeda to have an experience so dramatic as to consthte an epiphany. 

Sitting in her nining room and lmkiug at the various coverings and surfaces around her, 

Almeda considers that there are "A Iot of things to watch. For every one of these pattenu, 

decorations seems charged with life, ready to move and flow and alter. Or possiily to 

explode. Almeda Roth's occupation throughout the day is to keep an eye on them. Not to 

prevent their aiteration so much as  to catch them at it-to understand it, to be part of it" (69). 

Picking up on the language of this very suggestive passage, one might Say that the pattern of 

Aimeda's Me following this incident moves, ffows, and alters in unexpected ways. 

The experience of this day "begins to suggest words" (69) to Almeda, cuIminating in 

the poet's imagining a poem named "Meneseteung"-"one great poem that will contain 

everythmg" (70). The idea of an aesthetic vision predicated on inclusiveness is new to 

Almeda as the narrator had noted earlier that the countryside in AImeda's poems "actually 

takes diligence and determination to see7' because "Some things had to be disregarded. 

Manure piles, of course, and boggy fields füli of hi& chat-rred stumps, and great heaps of 

bmsh waiting for a good day for buming" (61). Almeda's new poetic vision is radical in the 



s a p e  and breadth of what it will contain: 

Stars and flowers and birds and trees and angels in the snow and dead 

children at twilight-that is not the halfof it. You have to get in the obscene 

racket on Pearl Street and the polished toe of Jarvis Poulter's boot and the 

plucked-chicken haunch with its blue-black flower. Almeda is a long way 

now h m  human sympathies or fears or cozy household consideratiom. She 

doesn't think about what could be done for that woman or about keeping 

Jarvis Pouiter's dinner warm. . . (70) 

Raised to have a disciphed and unspoiled min& Almeda reveals that now nothing 

is excluded fiom her thoughîs, except any ideas concexning her sense of civic responsibility 

towards the woman, and the old expectation of her marrying Jarvis Poulter. That the old 

customs seem to have been forgotten is emblematized in the state of the grape jelly Almeda 

was preparing as an offixing to the sick; neglected, it spills fiom its cheesecloth and bucket 

onto the floor. Almeda displays a similar disregard towards Jarvis Poulter. He had offered 

to walk Almeda .to church on this day, a clear sign, in the carefully choreograpbed 

exchanges between the sexes, of his interest in her as his wife. But Almeda pins a note to 

her door letting hun know she is too unwell to attend church with him, an act which 

essentially signals her rejection of him as a husband 

The association between Almeda and the other woman strengthens when one 

consides that the beaten woman is "'released" kom the grasp of Jarvis Poulter and lets out 

something akin to Walt Whitman's "barbarie yawp" ("Song of Myself' 872) in her 

"openmouthed yowl, full of strength and what sounds like an anguished pleasure" (Friend 



66). Almeda similarly releases herself h m  the dictates of rnarriage to the same man when 

she starts to compose her brand of vibrant poetry- Because 1 read Munro's "yowl" as a 

consciously constructed homonym of Whitman's "yawp," 1 c m o t  resist noting the 

suitablity of a passage h m  Whitman's "Song of Myself" as an expression of Almeda's 

poetic devices, devices which stress the reciprocal relationship between the poet and the 

UflSStni-ed, unedited world aromd him or her: "And these tend inward to me, and 1 tend 

outward to them, / And such as it is to be of these more or less 1 am, / And of these one and 

al1 1 weave the song of myself" (837). 

''Song of MyseIf' offers a jubilant celebration of the poet's seIf-reflection and 

inward-looking perspective. Almeda's introspection relates to what is the poignant 

countmpart to this story. Almeda's radical and unique poetic vision, and her renewed 

enthusiasm for the creative act of writing, render her solitary and isolated in a communiQ 

that stresses conformity to social convention. She is excited by her discovery of a whole 

new perspective on Me, and yet she is essentidy perceived by others as having lost a more 

desirable, more respectable life that she could have obtained by marryïng Jarvis Poulter. 

There is little appreciation for her artistic endeavours ui this society that believes she should 

be producing children, not poems. She dies, unmarried, in 1903 after catchhg a fatal cold 

fiom a ''ramble in the Pearl Street bog." 

The Vidette claims that in later yearç she became "sornewhat clouded" in her mind, 

and her behaviour, "in consequence somewhat rash and wzmual. Her attention to decorurn 

and to  the care and adornment ofperson had s u f f e d  ro the degree thar she had become, in 

the eyes of those unrnindful of her fomerpride and daintiness, a familiar eccentric, or even, 



sadly, a Fgure offin " (7 1). It is after reading this passage that one might hear a strong 

resonance between Viderte and vindictive. The Vidette does restore to Almeda something 

of her former respectability by recailîng "her labours in former days in the S u n w  school, 

her dutzjÜZ cure of her parents, her noble wornanly nature, cluzritable concem, and 

mfailing reZigiow fairh" (711, thus remindùig the reader of the standard of conduct by 

which her most recent behaviour as an artist is judged and found wanting- 

There is a lot of judging of people's lives in a Munro story. Millicent and Muriel 

judge Dome's Me, the Chaddeley amts judge îheir grandfatber's He, and Janet, in hirn, 

judges theirs, as weil as her own. Clearly Almeda's feilow townspeople make 

pronouncements on how she conducteci herself. These stories cary the suggestion that rural 

societies tend to hold definite notions about what constitutes a real Me. More specifically, it 

is implied that the communities dweil upon the adherence to convention and scrutinize the 

signs of non-conformisrn and fi=-thixlking ùi their citizens' lives because they are anxious 

about preserving the stabilïty and civility of theu culture, precariously founded as it is upon 

the tenets of a younger, cruder, and therefore more VUlZlerable concept of society. In 

c'Meneseteung,'y the narrafor indicates that around the time of Almeda's We, the t o m  was 

part of "A raw countxyside just wrenched fiom the forest, but swarming with people" (61). 

And the narrator m e r  notes that while "The town bas taken root . . . it still has some of the 

look of an encampment" (54). Owen Marshall's story, "'Mr. Van Gogh," suggests that a kind 

of coilective uisecurity about a social identity extends beyond Munro's fictionalized taritory 

of southwestern Ontario all the way to New Zedand- As in Munro's story, the townspeople 

in Marshall's story feel threatened by the behaviour of one eccentric citizen, who is also an 



artist Partly, both authors suggest, a conf?ontation between an individual and a group, 

between a non-confonnist and convention, can occur anywhere- But the storks ais0 imply 

that the kind of anxiety that Aimeda's society and Mi- Van Gogh's society exhï'bit flourishes 

in conditions that the settier-society situation sets up. Newness and a sense of 

impermanence can confer anxiety, insecurity, and uncertainty- 

In "Meneseteung," the narrator observes that '%O the Vidette nuis on, copious and 

assure& Hardy a de& goes tmdescribed, or a life unevaluated" (72). Indeed the Vidette 

evaluates Ahneda's Me, yet its assessrnent of her does not stand alone, as the nanator passes 

a différent kind of judgement on her subject, She exposes the mechaaics of the production 

of her own story about Almeda, revealing that she visited h m  graveyard in the hopes of 

finding any clues about Almeda's life and death, ody to uncover the name "Meda" on her 

tombstone. R e c a h g  that the name Meda appears in one of Ahneda's poems, the narrator 

feels certain that it is the poet's childhood niclaiame. 

I thought there wasn't anybody alive in the world but me who would know 

this, who wouId make the connection. . . . But perhaps this isn't s a  People 

are curious. . . . They wiI1 be driven to find things out, even hival things. 

They will put things together. You see them going around wvith notebooks, 

scraping the dirt off gravestones, reading microfilm, just in the hopes of 

seeing this trickle in thne, making a connection, rescuing one thing from the 

rubbish- (73) 

The full strength of the narrator's desire to produce a more continuous story about Almeda's 

life becomes evident when she concludes the namative with the following disclaimer; "And 



they may get it wrong, d e r  all. I may have got it wrong 1 don't know if [AZmeda] ever 

took laudanum. Many ladies did. 1 don't know if she ever d e  grape jelly" (73). 

If the newspaper clippings, the poems, and photographs provide an outline of 

Almeda's Me, the narrator is clearly dedicated to filling in the gaps to produce a iogical, 

coherent story based on theu shape. But her efforts to complete the story in fact highlight 

the very incompleteness and provisionai nature of it, shifting the narrative ground and 

opening up the stoxy to questions abouî such things as the reliability of the narrator, the 

soundness of her reconstruction of Almeda's life, and the accuracy of her interpretaîion of 

the documentary evidence (the books, poems, photographs, gravestones) she refers to. 

Because tbis story involves reconstructZag a particular historical time, it raises questions 

about the representation of the past gken  the contingencies that are built into any act of 

retrospection or reflection. But there is a M e r  irony in the way Munro induces the reader 

into testing this fictional narrator's narrative for its verifjiability, even though the StOry7 as a 

story, insists on its status as invention, 

The notion that Almeda might be drawn to poeûy in nineteenth-centuy 

Southwestem Ontario actually has some foundation in historical fact, Margaret Atwood 

notes that "Under fiontier and colonial conditions, poetry was the £ k t  literary forrn to 

appear in significant quantity and quality. - . perhaps because the imagination, cofionted by 

geographical and cultural surroundings alien to if begins with lyric description" (xiv). The 

narrator descnbes Pearl Street as ''another story" (55). After being exposed to the 

vulgarities of Pearl Street, Almeda writes another kind of poetry, a kind that is no longer 

polite, sentimental, ordered, and domestic in its orientation, but rather bold, raw, 



unrestrained, and wiId. The story implies that this transformation better reflects Almeda's 

vision of the dynamic and corriplex world around her, a vision th& ruptures and fhgments 

the estabfished worId she encounters through the Vidette or a Jan& Poulter. She sees a 

new, more flexible version of lïfe and the open and ambiguous nature of the narrative ody 

reiterates this sense of life possessing a "field of possibilitieç" (Eco 103). 

In discussing characteristics of the Cansnia. short story, Atwood asserts that 

Canada shares with aU of the New World ex-colonies, and with others such 

as Australia and New Zealand, the historically recent experience of a 

collision between a landscape and a language and a social histoxy not at f%st 

indigenous to it, with each side altering the other. 'The land was ours before 

we were the land's,' Robert Frost intoned, speaking of the American 

collision; but it's not the sort of statement a Canadian writer would be likely 

to make. For one thing the land-being vast, northern, and cold-is not as a 

whole nearly so possessible, imaginatively and otherurise. In relation to 

Canadian geography, Frost's confidence would appear misplaced. Is the land 

'ours' or its own? Are we the land's? Just what do we mean by 'ours', and 

who anyway are 'we,' multiple as we h d  ourselves? just who really lives 

here, and what do we mean when we Say 'Living here'? (xvi) 

Atwood suggests that such questions are not far in the background of many 

Canadian short stories. In fact such questions about Canadian Me, the way pioneers 

constitute a life in this countryy and the bais for an identity are central to "Meneseteung." 

But Munro's handling of such questions defies expectation. Almeda is indeed devastated by 



pioneer life in the nineteenth-~enhiry~ But according to the narrator, she is not overwhelmed 

by the crudeness of the vast, barren Canadian landscape. Instead, she is crushed by the 

savagery of a newly founded society that values conformïty in te- of values and behavior. 

The wiIdemess becornes her iiberator and her refuge. 

"A Wildemess Station" h m  Open Secrets reflects Munro's interest in workuig 

through many of the same tbematic and technical issues that she handles in "A Real Life," 

'The Stone in the Field," and "Mene~eteung,'~ and they are the issues that can perIiaps be 

best describecl by quoting one of Munro's own stories. In "Simon's Luck" fiom Who Do 

You Think You Are?, the narrator indicates that people watching a television series "tnisted 

that they would be protected fkom predictable disasters, also fÎom those shifts of emphasis 

that throw the story line open to question, the disarrangements which demand new 

judgemmts and solutions, and throw the windows open . . ." (Who 172-73). One of 

M m ' s  central aesthetic interests lies in confronthg and exarnining precisely those "shih 

of emphasis thai tbrow the story line open to question," and the "disanangernents which 

demand new judgements and solutions" (172-73). My thesis argues that when Munro does 

so, she strengthens a correspondence, a resonance, between the form and content That is, 

by stressing complexity, uncertainty, ambiguity, and plurality on the narrative level, she also 

rnakes a statement about and reflects something of the kind of society, the kind of people, 

and the kind of lives she depicts. 

While many of the stones in Open Secrets contain transcripts of letters, "A 

Wildemess Station" is an epistolary short story, composed of eleven letters written over a 

hundred year period firom 1852-1959, including one newspaper article fkom 1907 of a 



pioncer's reco1lections (Howeb 125)- The epistolary form and the content of "A 

Wildemess Station" thus point to a literaty antecedent like Frances Brooke's The Zllistory of 

Emily Montague which, on a different social level, chnicles the response of would-be 

immigrants to the New World through the medium of letters. In Munro's story, the letters 

combine to paint a portrait of  life in the Canadian wildemess: the various authors 

collectively attest to the physical difficulty of clearïng the bush and of building a log hut, the 

spiritual dqxivations of such an under-populated and inhospitable landscape, and the mental 

mguish experïenced by women pion-, in particular, who were considered vduable only 

in th& capacities to "cook and do for us and miZk a cow" (Open 194). But these 1etters also 

offer multiple accounts of a death, or possîbly a murder, that happened in ruraI Ontario in 

1852 and it is the ambiguiîy suniounding the cù-cumstances of this event that becornes 

central the story. 

In providing his recollections on his settlement to the Huron Tract area for the Argus 

newspaper, Mr. George Herron provides details of his brother, Simon's, death. According 

to George, early in 1852 he and Simon were chopping d o m  trees in the farthest corner of 

thek property when a branch fell on Simon's head, killing him instantly. The Reverend 

Walter McBain, the Minister of the Free Presbyterian Chmh of North Huron, writes to the 

Clerk of the Pace in Waiky, and in his letter he tells this same story, offering his belief that 

the story is true, but waniing the Clerk that Simon Herron's widow, Annie Herron, began to 

deteriorate in the state of her mind and spirit after this incident, and that she recently left for 

Walley Gao1 to tum herself in for some unspecified crime. The Clerk responds to this letter, 

letting the minister h o w  that Amie Herron did appear at the jail, and that she oEered a 



staaluigly different version of the circumstances relating to her husband's death. According 

to Annie, she took lunch to the two brothers as they were clearing the bush, and when her 

husband became enrage. at her because the preparation of his salt fish and oat-cakes was 

not to his liking, Annie threw a rock at his head, killing hmz. The CZerk adds yet another 

Iayer to this story when he offers his own opinion of the events n m t e d  to him. "This is her 

tale," he writes, "and I do not believe it for a minute'' (20 1). 

The ambiguity surrounding Simon Henon's death intensifies when Annie Herron 

writes a secret letter fiom the jail to her old frknd h m  the orphanage, Sadie Johnstone, 

wherein she r e v d  that it was actually George who kikd  Simon by striking the blow of an 

axe to Simon's head. In this letter, Amie implies that George was motivated to IaIl his 

brother because the latter inflicted physical violence on him, knockiig him down, in the 

same way that he abused Annie herseK. She also explains that she went to the jail to tum 

herself in because she was haunted by nighûnares of George or Simon chasing her with an 

axe. In the Canadian wilderness, ironically, she fin& safety and cornfort in jail. Without this 

hsight, speculation ~ n s  throughout the Mers as the Minister, the Clerk of the Peace, and a 

local doctor d l  offer theones as to why Annie would coafess to a murder that they believe 

never took place. They wonder whether remorse over unchristian behaviour towards Jm 

husband, madness, self-delusion, or a desire for self-importance brought on by reading 

fanciful books may be responsible for the mental state of this "self-styled murderess' (Open 

206). 

The epistolary form of this narrative means that there is no obviously coherent plot, 

and this lack highlights the existence of other ellipses and ruptures within the story. Indeed, 



if one of the things ttiat Janet leanis in "The Stone in the Field: Connection" is that familial 

and narrative contlections are provisional, this story insists, through its epistolary structure, 

that gaps, spaces, and omissions constitute part of the story's very composition. The letters 

are juxtaposed to one antither without editorial comment or evaluation; there is neither an 

omniscient narrator nor the imposition of any overarching, auîhoritaîive judgement, The 

letters assume an equal value and precisely because one version of the events is not 

privileged over another, the story of Simon Herron's death takes on multiple accounts, and a 

plufaliîy of perspectives. 

Howells argues that this kind of complexity and dyriimiism are signahue features of 

M m ' s  writing, where, 

Mead of depending on plots, her namaiives depend on shifts h m  one point 

in time to another, fiom one point of view to another, covering and 

recovering the same ground fiom different angles. Such narratives do not 

annihilate differences or inconsistencies; they are Eull of disparities 

indicating different M e s  of r e f e r e n c e e r e n t  interests of the tellers, 

different conditions of the telhg-which render the ûuth indistinct and 

rneaning indeterminate, like the direction of the story itself which is dways 

shifting its g r o d  (87) 

Howeils' assessrnent supports rny view that "A Wildemess Station," like so many of 

Munro's stories, is capacious and thereby generates a broad range of issues for the reader to 

contemplate. This story achieves even greater scope than the focus on the circumstances 

behind Simon's death would suggest, for just as there are multiple points of view about the 



occurrence, each viewpoint points to a varïety of other, substantid issues. Annie Hemon's 

very survival in the C d a n  wildemess constitutes a feminist reconsideration of the 

Canadian wildemess myth, one which traditionally focuses on the male's ability to conquer 

and dominaie the wildness of the landscape. Whiie her brother-in-law, George Herron, 

prospers because of his physicai sixmgth and his drive, Annie survives through her 

storytelling. True, her needlework is praised, but it is because she can weave a tale to suit 

her needs that she is able to escape the violence of her home, and secure a better place for 

herself in the jail. Moreover, with the subtle tiints of the physical abuse Annie endured fiom 

her husband and the reference to the rape by two men of another female pioneer, the story 

implicitly asks whether men were as much a threat to the women's àealth as îhe harsh 

existence of Me in the bush itsel£ 

The story also exposes the various efforts to bring an orderly life to the wiidemess 

by men who seek to clear their own plot of land, by the likes of Reverend McBain who 

wants to brhg God's will and spirit to calm the fod 'cinsolenceyy of early settlers, and by the 

Clerk of the Peace who wants to maintain the order of the law he has established in the 

"very fine new Gaol" (202). The stoy prompts a meditation on the kind of wildness that is 

denoted-extemai, spiritual, c i v i o d y  the term "wildemess station" nie epistolary 

h e w o r k  encodes a salient feature of M1uuo7s aesthetic: just as some letters go 

unanswered, so too do answers surrounding these core issues remain open and ambiguous. 

Moreover, the focus on the mystery surrounding Simon Herron's death camadages 

the story's qua1 stress on establishing a suitable life, and on the stniggles a wornan like 

Annie faces in trying to create a life for herself in such crude circumstances. As an orphan, 



Amie is supposed to feel graîeful for having been married off to Simon Herron- But like 

Almeda Roth, Annie challenges the conventions of wifely submissions, and like Almeda, 

Annie relies on language and narrative, îhrougfi her storytelling, as a meam of escape fÎom 

an intolerable We. It is mteresting to note that both lives evenîuaily becorne material for 

other women's stories, stories which ask the reader to consider what choices were available 

to fernale pioneers whose desires for a r d  life did not confom to convention As a poet, 

Aimeda is marginalized and thought to have gone insane, and Amie is described by Miss 

Mden as a "charactd' (216), known for her unreiiable tales. They are marpinalized 

figures, and yet they are the focus of stories that explore divefsity and p1ur;itity in the 

viewpoints expressed. 

TaEng about her approach to Urliting fiction around the time of the publication of 

Open Secrets, Munro coments that 'Tt seems as if 1 want to get a lot of layers going. 1 

want the story to have a lot of Ievels . . ." (Interview with Stephen Smith 24). She ad& that 

"The oIder 1 get, the more 1 see things as haWig more than one explanation. 1 see the 

content of life as being many-layered. And in a way, nothing that happens really takes 

precedence over anything else that happens" (24). She admits to "circling bacK7 from what 

may appear to be the initial focus of story, thus forcing the reader to take hto account what 

else the story may be about (24)- 

In "A Wildemess Station," Miss Mullen, in writing to the Queen's Univers@ 

history professor, expresses contentment that a book on a local politician will '%ring some 

attention to this part of the country-too often thought of as 'deadly dull"' (216). In fact, 

the story of a possible murder in the backwoods of Ontario is anythùig but dull. It is full of 



shifts in viewpoinf reversais in plot, and rnarked by uncertainty and ambiguity. In this 

regard, the story about a murder is equally a story about a woman's survivd. ''A Wildemess 

Station," like the other Stones discussed, highlights the tendency for a Munn, story to favour 

complexity and indetenninacy, a tendency she hmelf has explicitly aclaiowledged, 

commenting as early as 1984 that "The things I'm doing now are getting very open . . -" 

(Interview with Thomas E. Tauslq 6). 

In her latest collection of stones, The Love of a Good Woman, Munro exhibits men 

more intaest in opening up the narrative to new and unexpected possibilities. This 

coIlection of stones is fidl of disquiethg incidents, and each story reveals those "shifts of 

emphasis that throw the whole plot open to question" and CLdisarrangements'' that force the 

reader to re-evaiuate and rethink the narrative. Munro's preoccupaîion with exploring what 

exists beneath the surface appearance of things still persiçts and in 'The Love of Good 

Woman," specifically, the story suggests that beneath the veneer of quiet, srnail t o m  life 

lurk incidents of lechery, drunken abuse, wild jealously, and even murder. 

At seventy-five pages and with five discrete sections including a preface, this story 

is the longest one Munro has published to date. In "Half a Grapefhit," the character Flo 

becornes enraged with a collection of poebry entitled Shorter Poems "because she opened it 

and found a poem that was five pages long" (Who 44). This little detail indicates that - 
Munro is keenly aware of the expectations genres themselves can set up. In this case, The  

Love of a Good Woman's" challenge to the defmition of shortness in the short story offers 

evidence once again of Munro's experirnentation and innovation with the form. Its 

lengthiness may aIso be interpreted as a function of Munro's desire to build multiple layers 



and levels into the narrative: despite the singie nom in the title, it is the story not just of one 

good woman and her love, but of two women, the dying Mrs. Q u h  and her nurse, Enid. 

The narrative also contains portraits of many of the people who intmect with these 

women's lives in Waliey, Ontario: the young boys who fïnd the dead body of the town 

optometrist in the Peregrine River* Cece Fems, Bud Saiter* and Jimmy Box; the optometrist, 

ML Willens, and his f i e ;  as weU as Mrs. Quinn's husband, Rupert, and their two children, 

Lois and Sylvie. 

In one especiaily seIf-referential passage in 'DBerently," the narrator indicates that 

the pmtagonist once took a creative-writing course dining which the hstmctor told her 

'Tm many things. Too many things going on at the same time; also too many people. 

Thi& he told her. What is the important thïng? What do you want us to pay attention to?' 

(Friend 216). M m  for her part says she wants readers to pay attention to "[s]ome quality 

of life that maybe the stones are about, as much as being about this happened and this 

happened . . ." (htcmiew with Stephen Smith 24). As much as the narrative focuses on the 

mysterïous and spectacular circumstsu1ces surrounding the optometnsts' death, the story also 

revolves around everyday themes: love, marriage, and hding the ability to live with 

oneself. While this story does not deal with the question of settlement in the same direct 

way that ''The Stone in the Field," ''Menesehin&" and "A Wddemess Station'' all do, it 

does, significantly, pursue related questions about the terms that constitute an identity, the 

way in which a life is constnicted, and the way a life fiom smd-town Ontario in the 1950s 

can be conceived. 

Mer  the preface, the first section of the story, "Jutland," describes the springtime 



discovery of the body of Mr. W ï U e n s  and his submerged car in the Jutland Pond of the 

Peregrhe River by three young W d e y  boys. This discovery would seem to be of 

monumental importance. But uistead of focusing on it, the narrative places this incident on 

the margins while it takes a detour to explore the habits and attitudes of the three youngsters 

themselves, Cece Ferns, Bud Saiter' and Jimmy Box- The third-person narrator refers to the 

fact that there were "notable ciifferences as to how [the young boys] fived at home and what 

was expected of them in We" (Luve 11). Munro suggests these notable ciifferences by 

descn'iing the behaviour of these tbree boys as they meander dong the river and walk into 

t o m  She also describes the tones and rituals of the dinner tirne meal at each boy's home. 

Not one boy reports to his family during dinner the important news that he faund a dead 

body earlier in the day. The namator explains th& 'Tt was just that their houses seemed too 

M. Too much was going on already" (21-22). And indeed in a Mumo story, SQ much is 

going on already within these households: her depiction of the three boys' family dynamics 

offers a ghpse into the social, economic, class, cultural, and gender issues that define their 

homes, their Iives, and that reflect the ovetarching attitudes of life in southwestern Ontario 

in the 1950s. 

Later in the evening, Bud Salter haUy tells his mother about his discovery and she 

immediately phones the police. Mer  investigating the scene, the police conclude that Mr. 

Willens' death was either an act of suicide or an accident. But this assumptiun is radically 

questioned in the second section of the narrative, "Heart Failure." Here, the reader is 

introduced to a young, unmarriecl wornan, Enid, and her latest nursing case, Mrs. Quinn, a 

young woman, rnarried with two children, who is dying of complications fiom kidney 



faiIure. In the last stages of her Me, Mrs. Quinn experiences a resurgence of her strengîh "in 

that unnaturai and deceptive way that Enid had seen once or twice in others" (56). In this 

state, Mrs. Quiun suggests to Enid that "'1 could tell you sornething you wouldn't believe"' 

(56). The narrator mediates her story, telling how Mrs, Quinn's husband, Ruperf 

acidentally Wed Mr. Willens and then contrived to cover it up by putting ail evidence of the 

crime, the body and the optometrist's car, into the river. The narrator explains that Rupert 

came in fkom the f ieh to h d  Mr. WiIIens in the h n t  room examining his wife's eyes, and 

with his hand on her Leg to keep his balance, which Rupert interpreted as a sexuai advance, 

even a sign of a sexuai &air, In a fit of instant rage, Rupert toppled ML Wiliens and 

'%angecl his head up and down on the floor . . . banged the life out of him" (57). Mrs. 

Quinn insists that there was nothing to the scene Rupert witnessed between herself and the 

optometrist. Yet she contradicts this sense of innocence and benignity when she goes on to 

imply that M .  Willens expected sexual favours for his services, and made overt gestures in 

that direction: 'Tt was like the same game every thne . . . him the dirty old cuss pufhg 

away getting his fhgers slicked in and p&g away" (62). Mrs. Quinn's story not only 

challenges the official version of Mr. Willens' death, but it also shatters Enid's assessrnent 

of this well-respected man's character during his life: 'Dingey on h h  like a blowtorch. 

How'd you've liked that?'(62). 

Enid is stunned by W. Quinn's disclosure. Acting as a surrogate for the reader, she 

goes through a process of evaluating and assessing Mrs. Quinn's story: "She had to sort 

through Fer thoughts] again and set them on two sides. What had happened-or what she 

had been told had happened-on one side. What to do about it on the other" (63). Enid 



believes that " a  dying person's min& couid fill  up 6th al1 Ends of trash and organize that 

trash in a most convincing way" (74)- Yet she eventually cornes to the realizatioa that she 

must confkont Rupert with her laiowledge of the story and ask him if it is true. Thinking 

that it might be, she rasons that 'You cannot live in the world with such a burden, You 

will not be able to stand your me" (72). 

Enid's thoughtç rn how to live in the world and whether one can stand one's Life 

point to another level of meaning that the narrative encompasses. While much of 'FCeart 

Failtue" details Mrs. Quinn's failing healttt and the possible murder of ML WUens, it a h  

sketches in the background of Enid's me-her father's premature death, her trainùig as a 

nurse, her social successes and popularity among fi&-as weil as her own "heart failure" 

in her romantic life. Good-looking, well-liked, and terribly competent, Enid, strangely, does 

not attract a husband. Because Enid's father worried that nming would make her "coarse" 

and thus %poil her good chances" in marriage (40)' before his death he asks Enid to promise 

hùn that she will quit her training and never nurse in a hospital again. Enid obliges, and she 

goes on to lead a cornfortable life with her mother. But while her Enends either work or 

have children, Enid becornes the active social organizer, a favorite godrnother, and an 

honorary daughter to her mother's fiends. Thus Gcquickly and easily, stili in her youth, she 

was slipping into this essential, central, yet isolated role" (41). But the nanator notes thai, in 

fact, triis had been her role "al1 dong" (41); in high school, Enid never had a bofiend: 

"'She did not seem to have made a choice this way, but she was not worried about it, either. 

She had been preoccupied with her ambition-. . .to be a nurse. She had never thought of 

nursing as just something to do mtil she got married. Her hope was to be good, and do 



good, and not necessarïly in the orderly, customary, wifely way" (41-42). 

Sixteen years later, Enid is neither a registerd nurse workimg in a hospital, nor 

manied. The nufsing she does is inside people's homes as a p rac t id  nurse, often under 

difficult circumstances and for Little money. Enid considers that she 3ad "ended up doing 

exactIy what she must have wanted to do" (48) and she is recognizedf by doctors, patients, 

and her motha, as being "an angel of mercy" (52). But a quiet nmte of disappointment 

about her life is sounded in the reflection that for both Rupert and her, who went to high 

scfiool together, there were st i l l  misgivings: "You muidn't say that they had chosen the 

wrong lives or chosen against their will or not undersfood their choices. Just that they had 

not understood how tirne would pass and leme them not more but m y b e  a littie less than 

what they used to be" (48). 

Two days after MIS. Quinn's death, while preparing to speak candidly to Rupert at 

his farmhouse, Enid experiences an epiphany. She realizes that as  Iong as she maintains that 

Mr. Willens died on purpose or by accident, 

this room [in Rupert's house] and this house and h e ~  life held a different 

possibility, an entirely different possïbility fkom the orne she had been living 

with. . - . The different possibility was coming closer to her, and al1 she 

needed to do was to keep quiet and let it corne. Through her silence, her 

collaboration in a silence, what benefits codd bloorn, For others, and for 

herself. (76) 

The narrator then states that "This was what most people knew. A simple thing that it had 

taken her so long to undentand. This was how to keep the world habitable" (76). 



Ambiguity reigns as Munro uses a vague pronow reference, "thïs," to signal the meanulg of 

the critical point thai Enid now grasps- But there are dues hinting at the substance of Enid's 

epiphany. The narrator implies thaî instead of envisioning Rupert confessing to a crime and 

going to jail, Enid is able to see herself concealing a crime as Rupert's helpmate, and taking 

on the role of his d e .  Her nursing skills, her cornpetence at managing her patients and 

their homes, would then be transfmed to her own domestic sphere, Assessing the 

disorderliness of Rupert's house, the narrator thus indicates that "[Enid] would make this 

house into a place that had no secrel fiom her and where ai l  order was as she had decreed" 

(77). 

Enid's mother had long ago asked Enid to promise her that she would never marry a 

fanner. At the tirne, Enid replied, "'Of all the crazy ideas"' (43). By the end of the story, it 

appears as  ttiough Enid wili marry Rupert, who is just that-a farmer. What makes the idea 

less crazy to Enid now? The narrator indicates that Enid weeps before Rupert, not with 

grief; but with "an onslaught of relief that she had not lcnown she was looking for" (76). 

The implication is that Enid did not even h o w  how barily she wanted her life to hold a 

CCdEerent possibility," or how badly she wanted to be mamed (76). When Enid once 

reflected that she might be thought of as a fooi by other people, she focused on the fact thaî 

she pretended life was good, even when alI lives "end in disaster," that ''pain and 

disintegration lie in wait" for everyone (52). She grasps something different now, and it has 

to do with putting self-interest ahead of doing what is right and what is expected of you, and 

it also has to do with discoverhg that you can live with compromise, and silence, and 

secrets. In her case, she realizes that because of her silence, her life may not end in disaster, 



but with a wedding. As a testament to Munro's cornplex depiction of women's lives, it is 

worth pointing out that Enid's choice is opposite to the one made by Almeda It is also 

sigdicant that Enid's choice seems unexpected precisely because she decides to confom to 

the societai conventions of getting married, becoming a wife, and keeping house. 

Despite her independent nature, her success and cornpetence at her wo& and her 

busy social Mie, Enid cornes to îhe recognition that she still wants to be m a n i d  The first 

part of the story provides insight into the kind of social cuiture that exists in Wdley, 

Ontario. Some of the detaiis point to the convention that women are supposed to stay home 

and take care of the domestic sphërey that for them to travel outside of the home into the 

public world was too "strangeY' (26), and thaî for them to neglect their duties h i d e  the 

home was sad, even deplorable. While Enid does not actually appear as a character in the 

fïrst section of the story, her feelings about marriage clearly connect her to the very same 

values and beliefk that are expressed by, and revealed through, her feliow townspeople. 

Enid does not actuaUy Say so, but it is as if she realizes that she will have a "real" He, 

meaning a Me sanctioned by the customs and conventions of her society, if she marries 

Rupert. 

In the 'Tntroduction" to her Selected Stones, Munro comments on what she hopes 

to create through and in her çturies. She says that a story is not like a road to follow, but like 

a house: 

You go inside and stay there for a while, wanderïng back and forth and 

settling where you like and discovering how the room and corndors relate to 

each other, how the world outside is altered by being viewed fiom these 



windows. And you, the visiter, the reader, are aitered as well by being in 

this enclosed space, whether it is ample and easy or fidl of crooked turns, or 

sparsely or opulently furnished. You cm go back again and again, and the 

house, the story, always c o n t h  more than you saw the last tirne. It has also 

a sturdy sense of itseG of being built out of its own necessity, not just to 

shelter or beguile you, (xvi-XVÜ) 

The idea that a Munro story is "built out of its own necessity" is central to my thesis, and 

central to my thinkùig about Munro's working out of the relationship between the form and 

content in her writing. Munro's insistence that the reader is altered by enterhg into her 

story world is also a critical point 1 argue that her stories play with indeterminacy and 

thereby generate different layers and different levek of meaning within her stories. 1 also 

argue that the opemess and complexity that characterize her çtories correspond to her 

fictional realms. Munro's characters are fimily rooted in a particular realiîy, one with 

defïned customs, values, and beliefi. But the story makes the reader aware, even if the 

characters are nof of the existence of other lives, situations, and places that are shaped 

differently by other customs, values, and beliefs. In so doing, M m  also makes the reader 

aware of the limitless interpretative possibilities of her stories, and also of the short story 

form itself. 



Chapter Seven: Mavis Gallaat 

Over the span of her Literary career, Mavis Gallant has gâmered high praise as an 

author. In her study Reading Mavis GalIant, Janice Kulyk Keefer indicates that the 'tast 

majority of our current critics acknowledge Gallant's mastery of language and the forms of 

narrative, the authoritative elegance of her style, the sbrewdness of her authonai eye" (36). 

Howeva, dong with attracting such general conmendations about her writing, Gallant has 

also betm identifid as pmblematic in tenns of her statu as a Canadian writer. More 

specifidy, as someone who was bom in Montreal in 1922 and who has lived abroad in 

Europe since 1950, Gallant has proven to be an inûiguing subject for those readers intent on 

clasifjing her, as weU as her writing7 as being typically Canadian. Neil Besner, in the 

Treface" to his book-length study on the author, quickly acknowledges that two issues, 

"‘bath peripheral to her fiction itself, have troubled our encounters with Gallant's worK' (k). 

Besner notes thai Gailant's status as an expatriate wrîter, as a Canadian Living in exile, as 

well as  her thirty-five-year association with the American magazhe The New Yorker, can 

be stumbling blocks for readers intent on trying to understand the geographic and 

nationdistic centre of Gallant's art (ix), Besner happily dismisses any preoccupations with 

the c i rc~f~~~tances  of Gallant's wrïting by observing that "'these generally unproductive 

questions have gradually given way to a more appropnate focus on the art of Gallant's 

stories themselves" (ix). 

Heather Murray, however, suggests that the very fact that Gallant fiuictions as an 

ambiguous Canadian literary figure because she writes and publishes outside of Canada 



tells us something about the way Canadian literature is evaluated, assessed, and received. 

Of Gallant she comments that, 

There is perhaps no other English-Canadian author whose reputation in 

Canada is so mixe& and whose reputation so challenges the notion of a 

Canadian wrïting and the criteria by which it is established and judged. 

Gallant is placed both within and *out the mainstream, liminally situated 

by gender, genre, and geography, seen as the foreign writer of "%orne 

tmths," holding the mirror to a Canadian culturai identity. (102) 

Murray explains that often a "geographical determiniSm is pressed into service" as critics 

address thernselves to the question of Gallaat's statu5 as  an author, and that her "double 

cultural ground" can present category difficulties (104). 

Home Truths (1981) offers a collection of Stones filled with Canadian characters 

who variously live in Canada or Europe. The book is divideci into three sections; the hrst 

section is entitled "'At Home," and features stories set in Canada The second section, 

"Canadians Abroad," features Canadian characters as they travel in Europe. And the third 

and fuial section, entitled "'Linnet Muir," consists of a group of six related stones about the 

title-character's retum fiom the United States to her birth city of Montreal. The section 

headings indicate that th is  is a very consciously constnicted volume. Indeed, in the 

"Introduction" to Home Truths, Gallant assuredly states that '7 take it for granted that 

'Canadian stories' has a specific meaning" (xiii). Given the questions that cornrnonly 

surround Gallant's status as a wrïter-Is she a Canadian writer? Are her stories typically 

Canadian?-I am interested in this cokction because it offers Gallant's reflections, albeit in 



the form of fictionalîzed "û-uths," about her country of origin and its citizens. And the 

portrait that she draws of Canadians through these stories is strilang- The children in this 

collection are either orphans, missing one parent, or emotionalIy isolatd fiom both of them. 

The adult characters are for the most part in some state of exile or displacement, whether it 

be geographicai, linguistic, or ernotional. They are aùnost ~ o d y  isolated, margidized, 

or alienated for holding values and beliefs different k m  those of a foreign, dominant 

culture. Moreover, the narrators often reveal ambivalence towards the c1ai.m~ characters 

make for what it means to be Canadian, or the images symbolïzing Canadianness that we 

are shown. In an Uitemïew with Geoff Hancock, Gallant cuncedes that exile may weil be 

the 'korld condition in [her] storiesYy (105). Given Frank O'Co~or's pnecedent for forging 

a correspondence between "submerged population groups," which Gallamt's characters must 

surely be counted as, and the short story, I seek to explore the way Gallant inscribes the 

issues surrounding exile and alienation, identity, and place into the striscture of the storks 

themselves. 

Gailant for h a  part cornplains about the loss of meaning surrounding the idea of a 

Canadian identity. In the '?ntroducti~n~~ to Home Truths she writes: 

1 am constantly assureci that Canadians no longer know what they are, or 

what to be Canadian should mean; for uiant of a satisFkctory definition, a 

national identity has been mislaid. The most polite thing 1 can say about this 

is that 1 don7t believe it A Canadian who did not know what it was to be 

Canadian wodd not know anything else: he would have to be told his own 

name. It is as if a reassuring interpretation, a list of characteristics-the 



more rigid and confining the better-needed to be drawn ug and offered for 

ratification, (xiii) 

Flannery O'Connor, notably, answers the suggestion that there is something as distinct as a 

Southeni identity Ï n  similar tenns- She suggests that, "An identity is not to be found on the 

surface; it is not accessible to the poll-takery it is not something that can becorne a cliché" 

(58). Gallant resp0nd.s to the debate conceming the status of her own citizenship as well 

the nature of her own sense of national allegiance by arguing that "a Canadian is someone 

who has a logîcai reason to think he is one. My logical reason is that 1 have never been 

anything else, nor has it o c c d  to me thaî 1 might be" (Home Tmths xïii). Gallant 

concedes that '7 have sometimes felt more at odds in Canada than anywhere else, but 1 

never supposed I was any less Canadian. Feehg at odds is to be expected; no writer cab a 

truce. Ifhe did, he would probably stop writing7' (Home Trutbs xiv). 

Signincantly, Gallant differentiates between possessing a "national sense of self" 

and subsmbing to a pre-ordained "nationali~~~'; whereas she medits the idea of an 

individual consciousness, she absoluteIy distrusts and rejects the idea of an organized and 

conscious nationalism (Home Truths xv). In this regard, she makes the point that the 

"accident of birth does not give rise to a national consciousness, but I thllik the first yean of 

schooling are indelible. They provide our center of gravity, our initial view of the world, 

the seed of our sense of culture. A deeper culture is contained in memory" (Home Truths 

xv). Speaking of the obligations of a citizen to his country, Gallant indicates that "In a 

democracy most of his obligations are moral and voluntary, and dl the more to be observed 

on that account" (Home Truths xüi). But the artist, she clarifies, should not feel pressured 



by nationaikt sentiments or ties: "where bis work is concemed, the writer, like any other 

artist, owes no more and no less to his compatriots than to people at large" (Home Truths 

xui). 

If, as Murray suggests, Mavis Gallant becomes a site for the formation of questions 

of Canadian culîural and literary identity, she also becomes the focus of questions 

concerning genre. Gallant is the author of three novek, two novels, a play, and rnany 

journalistic essays and reviews. But with the publication of ten coIIections of short stories, 

kcIuding The Selected Stones of Mavis Gallant (1996), Gallant shows an especially 

sustained cornmitment to the short story genre. In The Canadian Short Story, Michelle 

Gadpaille asserts that Mavis GalIant is, dong with Alice Munro and Margaret Atwood, one 

of the C'recognized masters of the genre7' (118). In Mavis Gallant: Nmtive Patterns and 

Devices, Grazia Merler privileges Gallant's work in the short story field over that in other 

genres when she rnakes the assertion that "the author cleariy prefers the short story to the 

novel: more concentration is possible as welI as a more subtle tension" (56). Merier adds 

that "Action is virtually non-existent and the psychology of the characters is not detailed . . . 

the main concern is with the reaction mechanisms of human behaviour, not with deeds" 

Merler's distinction between reaction mechanisms and deeds relates to the common 

view that the shoa story can dispense with a preoccupation with plot and focus uistead on 

detailing human behavior, a liberty that the novel, which must sustain a reader's interest 

over a longer period of time, does not indulge in as readily. But Merler's comment also 

irnplies something central about Gallant's aesthetic, which is that a Gallant short story does 



not attempt to contain everything, Indeed, there are some thïngs one fin& in a Gallant 

story-an ernphasis on the narrator's point of view, for exampIe-and other things that are 

not present-such as background information about characters, or detadeci and intricate 

plotting. Gallant is highiy selective about how much information she provides in any story. 

Her representation of a cbaracter's life or of a situation dways emphasizes the paaiality, 

the breviiy, and the limitations of the representation itself. 

In The Light of the Imagination: Mavis Gallant's Fiction, Besner suggests that 

there are several reasons why the short story %as proven itself to be Gallant's major form" 

(48). Among them is the very nature of Gallant's characters, Besner writes that they "are 

often figures on the verge of perceptions they cannot quite accommodate, or stranded 

beyond the end of one era, before the beguming of another," and, according to Besner, they 

"are rendered most effecttively in sharp ghpses, not in the fidler, more rounded portraits 

traditionally associated with the namative and temporal amplitudes of the novel" (48). 

Besner also indicates that Gallant's conceptions of time, which he suggests are such an 

important formal element of her writing, "also gain in intensity and effect in the more 

concentrateci field of the short story form, where the play of Gallant's narration can 

reverberate more closely amidst its own echoes" (48). Besner claims that the shoa story, 

noted for its foregrounding of style, rhythm, and pattern, is thus well suited to Gallant's 

stylistic predilection for playing with the rhythms of language, and for alternathg between 

different kinds of assertions-spare and direct phrasing, for example, contrasted by 

expanding and reflective structures (48-49). And beyond individual phrasing, Besner uisists 

that Gallant's descriptions, the quality of which are sharp and full of significance, "fiuiction 



most effectively within the himy wrought h e w o r k s  of Gailant's stories, in wbich details 

can signi& so quickly and yet so much, and less e f f i v e l y  in her novels" (49). 

Besner's analysis of Gailant's use of the short story posits certain assumptions about 

the impEcations of  the genre's very brevity. Indeed, because the short story is Literally 

shorter than longer prose forms, the genre achieves greater intensity, density, and a greater 

concentration of its effeçts through attention to language, the rhythm of individual 

sentences, and tbe arrangement of the enfie composition. Moreover, the reverberation, 

echoing, ricochet, and repetition of single words and whole ideas becomes more 

pronounced within a concentrated, tight narrative structure that draws attention to the 

system of the sentence, the systern of the phrase, and the overarching architecture of the 

narrative. These concepts about short story fonn are central to Gallant's aesthetic and are 

the animating principles behind much of her work in the genre. These concepts aiso help 

explain where much of the tension and interest in Gallant's writing cornes fiom: the blend 

of attention to the smaller elements in her writing in the language and tone of an individual 

phrase, and her confrontation of the larger stereotypes and generalizations that circulate 

around the idea of a Canadian identity. In my anaiysis of Munro's wrïting, 1 stress the way 

in which she builds so many Iayers and so much texture into ber stories. GaIlant, on the 

other han& moves the reader between two distinct levels in her reliance on individual 

words, images, and syrnbols to s ip i@ meaning, and her play with large questions of 

Canadianness. 

In Mavis Gallant, Danieile Schaub also suggests that Gallant prefers to eliminate 

&om her writing "descriptions, a superfluous and often tedious addition pertaining to the 



novel. She prefers to evoke places and iandscapes rather than descniing them at length; her 

pictures convey an atmosphere by mere hïnts" (5). Schaub fin& support for this assesment 

in the words of Gallant herself who comments that the genre 

satisfies me fully; the more 1 write stories, the more I develop a taste for 

them and acquire technical mastery. Why bother about the unnecessaq? 

The novel requires weaving ties between events, and only Stendhal, or, 

better still, Flaubert, succeed in tuming every passage into an interesting 

one. In contrast, with the short story, the whole comective tissue, that is, 

what binds the muscle to the bones, is done away with. (qtd. in Schaub 4 ) 

Gallant reiterates her perception of the short stow as an autonomous form in her 

"Prefacefr to The Selected Stones of Mavis Gallant. She writes that "[t-e is something 1 

keep wanting to say about reading short stories. . . . Stones are not chapters of novels. They 

should not be read one after another, as if they were meant to follow dong. Read one. Shut 

the book- Read something else. Corne back later. Stones can wait" (xix). This statement 

makes a case for the power, intensity, and density of short stork~. It also invites the reader 

to indulge in a close, attentive reading of a demanding nanative form. 

Any supposed correspondence between the matter and mamer of Gallant's writing 

generates a variety of questions that h e  my exploration of her work Why does Gallant 

use the short story to tell these Canadian stories of exile, alienation, and loneliness when she 

could write these tales in a different genre, like the novel? Given her conscious choice, 

what effects, then, does the f o m  achieve in the process of telling these stories? Are the 

kind of fleeting glimpses and momentary insights into a culture that "home tnitbs" provide 



best expressed in a genre Like the short story which, because of its brevity, easily 

accommodates brie& partial, abrupt representations? Are stories that revolve around the 

dinicult questions of identity, place, and culture best conceptualized in a generic structure 

which implies opemess, ambiguity, and uncertaintty? Does the concentration and intensity 

of the short story, which places attention at the level of the very structure of the sentence, 

somehow suitably cunvey the issues at stake in stories intent on exploring the tenns of a 

cultural identity, and thereby resistant to linear, teleological, hermetically sealeci narrative 

structures? In this chapter, 1 explore the relationship between the shoa story fom and the 

kind of Society and people Gallant reveah as being specifically Canadian based on a reading 

of a selection of stories h m  Home Truths. 

Patrick O'Neill, in Fictions of Discourse: Reading Narrative Theory, insists that 

genre consûaints set up certain expectations on the part of the readers (55). According to 

this logic, the short story, by its nature, will generate certain practical and actuai effects 

owing to its brevity. And as 1 have discussed in the htroduction, the genre typically c h e s  

the inherent suggestion of incompleteness of partiality, and of uncertainty in ways that are 

not found in a longer, seemingly exhaustive narrative form like the novel. Gallant 

maximizes the connotations smunding the genre's shortness by relating the structural 

length of her stories to her handling of her main themes and issues. Merler, Besner, and 

Schaub al1 comment on how well suited Gallant's style of writing is to the short story fom. 

1 suggest more specifically that her exploration of themes related to identity, place, and 

culture gain great resonance in this genre which highlights the partiality and limitation of 

representation, and, fkom that, the irresolution and arnbi-uity surroundhg its core issues. 



It is a simple concept to suggest that there is a correspondence between the form and 

the content Yet it is as a result of that correspondence that the story becornes more 

complex and dynamic. Gailant does not define a Canadian identity. M e r ,  she simply 

exposes different characters' respomes to various situations at home and abroad. The 

interpretative gaps that exist create the energy and the dynamism of the stov. Writing about 

style in fiction, Gallant suggests thaî fiction is about the author saying 

that something is taking place and thai nothing l a a .  Againçt the susbineed 

tick of a watch, fiction takes the measure of a Me, a season, a look 

exchanged, the tuming point, desire as brief as a ciream, the grief and temr 

that after childhood we case to express- The life, the look, the grief are 

without permanence. The watch continues to tick where the story stops. 

CcWhat is Style?" 73) 

The sense that time continues past the end of the story is registered acutely in a-genre which 

accommodates brief; sharp, and highly selective exposure of the details of any character's 

life. 

"ViniS X," the f h t  story to be considerd from Home Tmths, appears under the 

section heading "Canadians Abroad" In this story it is 1952 and Lottie Benz has travelled 

nom her home of Winnipeg, Manitoba to Paris, France on a Royal Society scholarship. 

The purpose of her trip is to conduct field research on her sociology thesis, the topic of 

which deals with "the integration of minority groups without a loss of ethnic charactenstics" 

(1 78). The third-person narrator explains that Lottie "intended to profit 60x11 this winter of 

opportunities, and was grateful to her country for having provided it, but in no sense did she 



desire to change or begin a new life" (175). Her attitude, and specifically her unwillingness 

to adapt or to respond to her European environment, becornes a focus of the story. 

Another focus of the story preSentS itseIfin the form of Vera Rodna Vera attended 

hi& school with Lotiie in W d p e g  until such time as Vera "flunked out . . . and, on 

suspicion of pregnancy, [was] shipped abroad to an e d e  without glamour" in Paris (176). 

Vera had a baby girl whom she immediately gave up for adoption; she now continues to 

live Ï n  Paris, supportai by her family's hard-eanied money and their hopes that she will 

eventuiiy settle down to marry- Vera has heard h m  her parents that Lottie is in Paris and 

she takes it upon herself to contact her at her hotel. As the narrator reveals, Lottie is 

m m e d  to thînk that she and Vera would have any reason for seeing each other, distanced 

as they are h m  each other in her mind by differences in education and social 

circumstances: 'Zotttie accepted Vera's invitation, though there was no real reason for them 

to meet, Having been raised in the same city did not give them a common past- Attempting 

to impose a past, beginning with a meal in a restaurant, Vera would not establish herself as 

a fiend fiom home, if that was what she was m g  to do" (176). 

Despite her insistence that she and Vera have no co~ection between them, Lottie 

underestimates her own lonehess and neediness in a foreign environment and this 

dependency causes her to rely upon Vera while she is in Europe. While Vera is more 

exuberant and more cornfortable in her exile and with her peripatetic Iife than Lottie, she 

nonetheless prefers not to be done and she therefore makes herself available to Lottie as a 

travel cornpanion. At Veia's urging, she and Lottie travel to Katherine Mansfield's grave at 

Fontainebleau, they take an excursion to Colmar at Christmas tirne, and they ulhately 



travel together to Strasbourg where Lottie is to conduct the bulk of her research. 

The reference within 'Virus X' to Katherine Mansfield is intnguing in view of the 

fact that both Mansfield and Gdant have been seen, sometimes critically, as volmtary 

exiles. Mansfield's status as a New Zealand author seems in jeopardy to those who see her 

decision to live abroad in Europe as part of an effort to d i s o w n  or disavow her New Zealand 

herïtage. Interestingly, Gallant uses Mansfield in her fiction to deftly evoke the expatriate 

literary tradition. As mentioned, Lottie and Vera travel to Mansfield's grave at 

Fontainebleau to pay their respects to the author they studied in school and greatly admird 

However, Lottie reveals thaî Mansfield ' k a s  my favorite author MtilI specialized.. . Then, 

I'm sorry to say, 1 had to restrict my reading" (180). Vera confesses that her cornmitment to 

Mansfield was really rather superficial since it was the result of a crush on her English 

teacher, Miss Pink: 'Tt had led Vera to read this one writer when she never read anything 

else, or wanted to" (182)- Such statements suggest that Gdant is all too familia with the 

capricious tastes of readers with respect to various literary figures and traditions. 

1 find it interesting that Nice Munro also makes references to Katherine Mansfield 

in her writing, most recently in CCJakarta'7 fiom The Love of a Good Woman. In this 

context, the protagonists Kath and Sonje discuss the dynamic amongst the characters in 

Mansfield's "Prelude," For both Canadian authors, Mansfield clearly represents a standard 

of shoa story excellence. But she also stands as someone working within a settler-society 

literary tradition, and someone who had to respond to the expectations such a role places 

upon her artistic endeavours. For her part, Gallant indicates that her precarious position as 

an expatriate author, perched as she is between Canadian and European culture7 stimulates 



her creativity. Speaking of her early upbringing as having a double quality to it since she 

was bom into a Quebec, English househoId, but was placed within a French and Catholic 

school system, she suggests that she had "two systems of behavior," "two envïmnments to 

consider," and "two codes of social behaviof ' to contemplate (Selected xv). She speculates 

that, 'Somewhere in this duality may be the exact point of the begbhg of w~iting" 

(Selected xv). Her decision to live away h m  her birth coufltry as a .  adult creates another 

duality that, one might speculate, sustains her writing. Notably, 'Yinis X.' exposes not only 

dual, but multiple systems of behavior, various envimnments, and a plurality of codes of 

social behavior that Lottie and Vera must consider in their travels fiom Winnipeg to 

Europe. 

While Lottie feels weak and vulnerable throughout her stay in Europe, it is in 

Strasbourg that she contracts "Virus X," an epidemic of grippe that is sweeping through the 

continent The virus reçembles pneumonia with symptoms including coughing, the 

possession of a white pdor, and low blood pressure. In such a sickly state, Lottie's body 

becomes a physical index of her inability to cope in Europe. She herself makes plain the 

relationship between her poor healîh and her diminished ability to live in a foreign place on 

her own: "T am iid, and 1 have to do this thesis on my own. 1 have to choose my owa 

books and work with people I've never met before. I've never used a strange library . . . 

I've got this veiy low blood pressure" (198). Well into her stay, Lottie has done no work 

and her "thesis fis] a mess" (207). Thus when Lottie's Canadian boyfiiend, Kevin, travels 

unexpectedly fiom Zurich to Strasbourg on a press flight, she accepts his presence at her 

hotel as an invitation to retum home with hirn to Winnipeg. 



Besner reads this story "as an ironic or failed initiation" on Lottiers part in trying to 

set her North American innocence against a Ewopean backdrop of experience (128). 

Besner interpets her retum to Canada as being "in retreat b education, in retreat h m  an 

initiation into h is tov  (130). Strasbourg, which lies on the border between Germany and 

France, is a suitable place for scploring one's identity, one's relation to one's countqr, and 

one's relation to history because the place itseIfis so geographically and pofitically unfixed 

and unstable. But Strasbourg becornes the site where Lottie eschews uncertainty and 

change and decides to confonn to the d e  conventions of home, and the possibility of 

marrying Kevin. 

Lottie's r e m  to Canada &XI means thai her simple, conventional views about the 

world around her, and her uncritical use of stereotypes, remain unchallenged. Lottie's 

naivete is highlighted especiaily in those instances when she generaiizes about Canadians as 

if they constitute a homogenous entity. Drawing upon the distinction Gallant makes in the 

6?ntroduction" to the collection, one might say thai Loîtie possesses an abiding faith in 

nationalism without possessing a national sense of self. She is hopefüi, for example, that in 

a place like Paris where "Amerkans were said to be hated because of the Korean War'kshe 

can "put up a show for her own country, which was Canada" (174). Her idealism and 

patriotism are intenningled in statements like, "1 love my country, Ver% and even if I didn't 

1 wouldn't r u  it down" (184) and 'You can't be sort of Canadian" (190). Simplicity is also 

reflected in her uncomplicated modelling of the behaviour of minority groups in her 

research project. As part of her effort to explain her thesis to Vera, Lottie suggests that it is 

"'Like at home. . . . Thatfs the strength of Canada, that it hasn't been a melting pot. 



Evaybody lmows that The point is, Ihi talcing it as a good thing. . . . I'11 give you a simple 

example. Take the Poles.' Delicacy with regard to Vera's possible feelings prevented her 

saying Ulaainians. 'The Pola paint traditional Easter eggs. Right? They stop doing it in 

the States after one genefafion, two at most In Canada they never stop. Now do you see?"' 

(1 78). 

What the reader sees most clearly is the way Lotiiets imocence is contrasted against 

Vera's experience, experience which is suggesîed by Vera's ability to cupe with her 

unwanted pregnancy and to survive in Paris on her own, and by her decidedly non- 

academïc and non-romantic view of Europe and Canada. After telling Vera about her 

thesis, Lottie "felt she had sounded stupid, yet the idea, a favorite of Dr. Keller's, was not 

stupid at all. She h e w  it was a theory7 but she was taking it for granted that it could be 

applied. If it could not, let Vera prove it" (178). And this is an invitation which Vera 

implicitly takes up throughout the story, challenging and underminirig Lottie's- tendency to 

construct formulaïc ways of characterizhg whole groups of people- Vera begins by asking 

Lottie if she even knows what a minority is, commenting that "It was always nght to be 

what you are" (1 78). When Lottie cornes across evidence in a Strasbourg coffee shop that 

works against her thesis, Vera offers the most lucid way of interpreting i t  The problematic 

item is a tract, written in German, indicatïng that "a Separatist movement that seemed to 

have died had only been sleeping. Recent injustices had warmed it to life7' (194). Ever the 

conscientious student, Lottie acknowledges that ''if there are people here who don? want to 

belong to France, then my proposition doesn't hold water. The idea is, these people are 

supposed to be loyal but still keep their national charactenstics" (195). Vera insightfully 



counters that "It's your own fault for inventing something and then trying to stick people to 

it" (195). A little lata Vera asks Lottie if Dr. Keller is responsible for the way she thinks: 

"Why do you think one piece is ali of evaything?" she asks (197). Vera overtly challenges 

Lottie's theones and she consequently shows up the limitations of Lotfie's simplistic ideas 

about a Canadian national identix as weil as h a  assumptions about Ukrainians, girls who 

get pregnant, and other minority groups. 

httie's thesis and her own thinking are monolithic in their lack of an expansive and 

open view about what might coIlStitute an identity. She shows a fdure of insight inta the 

immense possibilities that an individual identity, a cultural one, a Canadian one, and a 

foreign one, can take on. But if Lottie's ideas seem reductive, the structural irony of the 

story refuses such simplicity and invites the knowing reader to contemplate a p l d t y  of 

issues which move beyond the easy categoxization of the social behaviour of individuals 

based on culture, ethnicity, or nationality- Championing individuality and diversity, the 

story thus examines the specific circumstances that conditioned both Lottie's and Vera's 

childhoods- In the 'Woduction" to the collection, Gallant wrïtes that the years of eady 

schoohg can 'provide our center of gravity, our initial view of the world, the seed of our 

sense of culture" (Home Tmths xv). In this story, the city of Winnipeg is the locus of such 

inf'iuence, the place where Lottie's and Vera's ideas about themeIves were fomied 

Winnipeg, as a single signifier, means something different to each girl, and the narrative 

reflects the different attitudes, and the different values and beliefs they see embedded in the 

place they call home. 

The narrator recounts some of the Winnipeg social history that Vera, the daughter of 



Ukrainian immigrants, is keenly interested in. In the area where Vera's mother grew up, 

wooden planks replaced sidewalks. As the nanator notes, there were no sidewaiks either in 

the g o d  part of town, on Wellington Crescent, "but for a different reasonY' (196). The 

explmation follows that 

#en llkainian children were taken across the city on digestive airings, 

after Sunday lunch, to look at Wellington Crescent houses-when their 

parents had at last lost the Old Country habit of congregating in public parks 

and leamed the New World custom of adminng the houses of people more 

fortunate than they were-the children, wondering at the absence of 

sidewalks, were told that people here had always had carriages and then 

motorcars and had never needed to w a k  (196) 

Having grown up with a sense of dinerence, and of being las privileged, Vera lets Lottie 

know that "1 always felt 1 had less right to be Cânadian than you, even though we've been 

there longer . . . I've never understood that coldness. 1 know you aren't English, but it's all 

the same" (210). As Lottie prepares to retum to Winnipeg with Kevin, she wonders 

whettia Vera will corne with them. But her sensitivity is acute enough to register that "if 

pers] had considered going home because Lottie was leaving, the voice fiom home saying 

'Ukarainian' had remindeci h a  of what the return would be. That was Vera's labyrinthe 

Lottie was on her way out" (214). 

But in fact Lottie has her own labyrinth and she has not escaped or found her way 

out of its tortuous arrangements. While Vera's memory of Winnipeg includes remembeMg 

its class-consciousness, its hierarchical amangement of ethnic groups, and its intolerance 



and alienation of young girls who get pregnant, Laie's experience of Wirmipeg also 

includes the pangs of discrimination. Lattie's father taught at the hÏgh school Lottie and 

attendeci. Vera remanbers him somewhat fondly, telhg Lottie that her M e r  'kas a 

h e  man" (179). The narrator ad* thaî 'Mr. Benz had been cailed Captain Hook by his 

pup& but there was a fûrther matter, which Vera did not mention-Captain von Hook. That 

was an old warîime joke. You would have thought the mean baclcwash of war muid never 

have reached them there, in the middle of another counw' (179). Indeed a backwash of the 

war does reach ML Benz in thaî we are told th& as a Gennan, he is preventd h m  being 

promoted to principal of his school: "after 1939 his career was blocked" (191). When 

Lottie first sees German landscape while walking about Kayserberg on one of her 

excursions with Vera, she contemplates th& 'this was the place she loathed and craved, and 

never mentioned. It was the place where her mother and fkther had been bom, and which 

they seerned unable to imagine, forgive, or describe'' (1 95). 

Lottie's confiised attraction and repulsion towards her German heritage provides a 

context in which to undersiand her patriotism and her whole-hearted belief in a singular 

Canadian identity. She sublimates her German heritage, and thereby suppresses her 

inherent sense of  shame and insecurity about being Geman, by stressing that she is in every 

sense Canadian. The letters Lottie composes in her head reveal that she is capable of self- 

reflection, thoughtfihess, and even creativity. But just as she never commits her rnusings 

to paper, she wilfully limits her mind fiom exploring certain subjects and as a result she 

mostly avoids co&onting the question of who she is, how she conceives her own identity, 

and how she connects to others, Her initial refiisal to even set foot on Gennan soil creates 



the expectaîion that when she does fïnaUy cross the German border at a little town calleci 

Appenwekr, it should be a mornentous occasion, even an epiphanic one. But it is neither. 

As the narrator explains, despite the potenia1 symbolism of the act, Luttie does not pass a 

threshold so much as reach another impasse: "If that was Germany, there was nothing to 

wait for, expect, or r e m  to. She had not crossed a hntier but corne up to another Iunit" 

(215). This description of Germany as a vacuous space hints at the malaise that Gemany 

SUffered 60m afkr WWII. But it also coments upon the Mty of Lottie's identity and her 

pmpensity to put up protective b k e r s  betwem herseIf and foreign places, people, and 

thiags. Whai Lottie judges Vera's life to be %ad" because of her effectuai exile to Europe, 

Vera makes it clear that it is not appropriate for bttie to condescend to her in this way: 

"'You feeling sorry for me?"' Vera asks incredulously (194). 

The themes of isolation and exile pervade this story. Vera lives in exile in Europe, 

and even when she lived in Winnipeg, she was ostracized and dienateci at her high school 

because of her social circurizstaflces. Moreover, as the daughter of Uaahian parents, she 

occupies a precarious space between being Canadian and European, and she is keenly aware 

of a social hierarchy that exists within the Winnipeg ixnmigrant communiîy: to be English is 

to have a privileged statu, and to be Gaman is to be better off than it is to be M a n .  

As a resuit of these dynamics, Vera feels margulalized everywhere she goes. Lottie also 

feels conspicuous in Winnipeg because of her Geman background, yet because she insists 

on her rightfül Canadian identity, she ironically feels totally foreign on French and German 

soi1 as well. Lottie retums to Canada not so much by choice but in default of her inability 

to thrive in Europe, and Vera remains in Europe seemingly as orphaned as the child she 



herseIf gave up for adoption, The narrative stresses the idea that there is not a single 

national, cultural, or social movernent or environment that can accommodate the vagees of 

individual identity. Equally important, ''Virus X" also suggests that the Canadian identity is 

embryonic. That something akïn to a Canadian consciousness is at a very Ndimentaq 

stage of development is suggested by the f c t  that Vera and Lottie, as Canadians, represent 

the mssover of cultures from Europe, and a cm-mingling of identities. Iodeed, the story 

highlights the feafity of a fairly recent wave of immigration nom Europe to Winnipeg. In 

her intimation of the clifferences between a New World (Canadian) and an OId World 

(Empean) sensi'bility, Gallant thus occupies thematic ground similar to that exp10red by 

David Malouf, 

John Moss sees patterns of isolation m English Canadian fiction as one of its 

'6dïstinguishing characteristics" (7). Speaking of the novel spec~cally, Moss considers that 

many "exhibit a profound fascination with the implications of exile. This might be 

expected in a country whose population, with the exception of its native peoples, has corne 

h m  abroad within the last few generations" (8). He suggests that patterns of exile 

onginate "in the eXpenence of two societies being held simultaneously, in connicf within a 

single consciousness. One will be acrual and the other maintainecl with the distortions of 

memory" (12). Moss h d s  that patterns of isolation in literature ultimately "reflect the 

progrws of the Canadian imagination towards a positive identity" (7). It is significant that, 

in this regard, Gallant's story does not fit within Moss' fomialist designs. That is, in 'Vinis 

X," the thematic focus on Lottie and Vera's forms of exile does not reflect a clear, linear 

progression towards a ''positive identity." In fact, the story ends on an open note with a 



p a s q e  that resonates with uncertaiLlty and ambiguity about the direction Lottie will take 

fkom this point forward. 

Mer composing a sketch in hm mind of the çtreet scene below her hotel window, 

Lottie wnsiders that 'This could not be a Ietter to Kevin. . . , It was not a letter to anyone. 

There was no sense to what she was doing. She would never do it again. That was the h t  

of many chmges'' (216). Despite the clarity and conviction of the language, the reader is 

not sure what exactly Lottie will never do again (compose? create? travel abroad?) or what 

changes she d l  make in her lSe once she retums to Winnipeg. In facf it is qr i s ing  that 

the nairator refers to changes at al1 given that Lotae retums to Winnipeg in part to assume 

both a traditional and a predictable Mee What movement she was making towards 

something different for her life has now been stallecl- 

The story raises questions about identity and place, including inquiring whether 

there is such a thùlg as a rigid Canadian identity, whether Lottie can confidently theorize 

about the patterns and behavior of groups of  people, Canadians or others, whether 

Canadians d e r  from a kind of uncertainty about their identity as Lottie and Vera do, and 

whether this d e t y  is tnily exacerbated when they travel to places like Europe with a long 

and established history. The title, ''Virus X," suggests that Lottie's anxiety about her 

identity may be considerd a generic trait, a kind of Canadian malaise. Notably, the 

narrator is non-committal in texms of answering the very questions that the story raises. 

Moreover, the narrator is fiequently ironic and this creates additional instability and 

uncertainty within the narrative. How are we to interpret the tone? Lome seems foolish 

when she speaks about Canadians as some collective group. Does this mean that the reader 



wouid be foolish to think that the story makes some kind of staternent about Canadians 

abroad? About Canadians' uncertainty surrounding their sense of who they are? The story 

certainly invites speculation on such subjects, but its inherent irony creates distrust about 

investing too much meaning into any kind of gmeralization. 

'Tn the TunneI," mother story h m  the "Canadians Abroad" section of the 

collection, provides a brïef and partial glimpse of the main character at a particdar time in 

her life. There is very Little information given about the edges of Sarah Holmes' me, either 

fkom her past or about her future, and because of this, the story focuses on the imrnediate, 

present moment. Sarah Holmes is characterized much Iike Lottie Benz in that she is a 

sociology student who traveis to Europe, and Grenoble specifically, as part of her studies. If 

Lottie has Dr. Keller as her thesis advisor, Sarah bas an quivalent in Professor Downcast, 

with whom she pumies 'Urban and Regional Studies of the Less Pnvileged in British 

Columbia" The notably negative connotations thai corne h m  the names of both 

professors-Downcast and Keller-is a clue to Gdant's dismissal of their brands of 

sociology as credible pwuits. Moreover, Professor Downcast's professionalism in general 

seems to be in question given that Sarah has been sent to Europe by h a  father to get her 

away fiom him. Sarah, for her part, does not stay long in Grenoble. She finds the Alps 

"shabby, the culturai atmosphere in France was morbid and stiauig," so she disobeys her 

father, abandons her shidies, catches a bus and relocates to the Mediterranean (73). 

Sarah's mother has died and her relations with her father are strained. She sen& her 

father a letter kom the Mediterraneanean4'a letter of reproach, of abuse, of cold reason, and 

also of apology-the postmark was bound to be a shock. She then began waiting round 



American Express for an answer. She was hoping it would be a cable saying 'Corne on 

home"' (73). But in the letter Sarah's father evenually does write, he tries to impart some 

reasonable advice to her about staying clear of undesirable men. Naturalfy Sarah 

immediately takes up with someone her father would not approve of: Roy Cooper is a 

retired p&n inspecter who spent his car- in an Asian colony and now resides near Nice, 

largely occupied with the business of sectuhg the wrnpany of younger women. Roy is 

about twice Sarah's age and within days of their meetmg. he asks her to corne spend the rat  

of her hotiday with him in the place he rents up behind the city. The narrator reflects that, 

'Vntil now this was her most important decision, for it supposed a way of living, a style. 

She refiected on how no girl she lmew had ever done quite this; and on what her father 

wodd Say. He might not hear of it; at least not nght away.' (77). 

Roy rents his cottage fkom an expatriate English couple named the Reeves and 

Sarah has to leam to get along with îhem as well as with Roy. Things go weli in the 

relationship d l  the day Sarah sprains her ankle while hanging Roy's washing on the 

clothes line. Roy is entirely unsympathetic and he eventuaIly reveals that he strongly 

dislikes it when people d e r  fÎom afflictions, including illnesses and sprained ankles. His 

intolerance, the story implies, comes fkom his training to keep order and discipline within 

the Empire. Sarah's disability creates tension between them and in time she recognizes that 

she should leave Roy and the whole situation. 

Narrated in the past tense by the third-person narrator, this is a kind of coming of 

age story. Sarah's stay with Roy "in the tunnel" begins as an act of rebellion against her 

father, but it develops into an opportunity for her to learn how to cope with and adapt to 



other people, and frnally ends with a realization about herseE The Reeves are not subtle 

about how they assess outsiders and as a result Sarah quickly becomes aware of their 

attitude towards her: 'Who was she? Sarah Hoimes, a little transatlantic pickup, a student 

slumming round for the ~urnmer? What had she studied?" (82)- But just as the Reeves try 

to place Sarah, Sarah tries to place the Reeves- Relying on her background in sociology, 

she transfomis the Reeves into a real-Me case study of the behaviour of expatriates: "She 

decided to record the trivia first-how visitors of any sort were a caîastrophe, how a message 

h m  old fiends staying at Nice brought w- Reeve] back fiom the telephone warïng the 

look of someone whose deepest feelings have been raked ovei' (85). 

'Tu the TmeS7 offers a glimpse of Sarah's odd experience on the Mediterranean 

with these bizarre British expatriates. Amidst details of their strange activities and habits, 

the one clear thing that emerges is the sense that Sarah does not belong with the group: she 

is an outsider. It is suggested to hm by Mrs. Reeve's niece that she is out of her depth with 

Roy, and that she is too young for him. But another strain of the narrative implies that she 

does not fit in simply because she is Canadian. The rÿmator notes that "She was not Sarah 

now but a prisoner irnpaled on a foreign language, seeing bright, light, foreign e y a  offering 

something nobody wanted-death" (98). The narrator does not amplify or elaboraie on this 

idea, but the multiple references to the Reeves and Roy's British background heightens the 

awareness that cultural identity does matter. Indeed, the narrator presents a harsh view of 

the English expatriates: being English means being totally immersed in a tunnel of British 

habits, tendencies, and customs. The Reeves dote on their two dogs, and make a huge fuss 

over a "good old £iy up" in their black pan brought fiom England Their proclivities, 



incIuding criticking the Mediterranean because it has no tides, and reviewing their 

obsession with Labour governrnent, seem decidedly British, and decidedly myopic. They 

are unable to adapt to or embrace their present, European, mundings .  But the story begs 

another question, which is whether being Canadian means being tunnel-like as welL How 

are we to judge Sarah, who, for all her animosity towards the Reeves, is as intolerant of 

them as they are of her, and wants nothing more than to go home to Canada and to her 

fatfrer? Are we to understand her desire to retuni home as a sign of Canadians' intoIerance, 

inflexibility, and closed-mindedness? 

Gallant provides a brief sketch of Sarah's He at this juncture. In thk instance, as in 

so many cases with the other short story writers considered in this thesis, the qualities 

associated with the short story genre help to reiterate and reinforce the thematic çtrains of 

the narrative. Sarah's isolation and loneliness during her stay in the south of France are 

intensifiai by the fact that the reader o d y  has access to her for such a short t h e ,  and that 

the exposure of her during this time is only partial. Sarah remains distant and aloof and she 

therefore seems al1 the more done. Moreover, the narrator does not issue any authontative 

statement about Sarah The reader may wonder whether this story about a young Canadian 

girl's stay with British expatriates is as much a comment upon Canadians in exile as it 

seems to be upon the British in exile, upon the dynafnics between the sexes, or upon the 

relationship between fathers and daughters. The ambiguity surrounding the main theme of 

"In the Tunnel" corresponds to, and thus heightens, the awareness of Sarah's confusion 

about her experïence wiîh Roy, her stay in Europe, her relationship with her father, and her 

relations with men, Sarah does not h o w  to whom and to what she connects and her 



uncertainty is reflected by the narrative's refusal to attach itselfto a single, dominant theme. 

A trademark of this and other stories in the collection lies in Galiant's willingness to 

put f o m d  ideas about identity, place, and dienation without thorough discussion or 

resoiutïon of them. The resuit is that the reader remains uncertain and perplexed about the 

vexy status of the narrative. Kulyk Keefer writes about Gallant's use of evasive or 

indifferent narrators and she confimis my sense that readers will find it difficult to form 

"easy, conventional responses" to the fictional situations they encounter precisely because 

the narrator can be so ambivalent, and so non-committal, in his or her own response (42). 

Kdyk Keefer nghtly differentiates between Gallant's indifferent naRafors and those of 

Alice M m ,  pointing out that in "Alice Murno's fiction we have the consoling sense that 

the narrators somehow implicate thanselva in the judgements they make of those 

characteristic hwnan traits, smaUness and ignorance, and in the comrnon experience of 

failure, betrayal, loss" (42). 

Like 'Virus X' and "In the Tunnel," "The Ice Wagon GoÏng Down the Street" is 

one of the "Canadian Abroad" stories, Here again, Gallant places responsibility upon the 

reader to consider what kind of people her characters are, and what kind of story this is. 

The Canadian in question is Peter Frazier, joined by his British wife Sheilah. They are a 

couple who seek a more glamorous and prestïgious Life than the one îhey can cultivate in 

Canada, Consequently, they move to Paris and then to Geneva so Peter c m  look for 

international work But what Peter and Sheilah really specialize in is a wilfùl denial of 

reality. They like to think of themselves as members of an elite, leisure class, except that 

they have neither the pedigree nor the money to support their desired lifestyle. Peter's 



Swttish father spent his money freely such that "Teter and bis sister and his cousins lived 

on the remains. They were left the rinds of incorne, of notions, and the mernones of ideas 

rather than ideas intact7* (1 14). Sheilah's childhood in Livapool was evm less noteworthy: 

she describes it as being "'rat poor" (113). Peter's r e m  to take his pwr job or his 

mounting debt too seriously is part of a credo he inherited from his Mer: 'Xe rernember. 

his father saying, 'Nothing can touch us,' and Peter believed it and stiU does" (1 14). Thus 

'ne peter] had a manner of s t r o h g  to work as  if his office were a pastirne, and his real We 

a secret so splendid he codd &are it with no one except himself' (1 15). 

Peter is annoyed to amive at work one moming and find that he has a new office- 

mate, someone who will supervise his low pducîivity. His pnde is piqued when he 

realizes that this woman has been assigned to the larger of the two desks- He sums her up 

She was a Norwegian fiom a small town in Saskatchewan. He supposed 

they had been put together because they were Canadians; but they were as 

strange to each other as if 'CIuianian' rneant any number of things, or had no 

real rneaning- Soon &er Agnes Brusen came to the office she hung her 

h e d  University degree on the wall. It was one of the gritty, pndeful 

gestures that stand for push, toil, and famiy sacrifice. He thought, then, that 

she must be one of a family of immigrants for whom education is 

everything. (1 15) 

Agnes is quiet, serious, unobtmive, and hard-workulg. The defining traits of her 

penonality corne in the facts that she owns hvo plain outfits, does not drink or smoke, 



brings a Bible to worlg and seems completely uninteresteci in gaining acceptance into any 

social group. Peter thinks of her as a small brown mole (1 16). But the narrator reports that 

Peter's "social compas was out of order because the others couldn't tell Agnes and Peter 

apart. There was a world of ciifference between them . . ." (116). And Peter's social 

compas, as well as Sheilah's, becornes completely disoriented when Agnes reveals that she 

is on the Burleighs' =est l i s  

In Peter and Shdah's world, one which focuses on social A lists, the Burleighs 

represent the pinnacle of success. Mike Burleigh, an old quaintance of Peter's, maxried 

an heiress; moreover, the Burleighs entertain fi-equently and the subjed of who makes it on 

their guest lists is one of supreme importance to Peter and Sheilah: ''The Burleighs had two 

guest lists. The first was wmposed of people they felt obliged to entertain, while the 

second was made up of their real fiends" (1 12). Whereas the Frazïers initially get included 

in the fust guest kt, in tune they fd out of favour with the Burleighs and-cease to be 

Ïnvited to their weeknd fiinctions at ail. Peter figures out that the fiendship soured after 

Sheilah charged a skirt at a dressmaker's to Madge Burleighs' account- Madge had told her 

to do so, then changed her mind The narrator notes, Toor Sheiiah! She was new to this 

part of it-to the changing humors of independent fÎiends'' (123). Given the Burleighs' 

status, Peter and Sheilah are mysttified as to their quaintance with Agnes. They wonder 

how they came to meet her, and what they see in her. Despite their mystification, the reader 

sees that Peter, Sheilah, and Agnes are all outsiders, and that they are all three in some ways 

unable to abide by the social rules demanding money, pedigree, lmowledge of social 

protocol and customs, demanded by their circumstances. 



At Mardi Gras, the Burleighs give their annual party and they invite everybody 

including "the damned and the dropped" (123). The Fraziers are ecstatic to be included in 

the gathering. As the nanator notes, '4Like many of the guests they expected to meet at the 

party, they had been disgraced, forgotten, and rehabilitated" (123). WhiIe Sheilah circulates 

and works the crowd like a master, intent on ûying to secure Peter his next job, Peter feels 

less at ease *th the false pretenses. Just when he realizes that he has no one to talk to, he 

spots Agnes. She is "gasping for Me." Unaccustomed to drinking alcohol Agnes bas 

unwittingly becorne drunk; the host, Madge BurIeigh, asks Peter to take Agnes home. 

Agnes is not her usually conttroiied self. She is sick outside h m  the alcohol, and 

when Peter and she arrive at her flaf, she is ~11cbaracteriically takative and notably 

reflective of h a  childhood in Saskatchewan. She tells Peter that, "In our house we didn't 

smoke or drink. My mother was ambitious for me, more than for Hany and the offiers" 

(128). She also sdmits that "I've never been alone before. When 1 was a kid 1 would get 

up in the summer before the others, and I'd see the ice wagon going down the street. I'm 

done now" (128). Back at work the following Monday, Agnes still feels ernbarrassed about 

her conduct and especiaily about having to rely on Peter. But she is also much more open 

and so she bluntly reveals to Peter her disgust about the way the people she strove to 

emulate, like those at the party, actually behave: "AU my Me 1 heard, Educated people 

don't do this, educated people don? do that. And now I'm here, and you're al1 educated 

people, and you're nothhg but pigs" (132). That day, she and Peter have an engaging and 

meaningfid conversation about a broad range of topics-death, ambition, religion, love: 

"They were both Canadian, so they had this much together-the knowledge of the little you 



date admit7' (133)- 

Shortly thereafler, Peter and Sheilah relocate to Ceylon. And h m  there they 

continualiy move around They are never settled or satisfied, but always waiting for 

something betteq more glamorous, and more excitïng to corne into their lives. The narrator 

teus us that while Sheilah would not remember Agnes at this point in her Me, Peter thinlcs 

of her ofien and that he wonders what she went on to do. He also t h k s  of her chi~dhood 

memory of watching the ice wagon going down the street This image is central to the 

stoxy. We are hitially invited to read it as a symhl of Agnes7 childhood innocence, her 

connection with the world, and as an expression of her hopes, and of her dreams. But 

Peter's attachent to the image suggests bis ability to recognize himself in it as weli. Peter 

never tells his wife about his mernories of Agnes and their conversation that one day, but 

the reader understands that the nature and depth of thek discussion inform the way we are to 

kterpret Peter7s character. Indeed, in a concentrated narrative, the repetition of any single 

image signifies its importance. In I n s  case, the single image provides a standard of 

innocence, purity, honesty, and isolation h m  which to judge Peter and Sheilah's contrived 

and tired life. Peter feels as alone as an adult as Agnes did that morning as a child. Peter7s 

sensitive response to the image also indicates that he is weU aware that the life he and 

Sheilah cultivate for themselves is a long way fiom anything meaaingfÛ1, real, or humble. 

He recognizes that he is a long way fiom his roots and it is understood that Sheilah does not 

possess this kind of self-awareness. 

There is a second image that recurs throughout the story and this is the reference to a 

dress Sheilah owns: ''We have the Balenciaga," Peter and Sheilah repeatedly Say to each 



other, referring to a European designed dress (134). The narrator explains that Peter and 

Sheilah are back where they started: Peter is once again looking for a job, and Sheilah is 

once again contemplating which climate she would prefer to live in, and a l l  the while they 

are staying with their two children at Peter7s sister's apartment- Despite the obvious 

desperation and inçtability of h i .  Lives, the narrator suggests that 

It is wrong to say they have nothing to show for time. Sheilah has the 

Balenciaga It is a black aftemoon dress, stiE and boned at the waist; long 

for the fashions of now, but neither Sheifah nor Peter would change a thread. 

The Balenciaga is their talisman, their treasure; and after they remember it 

they touch han& and think that the years are not b e b d  them but hazy and 

rnarvelous and still to be lived, (108-109) 

What h d  of talisman is a dress? How can a dress be sustainhg in diffïcult hmes? In this 

story there is Little narrative description about Peter and Sheilah, Instead, two images-the 

dress and Agnes' vision of the ice wagon going down the street-fkme the story and 

suggest the values, beliefh, and mords of the three main characters. 

The ending issues an invitation to re-read the story with the importance of these 

syrnbols in mind. Peter ruminates: "Sheilah is here, it is a true Sunday moming, with its 

dimness and headache and remorse and regrets, and this is Me" (134). He then considers, 

"Let Agnes have the start of the day. Let Agnes thuik it was invented for her. Who wants 

to be alone in the universe? No, begin at the beginning: Peter lost Agnes. m e s  says to 

herself somewhere, Peter is lost" (134). In this story, the image of the ice wagon provides 

the key to interpreting Peter's attitude towards his own life, and his attitude towards Agnes. 



The story's concentrated and close narrative structure maices way for the additional image 

of the dress to resonate throughout the stoqr, and to comment on the wnnection between 

Peter and Sheilah. People with whom they work think Peta and Agnes are alike because 

they are Canadian. The story irnplies that the real connections between them corne in the 

fomi of smder, more personal statements of belief, of mernories, and of vision. And yet 

the story also equivocates on this point because it also implies that this cormection, although 

based upon somethkg intimate9 is also undeniably linked to their shared canadian 

SensibiIity, a sasibilïty tàat also makes Peter attracted to the glamour, the mystique, and the 

promise that the Balenciaga symbolizes. Gallant's spare use of two images upon which to 

hinge so much of the meaning of the story means ttiat there is a lot of ambiguity 

surmunduig the question of who Peter k, and who Agnes and Sheilah are. 

Before moving to Park where she committed herself to her creative writing, Gallant 

worked as a joumalist in Montreal. The stories in Home Tniths suggest a - jounialists' 

senn'bility and orientation towards depicting a particuiar moment in h e ,  documenting a 

scene, and chronicling a culturai moment And the content of the stories is equaily like 

some joumalisrn in that it is orienteci towards detailing how a c o u n t ~ ~  and its citizens' 

preoccupations develop, change, and grow throligbout the decades. One Cntic has observed 

that Gallant uçed decades as an ordering principle in her SeIected Stories and that her 

decision to do so implies that she sees herself as an observer of societies in evolution 

(Tausky). In "An Introduction" to Home Truîhs, Gallant instmcts that one story, 

"Saturday," "[llike every story in this collection . . . needs to be read against its own &ne7' 

(xviii), a staternent which supports the sense that grasping the setthgs of her stones-the 



time, and place in which they occur-is critical to understanding them. In the story "With a 

Capital T," the character Linnet describes her job as a joumalist working for the Montreal 

paper, The Lantem- As a twenty-one year old apprentice, she is to write the text that 

accompanies the paper's photographs. Her appmach is simple-Tou just repeat what the 

picture has told you . . ." (Home 3 18). But the story makes clear that there is in fact a great 

deal of choice, subjectivity, and latitude involved in the task The implicit dilemma is one 

of finding the words to encapsulate, or to evoke, a particular scene. In this way Linnet's job 

offas a metaphor for the author's task of crafting the nanative to connote a picture of 

Canadian society at a particular moment In each story, Gallant provides a snapshot of 

issues, themes, and incidents that relate to a particular t h e  in Canada's cultura! 

development. 

In "Thank You for the Lovely Tea," fiom the "'At Home" section of the collection, 

Gallant examines the d e s  and values that govem the culture of a girls' private boarding 

school. This story focuses on a young girl, Ruth, and the visit paid to her at her school by 

her Mer's soon-to-be-second-de, Mrs. HoUand. Feeling vindictive and sensing sbe has 

the upper hand in the situation, Ruth musters all of her powers to make the event of tea with 

Mrs. Holiand an uncornfortable and stressful occasion for the prospective step-mother. She 

succeeds. But the story is not simply about a young girl and her fiiture step-mother. The 

narrative is overlaid with references to Canada's sta- as a colony, and the references 

accumulate to suggest the difficulties for someone like Mrs, Holland of entering an 

atmosphere as closed, as stifled, and as Limited as the provincial society that Ruth's whole 

private school world represents. 



The story begins with a reference to the fact that it is the twenty-fourth of May, 

some thirty years &er the death of Queen Victoria, and to the fact that the day is still 

dedicated to the late Queen's birthday. In addition, the third person nanator points out that 

a photograph of the iate King hangs over the blackboard in Ruth's school: "He had died 

that year, and so had Kipling (aithough far less fùss was made about h), and the girls had 

to get used to calling Kipling 'our late beloved pe t '  and the Prince of Wales 'King 

Edward"' (Home 3). The pervasiveness of ali îhings British m this story-references to 

British b g s ,  queens, poets, and the British architecture of the school-fie withïn the 

context of Canada's close ties to Britain around 1936. But the references also sharpen the 

focus on those elements that are foreign, both Iiterally and metaphoridy s a  Mrs. 

Holland, for instance, not only lacks the authority that being pper ly  married to Ruth's 

father would confer, but she also la& a certain deconun in her rnanner and dress that is 

expected of her. Seeing her corne up the wak to the school, Ruth hmhly assesses that, 

"She was emotion al.... Emotion meant 'being American'; it meant placing yourself 

m e d  in the han& of the enemy. Emotion meant not getting one's lipstick on straight, a 

marcel wave coming apart in wild strands. It accounted for Mrs. Holland's anxious blue 

eyes, for the button missing on a blouse, the odds and ends forever falling out of purse or 

pocket" (3). Even the headmistress treats Mrs. Holland according to a procedure reserved 

for fiends of students, instead of parents. She is Sorded, in other words, a different statu, 

and a lesser one at that. But Mrs. HolIand is not the only figure who fin& it difficult to fit 

in to tbis culture. Ruth's school fnend, Helen, also suffêrs firom feeling isolated; in hm 

case, she feels different fkom the other girls at school because she cornes fiom neither a 



wealthy home, nor an intel lecd one. Xndeed, Helen knows that with seven people in her 

household, she is marked as being part of an inferior underclass to the likes of Ruth, who is 

an only child to a divorced, yet wealthyy m e r .  Helen's wish, that she ' kas  to Wear this 

[school] uniforni as long as she couid, to stay on at the school forever" expresses her desire 

to blend in with others, to avoid notice, and to avoid change (12). 

Change, or the lack thereof; is a key theme in this story. The new headmistress of 

the school, fiesh h m  England, is eager to make certain alterations to school procedure and 

to the curriculum. She claims only to be 'brogress-minded" (4), but the girls fear ha. The 

narrator indicates that they were "shocked" (4) when King George V's picture was replaced 

by a picture of the Prince of Wdes. FurthexmoreY they are tembly disturbed that an 

adjustment to the Iength of their tunics is to be implemented, As the narrator observes, 

YModernism met with mulish and unaccountable mistance. Who would have believed that 

young giris, children of a New World, would so obstinately defend tradition? Modernism, 

broadmindedness foundered" (6). 

But the stov exposes the fact that this New World that the girls inhabit in Canada is 

sterile in tenns of its culture. Ruth's cdous treatment of Mrs. Hoiland and Helen cornes 

fiom the satisfaction and the confidence that she derives fiom the size of her father's home, 

his economic statu, and the rather privileged place she assumes withui the culture of the 

private school precisely because of her father's wealth. Her outlook is provincial and 

llmited, but so too are the d e s  and values enshrined by the other girls at the school. In this 

way, Gallant depicts the ïntolerance and rigidity that the insular nature of Canadian culture 

can engender. Mrs. Holland and Helen can be aligned with Vera and Lottie in that none of 



them fit within the narrow definition of culture, nor the narrow swpe of acceptable 

behaviour that is presented to them by this provincial society in the New World 

If "ThThank you for the Lovely Tea" highlights Gallant's ability to present a carefully 

obswed socid world, "Up North," k m  the "At Home" section of Home Truths, dso 

reflects the attitudes and circu~ll~fances of a particular time in Canadian history, though with 

a very different b e l  of society as its subject. This sbry is set in Canada a year and a haLf 

d e r  the end of W.W. II, and focuses on a '2imey" war bride who bas recently b v e d  in 

Canada with her son to reunite with her Canadian husband, the fatiier of her child. As a 

soldier, the husband retumed to Canada right &er the war, but the wife had to wait her tum 

to make her voyage, finally coming to Canada by ship with "over a thousand war brides" on 

it (Home 52). The husband is thus desm'bed by the namûor as "this mythical, towering, 

half-rernembered figure" (50); the young son, Dennis, "hardly knows him" (52). 

As the woman and child travel by train north of Montreal for this family reunion, 

they meet Roy McLauphlin. McLaughtin is an engineer who works in the northland, and as 

such he is dl too familiar with the kind of Mestyle that the young bride will have to adapt 

to- He understands immediately that her husband "fell into the vast pool of casuai labor, 

drifters," and thai his ski& that of dnving bulldozers for the various campaaies which 

operate around the northern parts, places him at the bottom of the social hierarchy in the 

Canadian north land (52). McLaughlin also thinks he knows sometbing about the father's 

identity. Noting the young boy's black hair and blue eyes, he considers: "The hair was 

coarse, straight, rather dull; Indian haif' (52). Hearing that the father's name is Donald 

Carneron, McLaughlin reasons that "That meant nothing, still; McLaughlin had worked in a 



place on James Bay where the Indians were narned McDonald and Ogilvie and had an 

unconquered strain of blue eyes" (52). When McLauphlin ûies to get some reaction out of 

the mother by mentionhg Indians, she concedes nothiag- She does, however, admit that the 

landscape she takes in ftom the train window, in its bareness, is not proper country. Her son 

flatly admits that he does not like Canada and that he wishes to go home- 

M c L a u w  helps the mother and son get d o m  fiom the train at their stop, and as 

he does he t e k  the young boy not to worry his mother by t a b g  nonsense and by making 

up stones. He tells him, 'You'lI be seeing plenty of everything now" (55). What this story 

allows the reader to see is a glimpse of a time in Canada when war brides were coming over 

fiom England to face an unknown fiture with husbands they bardy knew. McLaughh 

knows much more about the woman's husband, and about the kùid of harsh and peripatetic 

life she is going to have, than she does- And he knows much more about the kind of 

hamIships and difliculties the young boy will face than he himself can imagine. The story is 

a short one at seven pages, and yet the story manages to elucidate the same themes and 

issues that recur in Gallant's longer stories. The narrator does not Say so, but McLaughlui's 

reaction to the English bride's plight signifies that there is no place for her in the 

uncultivated, raw, and male-domuiated landscape of Canada's north. From his perspective, 

it is clear that she is setting out for a life which has no room for her because of gender, 

social, and econornic considerations. Like so many of GaIIant's characters, the woman and 

her son will be unable to integrate themselves in thek new culture. 

With an implicit focus on the Canadian consciousness as opposed to a focus on the 

consciousness of any one character, Gallant's wrïting provides an interesting contrasr to 



Alice Mumo's work. In my estimation, Munro pursues the question of what constitutes a 

life, and she applies this question to the lives of individual characters, focusing on the small 

elements, rituals, and habits thaî become part of the fabric of her chamcters' existence. The 

Lives she examines are undeniably Canadian ones, yet her stories complicaîe such a .  

assessment because Munro builds layers, texture, and multiple structures into her stories, 

such that she writes around and through the lives she depicts. Her writing creates the 

impression that there is no single, defintive life, Canadian or otherwise, but rather a 

multiplicity of diverse lives, conditioned by different circumstances. Moreover, as she 

ernphasues the openness and ambiguity surromding narrative questions concemuig 

i d e n m g  a real Me, she a h  highlights the open quitlities associatecl with the short story 

form itself. 

Gallant continually asks the reader to judge whether her charactes fiinction soleIy 

as individuals, or whether they stand, in some way, as representative Canadians. Similarly, 

she asks- readers to detennine whether certain scenes are simply neutrai, or typically 

Canadian. Tone is critical in a Gailant story and in this regard many of her narratives place 

greater interest in the narrator's point of view and tone of voice than with any individual 

character. Gallant's stories, like Munro's, ernphasize openness and ambiguity, but they do 

su because they typically offer such brief and sharp descriptions of a scene, and the reader is 

constantly confronted with the task of sorting out the meaning and s imcance of the 

material presented. O'Neill quotes Wolfgang Iser to make the point that "No tale c m  be 

told in its entirety. hdeed it is only through inevitable omissions that a story will gain its 

dynamism. Thus whenever the flow is intermpted and we are led off in unexpected 



directions, the opportuniîy is given to us to bring into play our own faculty for establishing 

comections-for fïlling in gaps left by the text itself" (qtb in O'Neill 19). 

The final section of Home Tmths chnicles the M e  and recollections of Luinet 

Muir in a sequence of six related stories; some d c s  consider the Linnet Muir stories to be 

Gallant's "finest creation7" (Kuiyk Keefer 75; see Besner 13 1). The fkst story, entitled "In 

Youth is P l m e , "  establishes the style and tone of the main character- Speaking in the f%st 

person, Lï.n.net is direct and firank in recallùlg mernories of her childhood with her parents in 

Montreai. Liunet explains that she was bom in Montreal and lived tbere u t i l  the age of ten 

when she moved h t  to an Ontario city, and then to New York City, where she went to 

school. Her father's death during her arly cbildhood and her subsequently strained 

relations with her mother tirmed her life into a ''helpless migration7' (Home 219). Linnet 

returns to Montreal at some point during the tirne M e  of the Second World War at the age 

of eighteen, and the story chrunicles her impressions, thoughts, and recollected -memones of 

the city, the differences between Americans and Canadians, and the general climate of the 

tirne. 

Linnet points out that "Tn those days there was aimost no such thing as a 'Canadian.' 

You were Canadian-bom, and a British subject, too, and you had a third label with no 

consula- reality. . . . In Canada you were also whatever your father happened to be, which in 

my case was English" (220). Having lived in New York City, L h e t  makes cornparisons 

between Canada and America. As her train crosses the border, she notes that she "expected 

to sense at once an air of calm and grit and dedication, but the only changes were ftom 

prosperous to shabby, fiom painted to unpainted, fmom smiling to do&' (222). There are 



ciifferences between the people as well; Ameicans, Linnet observes, are more open and 

more emotionaIiy available than Canadians. The k t  time she had ever heard people 

Iaughing out Ioud in a cinema was in New York; she was fourteen and until then, she had 

never heard 'people expressing their feelings in a public place" (227). Considering the 

Americans, she wonders, "What were these new people? Were they 50% too easily got at? . 

. . . Were they, as Canadian opinion had it, vulgar? Perhaps the notion of vulgarity came 

out of some incapacity on the part of the refined" (227). Linnet establishes that her 

exposure to Arnericans has given her a greater understanding of the different modes of 

behavior that people can fd into, and the different cultures that can develop h m  W. 

'When 1 came back to Canada that June, at least one thùig had been settled: 1 knew that it 

was d right for people to laugh and cry and even to make asses of themselves. 1 had 

actually known people Iike that, had Iived with them, and they were fine, rnostly - not crazy 

at dl'' (228). At one point Linnet says, "I had neither the wealth nor the influence a 

provincial society requùes . . ." (232) to be placed in "some sensi'ble context" (232) and the 

statement establishes that small-mindedness and snobbery are part of so-called civilized 

society in Canada. 

While reflecting on these issues of culturai d.erences, LiII.net simultaneously 

ruminates on her childhood, and specificaUy on the fate of her fathm She was never told of 

his death, and did not know its exact circumstances or even the date when he passed away. 

Thus in a belated effort to detemine some of the particdars surrounding his passing, she 

contacts three of her father's fj5end.s. From their separate accounts, Linnet is able to piece 

together "something about tuberculosis of the spine and a butchery of an operation" (234). 



There is also the suggestion that her m e r  owned a gun and may have thought about, or 

even committed, suicide. But Linnet dismisses these three accounts and instead creates her 

own version of his death, wncluding that he died of homesickness: '"sichess for England 

was the collsumption, the gun, the everything- 'Everything' had to take it al1 in" (235). 

Everything, in its broad meaning, suggests the general yet inclusive nature of the story 

itself. Linnet tells a story of her retum to Montreal and in so doing she touches upon a 

number of issues that relate to the pmaal ,  the political, the social and culturai, as well as 

the historical cire-ces of the 1PQOs. 

The second Linnet Muir story, "Between Zero and One," provides an e q d y  strong 

impression of the work situation in Montreal for a young, d e d  woman during the 

Second World War- Spakhg in the fïrst person once more, Linnet desmies her work for 

the federal govemment in the office of "Review and Development, Research and 

Expansion, of Wartirne Indwtry." Despite the dullness of the office name, Linnet suggests 

that this t h e  in her life was one of "inexplicable grace when every day is a new parcel one 

unwraps, layer on layer of tissue paper cbvering bits of cryçtal, scraps of words in a foreign 

laaguage, pure white Stones" (248). The story too unfolds to reveal the different layers of 

the office situation, with each layer containing a distinct insight about the gender politics of 

the time, and reflecting a variety of perspectives on the work atmosphere and the relations 

between men and womee In this job, Linnet experiences the prejudice of men against a 

young woman like herself, as well as the prejudice of an older woman, Mrs. Ireland, who 

despises the promise and potential that a younger woman represents. She also senses the 

insecurity that the men are capable of h a r b o ~ g ,  and the vulnerability concealed behind 



Mrs- Ireland's harsh exterior. 

Li.n.net recalls that in the office, "there were about a dozen 0 t h  m e ~ l d e r ,  old, 1 

can see every face, hear e v q  syllable, which evoked, for me, a street, a suburb, a kind of 

schooling . . . bom here, bom in Glasgow; immigrated early, late; raised in Montreal, no, 

fhther wed' (239). She açlmowledges that "Most of [the men] lived thinly, paying for a 

bungalow, a duplex flat, a son's education . . ." (239). Linnet is the first woman permitted 

to actually work with the men, as opposed to simply being in the women's secretad pool. 

As she descfl'bes it, her hiring was an event of monumental proportion: "in an ambience of 

doubt, apprehension, foreboding, incipient danger, and plain hostility, for the Grst tïme in 

the history of the office a girl was allowed to sit with the men" (243). She recalls that the 

occasion brought about a kind of epiphany because it was the fint time she felt that "almost 

palpable atmosphere of sexual curiosity, sexual resentment, and sexual fear that the 

presence of a woman can create where she is not wanted" (244). Even once the men get to 

h o w  Linnet and to treat her with fondness, "the feeling that wornen were 'trouble' never 

disappeared" (244). 

From her desk, Li.n.net is able to observe the habits and custorm of her CO-workers. 

With a more mature perspective, she now realizes that the office was "dull" and that the 

men were simply 7oRùig quietly until pension tirne" (244). But at the time of her working 

there, she admits that she observed the scene with great wonder and interest. She does note 

that her male coiieagues conduct themselves in a rehcted, limited, kind of way. She asks 

why "didn't they move, wak, stretch, run? Each of them seerned to inhabit an invisible 

square; the square was shared with my desk, my graph paper, my elastic bands" (246). And 



the "contents of the square were tested each morning" as the men checked whether anyihïng 

had been tampered with during the night (246). The limitations of the men's attitude to 

work are symbolized by thei. preoccupation with the maintenance of their individual hand 

towels, which are distrî'buted oniy to certain men each week The men who are gïven the 

towels take meticulous care of th- carrying them to the washroom, airing them, drying 

them on the back of their chairs, keeping them folded in a special drawer. The corollary to 

this attentiveness is that '%y mistake or oversight on towel day was a source of outrage" 

(247). 

There is a comspmdence between the sterility and the poverty of the office c h a t e  

and that of Montreal. Linnet comp1ains that the inteilectual He of the city at this time was 

conservative, Iimited, and parochial. She laments that there was no theaire, no music, only 

a feeble museum of art, and not even a fiee public lending hirary. When she chooses to 

read a play from New York as part of an audition for the Canadian Broadcasting 

Corporation, she is asked "'what is this rubbish?"' (250). She recails that "'A play in New 

York' evoked a Iook Canada was making me familiar with: amusement, fastidious 

withdrawal, gentle disdain. What a strange city to have a play in . . . " (25 1). Still, there are 

moments that offer her insight into the repressed desires of the people around her. Linnet 

sometimes catches a g h p s e  of what she calls "another world, like an extra room" (246) 

while at work, and this glimpse cornes in the fom of an expressed "wish outdistanced, 

reduced, shrunken, trailing somewhere in the mind'' by one of the men wiih whom she 

works, Sta~ements like, "'1 often thought 1 wanted . . .' 'Sornething 1 wouldn't have 

minded haWig . . ."' (247) give expression to a whole range of unrealized, unfulfilled, and 



unspoken dreams- Such statements, with their very ellipsis, imply that the perspective 

Li.n.net obtains of the men can only ever be partial and incornplete. 

Her story of her work during the war contains a "play within the play, a subplot" 

(251) that emerges when a second woman is brought into the office: Mrs. Ireland '%ad an 

advanced degree in accountancy and she was preparing a doctorate in some branch of 

mathematics none of the men were familiar with" (251). Thus with her higher education 

and her haughtiness, Mis- Ireland is threatening to everyone, including Linnet She 

immediately hies to boss Linnet around and to get h a  to do some of her work, and it is ody  

when Mr. Tracy, a supenor who is weli disposed towards Lin.net, steps in to sort out the 

power relations that Linnet regains her ground in the ~~e oEce hiemhy. Mis. Ireland 

decIares that working girls in offices make her "ssick, sore, and weary" (255). It is owing to 

this remark that Linnet expenences her second epiphany, this time about women's potential 

attitudes towards other women. Linnet notes that, "I had believed it was ody  because of 

the men that girls were parked Like third-class immigrants at the far end of the room. . . .But 

there, up on the W e  raft, stepping on girls' hgers, was Mrs. Ireland" (255). Linnet 

insightfblly asks, 'W that was so, why didn't Mrs. Ireland get dong with the men, and why 

did they positiveiy and openly hate her . . ." (255). 

The stow develops yet another layer when the men do some research on Mrs. 

Ireland's husband, only to discover that he is an uneducated Polish immigrant: the word in 

the office is that "Old 'ski' was a lush who drank Ffrs. Ireland's] paycheck and sometimes 

beat her up; the scarves she wound around her neck were meant to cover bruises" (258). 

This information provides a broader context for interpreting Mrs. Ireland's resentment of 



the younger Linnet, and of women whom she feels do not achowledge, in their innocence 

and naivete, when they are 'îvell o f f 7  (260). Moreover, the exposure of Mrs. Ireland's 

rnântal woes sharpens Linnet's focus on the men's attitudes towards rnatrimony and on the 

dissatisfaction they clearly experience in their masied lives. When Linnet announces that 

she is engaged, they plead with her to not foliow through with the ceremony. The clea. 

warning they convey is that "mamage was a watershd that transforrned sweet, cheerfiil, 

affectionate girls into, well, their own mothers" (259). According to her male colleagues, it 

foilows that once a girl '%ad caught (their word) a husband she became a whiner, a snooper, 

a killjoy, a wet blanket, a grouch, and a bully" (259). Such an attitude suggests some of the 

gender stereotypes that circulated in the forties, but it also, sadly, implies the inequality, as 

weU as the real unhappiness and sense of compromise in the men's home lives. 

In the closing paragraph of the story, Linnet suggests that what she learned nom this 

work experïence had to do 'tvith the men, with squares and waiis and lirnits and numbers" 

(Home 260). She asks: 'Wow do you stand ifyou stand upon Zero? What will the passage 

be like between Zero and One? And what wÏ.U happa at One?" (Home 260). The 

questions are a bit cryptic, and yet the story clearly identifies the struggles the men and a 

woman like Mis. Ireland face in making a place for themselves, not just in the work place, 

but in life more generally- Linnet is always an outsider to, and an observer and a chmnicler 

of, this scene. Yet she shares some of the fellow characters' concems in her similar 

endeavour of clauning her independence, of declaring h a  identity, and of striking out on 

her own life. She says of Mrs. Ireland that they were different16'different ages, different 

women, two lines of a graph that could never cross" (260). This is true in that Mrs. Ireland, 



and the men, seem stuck in the very stratum of life that Linnet hopes ta escape. However, 

the cornplexity of the story develops fkorn the way fines do cross, layers do udold, 

perspectives shift, and limits expand every so slightly. 

The stones by Mavis Gallant have a provisional quality t o  them precisely because 

they insist, in their brevity and in their episodic style, upom the parhality of the 

represenîations themselves. What kind of ûuths are embedded in these narrative 

structures? And what kind of trutbs about home, about canada, about life during a 

particula. decade do they offer? In part, Gallant's narrative style suggests that the issues 

surz~unding identity, a sense of place, and feelings of exile and diemation, exceed and made 

description (O'Neill 38). And in part, Gallant's unwilluigness to give certainty to h a  

stories means that the reader is lefi to contemplate, in the most open and hesolute way, a 

vast array of nanative possibilities. 



Conclusion 

The critic Martha Nussbaurn suggests that when an author is seeking to express a 

truth about human life, "fonn and style are not incidental features" (5). She contends that 

"[Tlhe telling itseE-the selection of genre, formal structures, sentences, vocabulary . . . 

dl of this expresses a sense of life and of value, a sense of . .. life's relations and 

connections" (5). The choice made by these six writers to write short stories, as well as 

their cultivation of the genre's ability to generate Vresolute, ambiguou, textured, and 

dynamic narrative structures, comment on the people, the cultures, and the places they 

explore. The lives and situations they depict take shape and acquire rneaning through the 

short story form. TheK interpretation of the genre places a stress on the openness, the 

uncertainty, the plurality, and the complexity that c m  exist not just within the genre, but 

also wïthin settler society cultures. 

Lecturing on the "Making of Literature," David Malouf comments that the power 

of reading lies in our capacity to enter into the world of the narrative and become 

a mover in it, to make that world our own. It's the active capacity to live, 

for a time, in some other life than our own daily one, and in that way to 

add to our experience, to make new discoveries in the world of the senses, 

to see new connections between things, to make leaps of moral awareness 

that give us a more cornplete hold of our world. (279) 



M y  thesis argues that when the depiction of "life" is enclosed within the formal capacities 

of the short story genre, that "Life" can seem dynamic, changing, cornplex, partial, and 

open, rather than simply complete, wntained, and resolved For authors exploring the 

difficult questions surrounding identity, culture, and place, the shoa story offers an 

appropriate structure to house these ofien difEcult and unresolved themes. Iris Murdoch 

suggests that uirough literaîure, ' k e  c m  re-discover the density of our iives" (2 1). 1 offer 

this modification, that through the short story genre, these six authors help readers 

discover the density of their settler society worlds. 
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